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We shall not cease from exploration
And the end of all our exploring
Will be to arrive where we started
And know the place for the first time.
— T.S. Elliot (Little Gidding, in Four Quartets, 1943)
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ABSTRACT
How can interactive devices connect with users in the most immediate and intimate
way? This question has driven interactive computing for decades. Throughout the last
decades, we witnessed how mobile devices moved computing into users’ pockets, and
recently, wearables put computing in constant physical contact with the user’s skin. In
both cases moving the devices closer to users allowed devices to sense more of the user,
and thus act more personal. The main question that drives our research is: what is the
next logical step?
Some researchers argue that the next generation of interactive devices will move past
the user’s skin and be directly implanted inside the user’s body. This has already
happened in that we have pacemakers, insulin pumps, etc. However, we argue that what
we see is not devices moving towards the inside of the user’s body, but rather towards
the body’s biological “interface” they need to address in order to perform their function.
To implement our vision, we created a set of devices that intentionally borrow parts of
the user’s body for input and output, rather than adding more technology to the body.
In this dissertation we present one specific flavor of such devices, i.e., devices that
borrow the user’s muscles. We engineered I/O devices that interact with the user by
reading and controlling muscle activity. To achieve the latter, our devices are based on
medical-grade signal generators and electrodes attached to the user’s skin that send
electrical impulses to the user’s muscles; these impulses then cause the user’s muscles
to contract.
While electrical muscle stimulation (EMS) devices have been used to regenerate lost
motor functions in rehabilitation medicine since the 1960s, in this dissertation, we
propose a new perspective: EMS as a means for creating interactive systems.
We start by presenting seven prototypes of interactive devices that we have created to
illustrate several benefits of EMS. These devices form two main categories:
(1) Devices that allow users eyes-free access to information by means of their
proprioceptive sense, such as the value of a variable in a computer system, a tool, or a
plot; (2) Devices that increase immersion in virtual reality by simulating large forces,
such as wind, physical impact, or walls and heavy objects.
Then, we analyze the potential of EMS to build interactive systems that miniaturize well
and discuss how they leverage our proprioceptive sense as an I/O modality. We proceed
by laying out the benefits and disadvantages of both EMS and mechanical haptic
devices, such as exoskeletons.
We conclude by sketching an outline for future research on EMS by listing open
technical, ethical and philosophical questions that we left unanswered.
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ZUSAMMENFASSUNG
Wie können interaktive Geräte auf unmittelbare und eng verknüpfte Weise mit dem
Nutzer kommunizieren? Diese Frage beschäftigt die Forschung im Bereich Computer
Interaktion seit Jahrzehnten. Besonders in den letzten Jahren haben wir miterlebt, wie
Nutzer interaktive Geräte dauerhaft bei sich führen, im Falle von sogenannten
Wearables sogar als Teil der Kleidung oder als Accessoires. In beiden Fällen sind die
Geräte näher an den Nutzer gerückt, wodurch sie mehr Informationen vom Nutzer
sammeln können und daher persönlicher erscheinen. Die Hauptfrage, die unsere
Forschung antreibt, ist: Was ist der nächste logische Schritt in der Entwicklung
interaktiver Geräte?
Mache Wissenschaftler argumentieren, dass die Haut nicht mehr die Barriere für die
nächste Generation von interaktiven Geräten sein wird, sondern dass diese direkt in den
Körper der Nutzer implantiert werden. Zum Teil ist dies auch bereits passiert, wie
Herzschrittmacher oder Insulinpumpen zeigen. Wir argumentieren jedoch, dass Geräte
sich in Zukunft nicht zwingend innerhalb des Körpers befinden müssen, sondern sich an
der richtigen „Schnittstelle“ befinden sollen, um die Funktion des Gerätes zu
ermöglichen.
Um diese Entwicklung voranzutreiben haben wir Geräte entwickelt, die Teile des
Körpers selbst als Ein- und Ausgabe-Schnittstelle verwenden, anstatt weitere Geräte an
den Körper anzubringen.
In dieser Dissertation zeigen wir eine bestimmte Art dieser Geräte, nämlich solche, die
Muskeln verwenden. Wir haben Ein-/Ausgabegeräte gebaut, die mit dem Nutzer
interagieren indem sie Muskelaktivität erkennen und kontrollieren. Um Muskelaktivität
zu kontrollieren benutzen wir Signalgeber von medizinischer Qualität, die mithilfe von
auf die Haut geklebten Elektroden elektrische Signale an die Muskeln des Nutzers
senden. Diese Signale bewirken dann eine Kontraktion des Muskels.
Geräte zur elektrischen Muskelstimulation (EMS) werden seit den 1960er-Jahren zur
Regeneration von motorischen Funktionen verwendet. In dieser Dissertation schlagen
wir jedoch einen neuen Ansatz vor: elektrische Muskelstimulation als
Kommunikationskanal zwischen Mensch und interaktiven Computersysteme.
Zunächst stellen wir unsere sieben interaktiven Prototypen vor, welche die zahlreichen
Vorteile von EMS demonstrieren. Diese Geräte können in zwei Hauptkategorien
unterteilt werden: (1) Geräte, die Nutzern Zugang zu Information direkt über ihre
propriozeptive Wahrnehmung geben ohne einen visuellen Reiz. Diese Informationen
können zum Beispiel Variablen, Diagramme oder die Handhabung von Werkzeugen
beinhalten. (2) Des Weiteren zeigen wir Geräte, welche die Immersion in virtuelle
Umgebungen erhöhen indem sie physikalische Kräfte wie Wind, physischen Kontakt,
Wände oder schwere Objekte, simulieren.
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Wir analysieren in dieser Arbeit außerdem das Potential von EMS für miniaturisierte
interaktive Systeme und diskutieren, wie solche EMS Systeme die propriozeptive
Wahrnehmung wirksam als Ein-/Ausgabemodalität nutzen können. Dazu stellen wir die
Vor- und Nachteile von EMS und mechanisch-haptischen Geräten, wie zum Beispiel
Exoskeletten, gegenüber.
Zum Abschluss skizzieren wir zukünftige Richtungen in der Erforschung von
interaktiven EMS Systemen, indem wir bislang offen gebliebene technische, ethische
und philosophische Fragen aufzeigen.
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Chapter 1: Introduction

1 INTRODUCTION
A key question that has driven interactive computing for decades is: How can
interactive devices connect with users in the most immediate and intimate way?
When we think back to the early days of computing, user and device were quite distant,
often located in separate rooms. Then, in the late 1970s, personal computers “moved in”
with users. In the 1990s, mobile devices put computing into users’ pockets. More
recently, wearables brought computing into constant physical contact with the user’s
skin. These transitions proved to be useful: moving closer to users and spending more
time with them allowed devices to sense more of the user. This knowledge allowed
interactive devices to act more personal.
The main question that drives our research is: what is the next logical step? How can
computing devices become even more personal?
One way of investigating this is to ask where future interactive devices will be located
with respect to the user's body. Some researchers argue that the next generation of
interactive devices will move past the user’s skin, and be directly implanted inside the
user’s body. This has already happened in that we have pacemakers, insulin pumps, and
cochlear implants, all of which are located inside the user’s body. However, we argue
that what we see is not devices moving towards the inside of the user’s body but rather
towards the biological “interface” of the user’s body they need to address, in order to
perform their function, i.e., the heart, the ear, and so forth; Figure 1 illustrates this point.
device

user

mobile

wearable

implanted
overlaps
with body

my vision

Figure 1: Our proposed interactive systems borrow parts of the user’s body,
making the resulting devices effectively overlap with the user’s body.
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This idea that devices are moving towards the biological interface holds the key to a
more immediate and personal communication between device and user. To further
advance this path, we created a set of devices that intentionally borrow parts of the
user’s body for input and output, rather than adding more technology to the body.
In this dissertation we present one specific flavor of such devices, i.e., devices that
borrow the user’s muscles. We engineered input/output devices that interact with the
user by reading and controlling muscle activity. To achieve the latter, we built our
devices based on medical-grade muscle stimulators: these send electrical impulses to the
user’s muscles via electrodes attached to the user’s skin. These pain-free and medically
safe impulses cause the user’s muscles to contract involuntarily.
While electrical muscle stimulation (EMS) devices have been used to regenerate lost
motor functions in rehabilitation medicine since the 1960s, in this dissertation, we
propose a new perspective: EMS as a means for creating interactive systems.

1.1

An example of an interactive system based on EMS

Before we dive any deeper, let us start with a simple example of one of our EMS-based
interactive systems; a device that we called pose-IO and is depicted in Figure 2.
The Pose-IO device consists of a self-contained bracelet that users wear under their
clothing. It drives two pairs of electrodes, which are attached to the user’s forearm
muscles: one pair of electrodes attaches to the muscle that flexes the wrist and the other
pair to the muscle that extends the wrist.

Figure 2: An interactive system based on electrical muscle stimulation: pose-IO.
Pose-IO allows users to control a single variable, such as the position of a video
playhead. As shown in Figure 2b users can set the position of the playhead by posing
their wrist, which the device senses using a 3-axis accelerometer. At the same time, as
shown in Figure 2c, the system continuously writes its output into the user’s wrist
posture, i.e., as the video continues to play, users find their wrist bending further and
further upwards; pose-IO achieves this by actuating the user’s wrist using EMS.
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1.2

Our contributions

Our contribution is the creation of interactive systems based on reading and writing to
the user’s muscles, allowing for both input and output, respectively. While wearables
that leverage the user’s muscles for input are well understood (e.g., motion sensors,
EMG, etc.), the converse—wearables that leverage the user’s muscles for output—is,
unfortunately, still an open challenge. We tackle this challenge by proposing electrical
muscle stimulation as a way to write to the user’s muscles.
Our proposal of using EMS to create interactive systems results in two benefits for the
field of human computer interaction: (1) a new type of input/output device that can be
operated eyes-free, since it is based on reading and writing to the user’s muscles. (2) A
technical approach to miniaturizing force feedback devices. The latter sheds new light
in the elusive challenge of creating strong but small haptic machinery capable of
actuating the human body. We show that our resulting EMS-based force feedback
devices are capable of producing realistic haptic feedback while being sufficiently small
to be worn under the user’s clothing.

1.3

Two lines of exploration

Our interactive systems based on EMS form two main categories, which are depicted in
Figure 3: (1) devices that increase the user’s sense of immersion in virtual reality by
simulating large forces, such as wind, physical impact, or walls and heavy objects; and,
(2) devices that allow users eyes-free access to information by means of their
proprioceptive sense, such as reading/writing the value of a variable in a computer
system, accessing information about a tool, or interacting with data plots. Additionally,
we will also describe an artwork in chapter 4 that helped us in exposing and debating
the societal implications of these technologies.
1. increasing immersion using EMS

Muscle Propelled
Force Feedback

[CHI’13]

Impacto

[UIST’15]

VR Walls

[CHI’17]

2. information access using EMS

Proprioceptive
Interaction

[CHI’15]

Affordance++

MR Haptics

[CHI’18]

societal implications

[CHI’15]

Muscle Plotter

[UIST’16]

Ad Infinitum [Ars Electronica]

Figure 3: Our two lines of work in interactive systems based on EMS.
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1.4

Structure of this dissertation

This dissertation is organized in five chapters. After this introduction (chapter 1), we
take the reader into a review of the prior work that we will build on, with a particular
emphasis on the field of haptics (chapter 2). The two subsequent chapters are dedicated
to our two lines of work: increasing immersion using EMS (chapter 3), and information
access using EMS (chapter 4). We conclude this dissertation by summarizing,
discussing and comparing our approach with state-of-the-art wearable haptic devices,
followed by outlining the open technical, ethical and philosophical challenges for this
emergent field (chapter 5).
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2 RELATED WORK
The work presented in this dissertation builds primarily on the fields of haptics,
wearable computing and electrical muscle stimulation. In this chapter, we overview
prior work that addresses both the tactile and proprioceptive sense, eyes-free interaction,
force feedback, muscle sensing, and present the working principles behind electrical
muscle stimulation.

2.1

Haptics

The field of haptics is concerned with creating devices that simulate the properties of
objects that “we can feel”, i.e., haptic properties. These are the properties of objects that
are not perceived with either the auditory or visual apparatuses, but instead, are sensed
via receptors in our skin, tendons and muscles [53]. An example of a mundane, yet
crucial, haptic property that we feel is the texture of a surface (e.g., is it smooth, rough,
or does it encode a braille message?).
The field of haptics is generally subdivided into two sub-areas: tactile feedback (i.e.,
feeling a surface, feeling its texture, etc.) and proprioceptive feedback (i.e., feeling
forces associated with an object, such as its weight) [53]. The work in this dissertation is
concerned with creating an alternative technological apparatus for proprioceptive
haptics (forces). Still, for the sake of completeness and theoretical framing, we start
with a brief overview of the prior work on tactile haptics.

2.1.1 Tactile feedback
Most haptic devices that stimulate our sense of touch aim at creating the illusion that we
made contact with an object. To exemplify, imagine stretching your arm in virtual
reality and tapping on a virtual wall; then, by moving your finger across the wall you
would also expect to feel its texture (and its temperature but that is outside of our
scope).
Perceiving touch. Before we survey the techniques used to create the illusion of contact

with a virtual object, let us briefly survey the neural mechanisms of our sense of touch:
we feel that we have touched something, or that something has touched us, by means of
specialized nerve cells, called mechanoreceptors, which are lodged in our skin. These
cells are able to transform a mechanical input, such as the pressure applied to our skin,
into an electrical signal that is sent to the brain, where it is processed into what we feel
as “a touch”.
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Mechanoreceptors that deal with sensing the tactile qualities of our environment exist in
a wide variety (heavily simplified from [41]): the Meissner corpuscles, which detect
light touch and adapt to changes in texture (around 50 Hz); the Ruffini corpuscles,
which detect tension deep in the skin and fascia; the Merkel nerve endings, which detect
sustained pressure; and, the Pacinian corpuscles that detect rapid vibrations (between
200 –300 Hz). Therefore, to create the illusion of touch in virtual environments, such as
when we reach out and touch a virtual wall, researchers rely on stimulating these
receptors using haptic devices.
Vibration. In order to achieve the illusion of contact the majority of low-cost

commercial haptic devices rely on small vibration motors, such as those found in
contemporary handheld VR controllers. The relatively low costs associated to these
vibration motors allowed researchers to build devices with many vibrotactile units. For
instance, Lindeman et al. simulate impacts in virtual reality using a suit that contains 16
vibrotactile actuators [99]. In their virtual reality “shooting” application, the suit
communicates the spatial location of the shots fired at the user by activating the
respective vibrotactile cell.
Vibration quickly became the most common haptic feedback modality in VR because it
allows for wearable form factors, such as gloves (e.g., the CyberTouch by Virtual
Technologies [20]) and vests [99]. Unfortunately, as evidence suggests, vibration
feedback becomes harder to perceive when users are in motion [78]. Also, when
crosschecking with the list of mechanoreceptors found in our skin, we find that a
vibration-based haptic device will only stimulate two out of available four receptors,
i.e., it stimulates only the Meissner and Pacinian nerve cells [89].
Pressure. In order to create more realistic sensations of touch, researchers utilize

devices that press against the user’s skin. These devices will also activate also the
Ruffini and Merkel cells, which are sensitive to pressure [89]. Pressing against the
user’s skin, especially at the finger pads, increases realism when manipulating/grasping
virtual objects.
Researchers have explored many technical avenues to create pressure at the user’s
fingertips, such as pneumatics or jamming. Pneumatic Gloves include air pockets that
inflate when the user’s fingertips touch a virtual object [12]. The Teleact glove [137],
for example, featured 30 air pockets around the user’s fingers and palm. This
technology is also used in surgical manipulators to emulate the experience of touching
soft tissue [90]. Another example is Wearable Jamming Mitten [138], which locks the
user’s hand in a clenched position when the user grasps a virtual object. It achieves this
by jamming, i.e., by removing all air causing the substance inside the glove to interlock.
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Combining vibration, pressure and skin stretch. Real world interactions with objects
simultaneously elicit a wide range of sensations, including pressure, vibration but also skinstretching. In order to achieve more compelling simulations that allow users to interact with
objects, researchers have combined all of the previous approaches in consolidated haptic
devices. For example, the HapThimble [80] is a finger-mounted haptic device that

emulates contact with virtual objects by pushing a vibrotactile actuator against the
user’s fingertip—effectively combining vibration and pressure information. Other
devices incorporate also skin stretch actuators that are used for simulating directional
forces when contacting objects [26, 16]. These haptic devices laterally stretch the user’s
finger pad skin using actuators, such as miniaturized Stewart platforms or by pulling
cables [15].
Non-wearable methods for tactile feedback. It is also worth noting that tactile stimuli

can be transmitted through the air around the user using ultrasonic beam forming [68] or
air vortexes [141]. Instead of attaching hardware to the user’s body, these approaches
require stationary emitters positioned in front of the user. Therefore, such devices are
prone to occlusion and restrict the interactive space to small volumes (e.g., one meter in
most cases).

2.1.2 Proprioceptive feedback
We ask you, again, to imagine the hypothetical scene from before: reaching your arm to
touch a virtual wall. In real life, there is one additional haptic cue that you feel when
you touch a wall: its force. In fact, a wall perfectly illustrates your ability to feel forces
since the wall pushes back against you as much as you push onto it (Newton’s 3rd law,
i.e., every force has an equal counter-force). Devices that are concerned with the
proprioceptive, rather than tactile, side of haptics are designed to render the sensation of
forces.
Perceiving forces. We perceive forces by means of our proprioceptive sense—

proprioception allows sensing the position, orientation, and movement of our limbs,
joints, and muscles [29]. Proprioception works by combining the information of mainly
three mechanoreceptors: the muscle spindles (receptors lodged in our muscle fibers),
which detect changes in the length of the muscle; the Golgi tendon organs (receptors at
the interface between muscles and tendons), which sense changes in muscle tension;
and, lastly, sensors inside the joint capsules, which sense the joint’s rotation [40, 128].
Research suggests that our proprioception can also operate independently from the
visual and auditory channels [29, 40]. Coming back to our “touching a wall” example,
this means you can feel the force that the wall exerts on you even with your eyes closed.
Note that some authors prefer the term kinesthetic feedback (which evokes the idea of
motion) rather than proprioceptive feedback. For the sake of the argument of this thesis,
which deals directly with the proprioceptive sense, we opt for proprioceptive feedback
instead.
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Besides the research in the medical domain (psychophysics and neuroscience),
proprioception has been approached from the perspective of human computer
interaction—when a user’s body is actuated by haptic machinery, the user feels the
resulting forces via their proprioception. We now review the different technical
apparatuses that researchers created for actuating the user’s limbs with force feedback.

2.1.3 Motor-based force feedback
Force feedback devices mechanically administer forces to the user’s body. Typically,
these devices generate and apply forces using robotic arms [103], pulley systems [107]
and exoskeletons [152].
Robotic arms. One way to actuate the user’s limbs is to use strong robotic arms for

force feedback, such as in the system by Yokokohji et al. [158]. Similarly, Gruenbaum
et al. leverage an industrial robotic manipulator as a stand-in for a control panel of a
virtual automobile [46].
Pulley systems. A canonical example of a pulley-based haptic device is the

SPIDAR [107], which displaces the user’s fingertips by pulling tethers that are attached
to rings worn on the user’s fingers. These tethers are pulled against a stationary frame
by motors. Variations of this popular SPIDAR design have been used in CAVE-like
simulators with force feedback, such as a boxing simulator [57] and a catch-ball
simulator [75]. Lastly, SPIDAR-W [108] is based on the same SPIDAR principle but,
instead of being stationary, is mounted into a 1.5 x 1.5 x 1.5 m cage that the user carries
around.
Exoskeletons. Much like our last example (SPIDAR-W), exoskeleton-based devices

require that the complete hardware (tethers, frames and motors) be mounted on the
user’s body. Exoskeletons are typically constructed from several rigid linkages
connected to each other by moving joints, which are then actuated using strong motors.
In an exoskeleton, the linkages are attached to the human body, typically using straps.
SAM [93] is an example of a portable exoskeleton that is able to actuate the user’s arm
in 7 DOF (i.e., 7 degrees of freedom, meaning this device has seven moving joints). An
early example of using exoskeletons to increase immersion is the Dextrous Hand
Master [64], which is an exoskeleton glove that provides force feedback to the user’s
fingers in VR. Other iconic exoskeletons used in VR are, for instance, Dexmo [47],
which is a more recent rendition of a glove exoskeleton that uses lighter motors that can
only brake; EXO-UL7 [131], a stationary 7 DOF exoskeleton for both arms; or
FlexTensor [152], a minimal exoskeleton that only actuates the biceps.
Combining with vibration. Researchers have also combined force-feedback devices

with tactile stimulation: Kron et al. combined a force feedback hand exoskeleton with
an eccentric motor on each finger [87]; similarly, the Data Glove by VPL [37] and
Cyber Glove Force by Kramer et al. [86] do provide hybrid force & tactile sensations.
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Weight-force tradeoff. The tradeoff between a motor’s output force and its weight is the

crucial limiting factor of force feedback devices such as exoskeletons. To give the
reader a visual analogy, we compare two previously mentioned exoskeleton devices in
Figure 4: (a) The EXO-UL7 [131] outputs forces closely matching a human’s strength
because its motors provide 2.2 Nm/kg of torque. Unfortunately, a device with this
output power/weight is no longer portable and has to be affixed to a wall. (b) The
SAM [93] exoskeleton was optimized to achieve maximum portability and maximize
each joint’s torque; the resulting device weights 6 kg without batteries (or 12 kg for
both arms) but its output power is only 1/20th of a human maximum’s torque per joint.
a

b

Figure 4: Illustrating the weight-force tradeoff in exoskeletons by comparing (a)
the stationary EXO-UL7 and (b) the portable SAM exoskeleton (images from
UCLA Bionics Lab press kit and with permission of Université Libre de Bruxelles).
Through this analogy we see that, even when optimized for weight, exoskeleton devices
do not play along with today’s requirements for VR devices: mobile and wearable. As
we will address later in Chapter 3, we took this limitation of traditional haptic devices
as a starting point to our work on increasing realism using electrical muscle stimulation.

2.2

Wearables based on Proprioceptive Input

The second area that we cover in this related work chapter encompasses the field of
wearable computing. In particular, we are interested in wearable devices capable of
tracking the user’s movements and muscle contractions.

2.2.1 Wearables with motion tracking (IMUs and computer vision)
Today, many commodity devices are able to track the user’s motion using internal
measurement units (IMUs), which are circuits that measure motion using a combination
of accelerometers, gyroscopes and sometimes also magnetometers. Popular examples
are all around us: our smartphones use their IMU to determine the screen’s tilt, while
our fitness bracelets use accelerometers to count steps.
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Besides IMUs, researchers also rely on computer vision on wearables that track the
user’s lims. For instance, Cyclops [24] uses a fisheye camera attached to the user’s
chest, which sees the user's whole body, allowing it to track the user's limbs. Similarly,
OmniTouch [55] uses a Microsoft Kinect depth camera to track when the user’s fingers
touch the user’s forearm. Likewise, Digits [81] is a wrist-worn camera combined with
an infrared line projector that track the user’s finger positions. More recently, small high
frequency radars, such as Soli [155] started to be used for tracking the user’s fingers.

2.2.2 Wearables that read muscle activity (EMGs and MMGs)
While the previous approach is particularly good at tracking the motion of a limb that
the sensor is attached to (e.g., your fitbit bracelet tracks your wrist motion), these
devices cannot determine the strength of a muscular contraction, i.e., neither a camera
nor an IMU can determine how much force you are exerting when you are moving.
To measure the force of a muscle contraction researchers rely on measuring the
muscle’s activity. This can be achieved in a myriad of non-invasive methods; however,
we focus on two methods that can afford a wearable form factor: electromyography
(EMG) and mechanomyography (MMG).
MMG is a technique that relies on listening to the vibrations produced by the onset of a

muscular contraction [144]— the sensor employed in MMGs is a microphone. The idea
of using wearable microphones to capture the sounds arriving at the user’s skin has been
used for inferring the user’s muscular contractions [22] but also to infer what/where the
user is touching (sound of one hand [2] and also Skinput [54]).
EMG is a technique that directly amplifies the electrical signals, inherent from the

nervous system, which regulate our muscular contractions [148]. In its non-invasive
form, called surface electromyography (sEMG), pre-gelled electrodes are attached to the
user’s skin. These capture the residual electrical potential from neuronal firings that can
still be measured through the skin. In the field of human computer interaction (HCI),
these EMG devices became a popular way to enable what Felzer et al. described as
“hands-free control applications” [36]. For instance, Saponas et al. used EMG to create
wearable input devices, such as a music player that users can control eyes-free by means
of muscle contractions, even while jogging [134].
The conceptual outcome of EMG and MMG-based devices is that they turn the user’s
muscles into actual input devices. Saponas et al. highlight that the biggest benefit in
using the muscles as input devices is that the body is an “always available”
resource [134].
While EMG has mostly been used for medical or research purposes, it was not until
recently that a commercial product came along. The Myo [6] is a bracelet that combines
EMG (dry electrodes rather than sticky ones) and IMUs, allowing users to contract their
muscles as input for games and to control their media player applications.
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Also, it is worth noticing that the signals captured in high-quality MMG recordings
have been shown to reliably depict the intensity of a muscle contraction, even when
compared to EMG recordings of the same subjects [148].

2.2.3 Eyes-free interaction
The sensing technologies we just introduced (e.g., EMG, cameras, IMUs) have been
instrumental in assisting researchers in creating ways for users to input information
even when they are not looking; this is the so-called eyes-free interaction.
Eyes-free input. There are several examples of devices that allow eyes-free input, such

as the EMG wearable device by Saponas et al. [134] that we covered before. Another
device, the Pinstripe [77], adds sensing to the user’s clothing by embedding conductive
threads in it; this enables the garment to sense 1D gestures designed to be easily
performed without relying on the user’s visual apparatus. Imaginary Interfaces [48] are
also non-visual input devices that enable also an additional 2D spatial component: users
can operate them eyes-free by touching the palm of their non-dominant hand because
the touch elicits tactile and proprioceptive senses [49]. Imaginary Phone goes one step
further and instantiates an input-device using the human hand, which results in a small
acquisition time because there is no need to reach for the mobile device in the
pocket [50].
Eyes-free output. For an interactive dialog to take place in an eyes-free manner, users

need not only eyes-free input, but also output. The predominant output modality for
eyes-free output is auditory input, which is popular especially for interactive appliances
such as digital home assistants (e.g., Google Home and Amazon Alexa). The auditory
modality is however limited to quiet environments and to situations in which the user is
not engaged into conversations. To circumvent the limitations of auditory output,
researchers instead build eyes-free output devices using tactile feedback. For instance,
Tan et al. utilized a 3x3 vibrotactile actuator matrix as a wearable eyes-free output
device designed to communicate messages to the user's tactile sense [146].
Unfortunately, vibration is also subject to a range of limitations. Firstly, as we
mentioned before, the recognition of vibrotactile patterns degrades in mobile situations,
such as when walking [78]. Furthermore, vibrotactile output was found to offer limited
bandwidth [109] and is hard to learn because it lacks mnemonic properties [94].
One possible solution would be to create wearables that provide proprioceptive cues
(i.e., that actuate the user’s muscles) as an eyes-free output modality. However, as we
have discussed, the constraints of exoskeleton-based devices sever this possibility. As
we will cover in Chapter 4, we took the lack of more expressive modalities for eyes-free
output as a starting point for our work on information access using electrical muscle
stimulation.
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Closing the loop between eyes-free input & output. A device that enables a full eyes-

free interaction (i.e., input and output) is Gesture Output [132]. This device, which we
co-authored during this dissertation, is a modified smartphone with an actuated
transparent overlay onto the screen. If the user’s finger rests on the screen, the device
can actuate the finger by means of pulling the overlay with motors; this results in the
user’s finger moving, involuntarily, in 2D shapes. This output modality allows Gesture
Output to communicate spatial gestures, which the user can sense eyes-free by means of
their proprioceptive sense. Simultaneously, using the touchscreen that is native to
today’s smartphones, the device also accepts gestures as input. This allows the input and
output languages to be symmetric [132], i.e., they share the exact same alphabet of
gestures. While Gesture Output is not a wearable device, since it is deployed in a
smartphone, yet it is precisely this idea of a unified I/O space that is entirely perceived
by the user’s proprioception that we will echo in our proprioceptive interaction
paradigm (Chapter 4).

2.3

Electrical muscle stimulation

To conclude, we introduce electrical muscle stimulation (EMS), which is a technique
that applies electrical impulses to the user’s muscles in order to involuntarily contract
them [100]. The basic concept of stimulating muscles by means of electricity goes back
as far as 1791, when Galvani discovered that electric current caused contractions on the
leg muscles of an inanimate frog [157]. The development of the technology that is
found in today’s EMS devices spawns from advancements in rehabilitation medicine
that began in the 1960s [27, 145]. Since then EMS has become an effective technique in
clinical rehabilitation to regenerate lost motor functions, such as in patients with limited
mobility due to spinal cord injury.

2.3.1 Working principle
EMS devices deliver impulses by means of electrode pairs formed by an anode and a
cathode [1]. When the electric current that travels from cathode to anode it crosses
nerves and motor neurons and adds to the neurons’ internal voltage [100]. When the
resulting voltage surpasses a certain threshold, it causes the motor neurons to
“fire” [41]. This signal, called the action potential, travels down the nerve until it
reaches the muscle fibers and causes them to contract.
EMS stimulators can achieve varying levels of muscle contraction by modulating the
amplitude of the current. Higher currents generally penetrate deeper into the user’s skin
and tissue, where they reach additional neurons and can thus innervate more muscle
fibers [100].
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The majority of EMS-based systems use pre-gelled electrodes that attach to the user’s
skin; this gel acts as both glue and as an impedance matcher [1]. These electrodes are
suitable for time periods of up to a few hours per session at which point the gel layer
needs to be replenished. Implanted microelectrode arrays [18] allow for longer use at
the expense of requiring surgical insertion. These are only used mostly in medical
research and in rare rehabilitation cases where the user’s motor functions are
permanently damaged.
This simple working principle generated several flavors of the technique and each has
its own acronym, such as FES, TENS, TES, or NMES [100]. Functional Electrical
Stimulation (FES), for example, denotes the usage of electrical stimulation primarily to
restore or improve the function of paralyzed or affected muscles [1]. In clinical trials,
FES has been shown to improve muscle performance for patients with decreased motor
function without long-term side effects [60], the downside being the temporary
discomfort caused by the “tingling sensation” while using the device [23]. These
acronyms mostly denote different stimulation parameters, stimulation protocols, or
application areas [100]. In this dissertation we adopted the term EMS, as it is a more
encompassing term.

2.3.2 EMS signal generator
The typical way of driving an EMS device is to use one circuit for the logic (which can
be as simple as an Arduino microcontroller) that drives a separate medical-grade EMS
signal generator. This signal generator outputs alternating pulses (a positive pulse
followed by a negative one) that are either sinusoidal or square-shaped [76] usually at a
frequency between 15 Hz – 120 Hz with a pulse duration of 50 – 400 µs. EMS signal
generators are current-limited, thus preventing the device from ever generating currents
either above the safety level (100 mA), or above the calibrated intensity. It is worth
noting that there is a non-linear relationship between the intensity and the duration of a
stimulation pulse, which is known as strength-duration curve [82]. This curve describes
how these two parameters are interchangeable; in short, the longer the pulse duration the
less current is needed to trigger the contraction. Further safety features of muscle
stimulators include detecting whether the electrodes are attached to the user and stop the
system otherwise.

2.3.3 Deploying an EMS system
In EMS, two electrodes are attached to the user’s skin: one electrode is attached near the
base of the muscle, closer to its tendons, and a second electrode is attached to the
muscle belly, typically in the middle of the muscle, where most of the fibers are.
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Figure 5 shows the placement of two electrodes to stimulate the user’s biceps muscle,
and the effect of a stimulation with a current of 17 mA and a pulse width of 200 µs for a
period of 300 ms. Typical muscle contractions start around 10–50 ms from the
stimulation pulse onset [23]. Finding these anatomically correct locations requires a
certain amount of expertise. While locations along the arm, shoulder, and legs are
relatively straightforward, some set-ups are inherently taboo such as electrodes across

Figure 5: Electrically actuating the biceps muscle using EMS.
The current levels required to actuate a limb vary across users and muscles. To assure
pain-free operation, one typically calibrates the device by starting at 0 mA and increases
the current from there. The experimenter then registers the lowest current that causes
some movement of the muscle, and then users set the highest current that they still feel
comfortable to them; the range in between is what the device can use to generate
different levels of contractions.

2.3.4 Application areas of electrical muscle stimulation
EMS in medicine. As mentioned earlier, the original application area of EMS was and

continues to be replacing/supporting human motor functions in the field of rehabilitation
medicine. Here, EMS promises to help patients who lost motor functions, e.g., as a
result of spinal cord injury, to regain control over the otherwise inaccessible limbs.
Most of the applications artificially induce body movements, such as grasping, walking,
swallowing, mitigating the drop-foot syndrome, and assisting in standing upright [121].
This application space makes excellent use of the qualities of EMS and is probably the
closest a patient can get to restore the body as it was prior to the injury.
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EMS in Art. The first non-medical applications of EMS came from the artistic domain,

as artists in the 1980s started to explore EMS as part of interactive art installations. The
early works of Stelarc depicted examples of an initial form of teleoperation between a
human arm (moved by EMS) and a robotic arm [120]. Also pioneer was the work of
Elsenaar, in his lecture-performances a computer program narrated to the audience
while a performer’s facial muscles were stimulated [32]—the performer’s face, which
was actuated by means of EMS, provided a surrogate face to the computer. Similarly,
the performances of Daito Manabe demonstrated the transfer of facial expressions
between two users; one user was instrumented using sensing electrodes (EMG), while
the other was provided with electrodes for stimulation [101].
EMS in HCI. Only more recently, circa 2003, was EMS used for interactive purposes.

Figure 6 depicts a chronologically arranged timeline of EMS research in the field of
Human Computer Interaction.
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Figure 6: Timeline of EMS research in the field of Human Computer Interaction.
(To preserve visual clarity we do not display publications from adjunct
proceedings or other non-archival formats, except the early work by Farbiz et al.).
These interactive devices based on EMS, engineered by researchers in HCI, appear
clustered around four main themes, which we will describe next: (1) training, (2)
immersion, (3) a rudimentary form of teleoperation, and (4) information access.
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1. Tutorial/Training. These projects employ EMS as an actuation system that guides

users in performing physical tasks. For instance, PossessedHand [147] applies EMS on
the user’s forearm muscles to guide the user into the correct finger poses for learning
how to play a new string instrument. The wearable form factor of EMS systems also
makes them attractive for mobile applications. For instance, Pedestrian Cruise
Control [123] provides walking directions (left vs. right) to the wearer by using EMS to
turn their legs into the desired direction. Similarly, FootStriker [58] uses EMS to correct
a runner’s heel placement while their foot is in midair, prior to taking the next step.
Tatsuno et al’s system [149] utilizes EMS to correct the arm rotation during a bowling
swing. Vibr-o-matic [38] stimulates muscles of the abdomen and larynx to aid novice
singers to perform vibrato (amplitude modulation). Also, in the domain of music tutors,
Ebisu et al. utilized EMS to assist novice musicians in keeping the rhythm—their
system stimulates the user’s wrist muscles as they hold maracas [31]. Our affordance++
system, described in chapter 4, allows users to learn how to operate objects they might
not be familiar with— it allows objects to communicate their affordance by means of
actuating the user’s muscles to perform the correct manipulations. A spray can enabled
by affordance++, for example, may compel the user’s hand to shake the can prior to its
use. Finally, Niijima et al. utilize EMS on the user’s facial muscles to create involuntary
teeth clenching that promotes a stronger voluntary contraction of the upper arms (i.e.,
this takes advantage of the fact that we naturally clench our teeth when weight
lifting) [110].
2. Immersion. These systems use EMS to provide users with force feedback. This line

of research started with Kruijff et al. providing EMS induced force feedback for users
playing a video game on a desktop computer [88]. While traditional vibrotactile
feedback can highlight in-game events with vibration, EMS is able to produce
directional forces. The fact that EMS miniaturizes well, allowed us to apply such
feedback to our work with mobile devices, as in muscle-propelled force feedback,
which we describe in the next chapter. These, EMS-driven physical sensations increase
the realism of interactive virtual environments. For instance, Farbiz et al. used EMS on
the wrist muscles to render the sensation of a ball hitting a racket in an augmented
reality tennis game [34]. Pfeiffer et al. applied EMS to the user’s wrist to increase the
realism of the sensation of grabbing a soft or hard object, while interacting in midair
with a large-scale display [122]. Niijima et al. stimulate the user’s masseter muscles
(jaw) to re-create the resistance of chewing virtual food [111]. In chapter 3, we
demonstrated how to use EMS force feedback to simulate punches of a virtual boxer (in
impacto), as well as to simulate the forces of walls and heavy objects in both virtual
reality (in VR Walls), and mixed reality (in EMS in mixed reality).
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3. Teleoperation. Recently, researchers started using EMS to render the movements of a

remote user; this can be thought as a rudimentary form of teleoperation since, currently,
the precision of EMS actuators is still limited (more on this in chapter 3). One example
of this is bioSync [112], a wearable EMS-based system that allows one user to transfer
their muscle contractions, sensed via EMG, to a remote user. Similarly, Paralogue [51]
renders the head direction of a remote user by using EMS on the user’s wrist muscles,
i.e., the local user’s hand acts as a proxy of the remote user’s head and, when the remote
user’s head tilts or turns, the local user’s hand tilts and turns in response.
4. Information Access. Our pose-IO, which we describe in chapter 4, is wearable device

that allows users to set and retrieve the value of a variable in a computer system; users
retrieve the value by finding their wrists posed by means of EMS. Similarly, other
systems provide users a way to receive information by feeling their muscles moving.
For instance, Feel Radio [45] allows users to feel wireless traffic such as Wi-Fi or
Bluetooth by means of muscle contractions. Also, Emotion Actuator [59] allows a user
to feel an EMS-induced gesture that maps to an emotional state of another person. The
emotional state of the remote person is sensed by means of electroencephalography
(EEG) and then transmitted over to the EMS-user. Lastly, since all previous EMS
systems allow only for brief, low-bandwidth interactions, we created muscle-plotter,
which we describe in chapter 4. Unlike previous systems, muscle-plotter is capable of
supporting sense-making activities, such as function plotting and math operations, by
using a pen to persist the EMS output onto a piece of paper.
After providing the reader with an understanding of the prior art, we now return to our
proposal to utilize EMS to create interactive systems. As we will see in the next chapter,
the first property we uncovered in this dissertation was that EMS allows to substantially
reduce the hardware footprint required to actuate the user’s body and, thus, lends itself
well to immersive applications (e.g., VR).
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3 INCREASING IMMERSION
USING EMS
As we established in Chapter 2, there has been a good amount of progress towards
simulating the haptic qualities of lightweight virtual objects, such as contact with
surfaces [86] or textures [28]. These haptic devices revolve around simulating the tactile
qualities of the object by stimulating the user’s skin; for instance, using inflatable pads
at the user’s fingertips [90] or vibro-tactile gloves [20].
Unfortunately, simulating the haptics qualities of heavy virtual objects, such as the
weight of a piece of furniture or the resistance of a wall, has proven substantially more
challenging. Even if one simulates the tactile aspects of such objects, the illusion fails as
soon as users try to push through the virtual object, because their proprioception
informs them about the lack of resistance [118].
Currently, the only haptic devices capable of rendering these large forces are motorbased haptic devices. As we have discussed previously, these devices can be stationary,
such as the SPIDAR pulley system [107], or user-mounted, such as the SAM
exoskeleton [93].
Regardless of their type, these devices are based on motors, which do not scale down
gracefully while conserving the same output power. Thus, current haptic devices are
bulky, heavy and require attaching to the limb they are actuating (so they can pull on it);
for instance, a exoskeleton device that applies force to the user’s hand will require the
user to grasp a handle, which is then actuated by a pulley.
The objective of our research here is to explore EMS as an alternative to force feedback
hardware and establish whether it is a suitable haptic device capable of increasing
immersion.

3.1 Muscle-propelled Force Feedback: force feedback for
mobile devices
Our starting point was to bring force feedback to mobile devices. In order to achieve
this, we proposed using the user’s muscle power as a replacement for motors by
actuating the user’s muscles using electrical muscle stimulation.
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Figure 7 illustrates the use of our mobile force feedback prototype, in a mobile gaming
scenario. The device is mounted on the back of a mobile phone, and the player has
connected it to the palm flexor muscles of each of their forearms using two electrodes.
The close-up reveals the game the user is interacting with. The game requires the user to
steer an airplane through strong side winds by tilting the device. During he course of the
game, wind turbines show up and create side-winds that derail the airplane. This effect
is what our device renders as force-feedback.

Figure 7: Our prototype electrically stimulates the user’s arm muscles via the
shown electrodes, causing the user to involuntarily tilt the device. As the user is
countering this force, they perceive force feedback.
Figure 8 details how we produce the force feedback effect: the device renders the winds
by trying to tilt itself against the user’s will (Figure 8b). It achieves this by stimulating
muscle tissue in the user’s arm though the electrodes, triggering an involuntary
contraction. This causes the user’s arms to tilt sideways and thus the device to tilt. Since
the airplane is controlled by tilt, the involuntary tilting threatens to derail the airplane.
To stay on course, players counter the actuation using the force of their other arm
(Figure 8c). As we find in Study 2, players perceive this as force feedback.

a

b

c

Figure 8: (a) As the user is playing (b) muscle-propelled force feedback kicks in,
causing the user’s left wrist to tilt the device. (c) The user responds by countering
the forces, steering the plane against the wind.

3.1.1 Device hardware
The device induces involuntary muscle contraction by generating a biphasic waveform
with a frequency of 25 Hz and a pulse width of 290 µs. Figure 9 shows a close-up of the
hardware that produces this signal.
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Our prototype measures 133 mm × 70 mm × 20 mm and weighs 163 g and is comprised
of an arduino nano microcontroller, which communicates via USB or Bluetooth with its
host device (HTC One X phone). The EMS generator is coupled to a medically
compliant amplifier that outputs a maximum of 50V/100 mA over a 500 Ω load.

Figure 9: The backside of our prototype reveals its hardware design.

3.1.2 Contributions, benefits, and limitations
Our main contribution is the concept of creating mobile force feedback using computercontrolled muscle stimulation.
Our approach achieves miniaturization by (1) eliminating mechanical actuators, such as
motors, and (2) substantially reducing battery size, as it is two orders of magnitude
more energy-efficient to actuate a muscle (which receives its energy from the human
body) than to drive a motor. In two simple user studies detailed below, we verified that
our prototype created sufficient force and that its effect was indeed perceived as force
feedback by the participants.
On the flipside, our device requires users to manually place electrodes, which requires
expertise and takes some time. Future prototypes may overcome these limitations and
achieve an even smaller form factor by using implanted electrodes [66].

3.1.3 Study 1: measuring EMS output force
To determine whether our approach delivers sufficient force, we evaluated the force of
the muscular output induced by our prototype.
3.1.3.1 Participants
We recruited 10 right-handed participants (two female), between 24 and 50 years old
(M=31.2 years old, SD=9 years), which had no prior experience with EMS. They
received a small compensation for their time.
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3.1.3.2 Apparatus and procedure
Our experimental apparatus, shown in Figure 10, actuated participant’s wrist via pregelled electrodes on the palm flexor muscles (flexor carpi radialis and partially the
flexor digitorium superficialis) and measured the resulting force using a digital springscale. Prior to the task, we calibrated an intensity range for each participant: minimum
intensity with visible contraction up to the maximum intensity without causing any pain.

electrodes
spring-scale

arm rest

Figure 10: Apparatus for measuring the force an EMS-induced contraction.
3.1.3.3 Task & experimental design
For each trial, participants were subjected to a stimulation pattern and we measured the
resulting force they produced. There were six stimulation pattern intensities (linearly
interpolated between the minimum and maximum intensity values determined during
calibration) and 11 durations (50, 100, 200…1000ms). Overall, each participant
performed a total of 132 trials: 6 (intensities) × 11 (durations) × 2 (repetitions).
3.1.3.4 Results and discussion
Figure 11 shows the resulting forces for all users, showing that force grows with
intensity level and is proportional to duration.
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Figure 11: Average peak force (in grams) during palm flexion for each intensity.
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At 1000ms of highest intensity stimulation participants produced an average of 1903g
(18.7N). An increase in duration generally caused an increase of force for intensity
levels 2 to 6. For the lowest intensity, however, force tapered off for stimuli longer than
500ms. For comparison, a Phantom force feedback device produces 3.3N [124].
Participants reached or exceeded this level for all intensities above 2 and stimulations
longer than 400ms. This suggests that our prototype causes users to create sufficient
force for typical force feedback applications.

3.1.4 Study 2: mobile force feedback gaming
In this study, we investigated how participants perceive the force feedback generated by
our prototype. Participants played the game described above. We compared the
experimental muscle-propelled force feedback condition with a vibrotactile baseline.
3.1.4.1 Participants
We recruited 10 participants (3 females) between 20 and 40 years old (M=27.4 years
old, SD=5.4 years), from which none had partaken in Study 1.
3.1.4.2 Task
To win the game, participants had to keep the airplane on-screen while collecting white
clouds and avoiding black clouds. Staying on screen required them to resist the winds
that “pushed the airplane off-screen”. Participants steered the airplane left and right by
tilting the device, while touching the upper and lower half of the screen using their
thumbs allowed them to fly higher or lower.
3.1.4.3 Interfaces & experimental design
Prior to the study, participants were briefed about EMS and our device was calibrated to
operate in such a way as to produce visible, yet pain-free contractions.
During the study (Figure 12), participants played the videogame with for at least 5
minutes per condition. In the force feedback condition, participants received feedback in
the form of their screens tilting sideways under muscle actuation of both arms (i.e., both
palm flexors). In the vibrotactile condition the direction of the wind was encoded using
two different vibration patterns (participants were trained to correctly identify both
patterns beforehand). The experiment used a within-subjects design and interface order
was counterbalanced. After completing each condition participants filled in a
questionnaire comprised of several 5-point Likert scale questions.
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Figure 12: Participants from Study 2 experiencing the force feedback sensations
delivered by our prototype (photos with participants’ consent).
3.1.4.4 Questionnaire results & discussion
Participants rated the game as more enjoyable when playing with force feedback
(Mdn=4.5 of 5, IQR=1), than with vibrotactile (Mdn=3 of 5, IQR=2), which a Wilcoxon
Signed-rank test showed to be of statistical significance (Z=2.35, p =0.02).
Participants rated the wind forces in the game as harder-to-counter when force feedback
was active (Mdn=4.0 of 5, IQR=2) than in the vibrotactile condition (Mdn=1 of 5,
IQR=1), which a Wilcoxon Signed-rank test confirmed to be of statistical significance
(Z=2.68, p =0.007). Perceiving the direction such winds in the game showed no
statistical difference from force feedback (Mdn=5 of 5, IQR=1) to vibrotactile condition
(Mdn= 3 of 5, IQR=2). All subjects expressed to prefer force feedback to vibrotactile
feedback. Furthermore, participants’ opinion suggested that force feedback contributed
to a positive gaming experience (Mdn=4.5 of 5, IQR=1). Participants’ reactions during
the force feedback condition suggested excitement and included positive comments
about an increased sense of realism and immersion. All participants stated that the
muscle-propelled force feedback condition was pain-free (Mdn=1 of 5, IQR=0).

3.1.5 Conclusions on muscle-propelled force feedback
What we assessed with our first mobile prototype was that (1) using EMS we can create
mobile force feedback devices that are smaller than motor-based solutions; and, (2)
using a continuous EMS signal allowed us to generate strong, continuous and
directional counter-forces. However, we also realized during piloting that these counterforces generated by means of EMS felt somewhat artificial. This happens because while
participants correctly feel the resulting counter-force, they also feel the current in their
skin receptors (i.e., tingling) and their muscles contracting, which in turn reveals where
the force actually comes from. Motivated by this shortcoming of EMS, we started to
investigate how could we create more realistic sensations in a way that could perhaps
mask the internal origin of the force.
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3.2

Impacto: simulating impacts in virtual reality

In this project, our goal was to explore a realistic EMS-driven force sensation that,
unlike in our previous project, did not reveal that the origin of the force was the user’s
own muscles. To this end, we focused on a specific category of haptic sensation, namely
impact, i.e., the sensation of hitting or being hit by an object. Impact plays a key role in
many sports such as boxing, fencing, football, etc.
Simulating impact is challenging though. Creating the impulse that is transferred when
hit by a kilogram-scale object, such as a boxer’s fist, requires getting a kilogram-scale
object into motion and colliding it with the user. This requires a very heavy device. In
addition, building up an impulse requires an anchor to push against, typically resulting
in a tethered device, e.g., SPIDAR [107]. Both clash with the notion that today’s virtual
reality hardware is already wearable and wireless [69].
To achieve a realistic simulation of impact, we propose a different approach. The key
idea is to decompose the impact stimulus into two sub-stimuli, each of which we can
render effectively.
Our device, which we called impacto, was designed to render the haptic sensation of
hitting or being hit. Figure 30 illustrates our approach, here at the example of a boxing
simulation. The key idea that allows the small and light impacto device to simulate a
strong hit is that it decomposes the stimulus. It renders the tactile aspect of being hit by
tapping the skin using a solenoid; it adds impulse to the hit by thrusting the user’s arm
backwards using electrical muscle stimulation. Both technologies are small enough for
wearable use.

Figure 13: Impacto is designed to render the sensation of hitting and being hit.
Figure 14 shows the solenoid component in detail. To achieve a compact form factor,
the solenoid is mounted parallel to the user’s skin: a lever mechanism redirects its
impact by 90 degrees, allowing it to hit the user’s skin at a perpendicular angle.
Furthermore, we provide a set of exchangeable 3D printed tips to refine the desired
tactile experience, e.g., to simulate boxing without gloves we use a tip that resembles
human knuckles (Figure 14c).
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Figure 14: The solenoid component with a “knuckle” tip (c), which has a 90° lever
to hit the skin orthogonally. The other four interchangeable tips are (a) generic
surface, (b) small generic surface, (d) rounded, and (e) sharp.
Figure 15 shows the electrical muscle stimulation component. Its electrodes are
mounted to the specific muscle that is able to render the impulse response that matches
the solenoid; here, the solenoid is mounted to the outside of the arm, and therefore
matches the impulse that would cause the arm to flex. Hence, we use the muscle that
can flex the user’s arm, i.e., we attach the EMS component to the user’s biceps. When
activated, the electrodes trigger an involuntary contraction of those muscles, simulating
the transfer of impulse by thrusting the arm backwards.

Figure 15: Detail of the electrical muscle stimulation component. Here, it
stimulates the user’s biceps brachii muscles causing an involuntary contraction
that resembles force feedback.
Figure 16 shows the control unit that drives both solenoid and EMS components. We
built impacto as a stand-alone wearable device, with all electronics embedded in a
bracelet. The solenoid module features a Velcro closure, allowing the device to be
strapped to the user’s upper arm, back of the hand, leg and so forth.
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Figure 16: The impacto bracelet opened to reveal its contents.

3.2.1 Impacto’s two components are mutually beneficial
Even though both technologies are small enough to allow for mobile or wearable use, it
is their combination that creates a very strong sensation—in fact, stronger than either of
the technologies by themselves (see impacto’s “User Study”). However, solenoid and
EMS play well together in more than one way:
1. Impacto simulates an impulse. The EMS component actually moves the arm. To
create the required impulse, it creates a mechanical system between the limb and the
user’s torso. Given that the torso is comparably massive, there is very little effect on
the torso and a strong effect on the limb.
2. The physical response produced by EMS is strong, despite the small form factor. It
achieves this by leveraging the user’s skeleton and muscles.
3. Because of the EMS, the solenoid can be small, wearable. Because the EMS is small
but does the “heavy lifting”, the task of the solenoid is limited to tapping the skin;
this keeps the size of the solenoid down. With a small solenoid and EMS, we
achieve a compelling simulation in a mobile/wearable form factor.
4. A short EMS impulse does not elicit too much attention. Unlike the continuous
stimulation employed in our previous project, the stimulation used in impact is only
present for 300 ms; during experimental piloting, we found this was enough to
produce sufficient actuation force without eliciting much tingling sensation.
Furthermore, when coupled with a simultaneous solenoid tap on the skin (in another
location) the tingling sensation is further mitigated (perhaps masked).

3.2.2 Contributions, benefits, and limitations
Our main contribution is the concept of impact simulation, its decomposition into tactile
and impulse components, and the implementation of these two components using
solenoid and electrical muscle stimulation.
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The main benefit of our approach is that it makes the simulation of a strong impact
feasible in a small form factor. Our user study suggests that our approach generates a
stronger sensation than either component in isolation. We demonstrate the use of our
device in a series of virtual reality sport simulators.
On the flipside, simulating multiple impact locations requires multiple units, which
places a natural limit on the spatial resolution of the simulation. Also, using a solenoid
as a tactile feedback source adds inherent latency, which needs to be compensated for.
Lastly, the use of EMS requires electrodes, which need to be manually placed by the
user and calibrated prior to use.

3.2.3 Application examples
We have implemented three virtual reality sport simulators to demonstrate the potential
use of impacto. All our examples use impacto for haptic feedback, an Oculus Rift for
visuals and a Kinect for tracking. We now describe the applications from the
perspective of what the user feels.
3.2.3.1 Hitting and being hit—Boxing
Boxing is a sport for which the notion of impact is crucial. Figure 17 shows a screenshot
of the simple boxing simulator we created to experiment with impacto.
In this simulator, users can fight a virtual avatar by boxing. The avatar keeps its guard
up and attacks periodically, and users must choose the right moment to unleash a
successful attack. It takes ten successful hits to take down the avatar, which causes a
new opponent to appear and the simulation continues.

Figure 17: Stereo headset view from our simple boxing simulation. It allows users
to attack the avatar and to block the avatar’s attacks. Here, we see the avatar
attacking the user’s right arm.
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Figure 18 illustrates how impacto adds a haptic component to the simulation: (a) The
simulator provides haptic feedback when the user blocks the avatar, as discussed earlier.
(b) The same impacto unit allows the user to hit the avatar using the part of the arm that
wears the impacto unit, here the back of the arm.
a

b

Figure 18: (a) Impacto allows users to feel the impact of blocking the avatar’s hit
by thrusting the user’s arm backwards by operating the user’s biceps. (b) The
same impacto unit allows simulating the sensation of attacking.
Attacking using the back of the arm is an unusual (even illegal) attack in boxing. To
allow the user to attack using other parts of the arm and/or to allow the avatar to attack
additional targets on the user, we use additional impacto units. In the setup shown in
Figure 19, we mounted a second solenoid component to simulate impact on the user’s
fist; this allows the user to attack using jabs and uppercuts. Since a knuckle hit leads to
a similar impulse as the back of arm attack and block, we let both solenoid components
share the EMS components on the user’s biceps.

Figure 19: Additional solenoid unit mounted to the back of the hand featuring a
surface tip allows the user to attack using jabs and uppercuts.
3.2.3.2 Applying impacto to other limbs—Soccer
Impacto units can be used on other limbs and muscles, such as the triceps, quads, etc. In
Figure 20 we mounted a unit to the user’s calves.
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a
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electrodes
solenoid

Figure 20: By wearing impacto on the leg and foot, the user experiences the impact
of kicking a virtual football.
Figure 21 shows the simple simulator we implemented to illustrate this use case, which
allows users to juggle a virtual soccer ball.

Figure 21: Stereo headset view from the football-juggling simulator. Here, the
impacto unit renders the impact of a ball on the user’s foot.
This setup points the solenoid component at the user’s instep (top of the foot) and the
EMS unit to the calf muscles (gastrocnemius), as depicted in Figure 22. We operate the
unit so as to slightly push the foot backwards at the moment the ball hits the foot.
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This football-juggling simulator uses the same Kinect setup as the boxing simulator.
Additionally, to obtain the foot’s tilt angle, we mounted a wireless accelerometer to the
solenoid component.

Figure 22: Close-up of on impacto unit mounted on the user’s instep and calf. The
wireless accelerometer on the solenoid senses the foot’s tilt.
3.2.3.3 Combining impacto units—Thai Boxing
Users can experience impact sensations spread across multiple locations of their body
by wearing multiple units. In Figure 23, we combined the setups from the boxing and
the football-juggling simulator, resulting in a simple Thai boxing simulator.

Figure 23: A Thai Boxing experience with impacto.
3.2.3.4 Feeling Impact on Props—Baseball
The decomposition of impulse and tactile sensation transfers readily to hand-held props.
Figure 24 illustrates this at the example of a simple baseball simulator. In the baseball
simulator, by wearing an impacto unit, the user experiences the impact of an incoming
baseball against the bat.
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To enable the prop, here a stand-in for a baseball bat, we mount the solenoid onto the
prop; the EMS unit, in contrast, stays with the user and stimulates the wrist extension
muscle (extensor digitorium).
a

b

impact

recoil

Figure 24: User feeling the impact of hitting a virtual baseball.
As illustrated by Figure 25, the same prop and electrode placement can power additional
applications: by replacing the visuals in the virtual world and adjusting impacto’s
response, we can (a) reuse the same prop to simulate a (b) baseball bat, (c) a fencing
weapon, or (d) a Ping-Pong paddle.
a

b

c

d

Figure 25: Achieving multiple haptic experiences via the same combination of
impacto and a physical prop.

3.2.4 Implementation details
To help readers replicate our design, we now provide the necessary technical details of
our hadware and software implementations.
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3.2.4.1 Circuit design
Figure 26 shows the circuitry inside the impacto bracelet. The bracelet uses three 7.4 V
LiPo cells in series for a total of 22.2 V and 1050 mAh to drive the solenoid in the
boxing simulation; for simulations that involve weaker impacts, such as football, we
used half the voltage. The estimated power consuption is: EMS (0.1 A), solenoid (0.5
A~0.7 A) and microntroller & bluetooth (0.2 A), allowing the unit to run for ~2000 hits.
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Figure 26: Schematic of impacto’s circuitry.
The Arduino Pro Micro microcontroller (3.3 V, 8 Mhz) receives commands from the
virtual reality applications via a bluetooth module (RN42XVP). The microcontroller
and EMS unit (TrueTens V3) are powered through a 9 V voltage regulator (LM7809).
The solenoid receives power directly from the battery (22.2 V). Optionally, the solenoid
power can be regulated down to 20 V via another adjustable voltage regulator (LM317).
The unit can control EMS and solenoid intensity separately. One non-volatile digital
potentiometer (X9C103) controls the intensity of the electrical muscle stimulation; the
microcontroller controls it via a 3-wire protocol. One relay (HFD4/3) switches the EMS
channel on/off in 3 ms. An N-Channel MOSFET (BUZ11) controls the intensity of the
solenoid. It is sensitive enough to trigger at the low current output from the ATMEGA
and can switch 30 A, which lies comfortably below the drain of our solenoid. The
solenoid is bridged with a N4007 flyback diode to prevent the microcontroller from
resetting due to the electromotive force that builds up when the solenoid is switched off.
Modules that feature two solenoid outputs can switch between them using an additional
relay (ommited from schematic).
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The 3-axis wireless accelerometer in the football juggling application is an Axivity
WAX3; it sends data wirelessly to the computer running the simulations. We pass the
accelerometer data to the applications using the Axivity Wax library [8] via serial
communications port. The accelerometer’s internal battery allows the device to run for 8
hours.
3.2.4.2 VR simulators and tracking
All our applications use a Kinect to track the user’s skeleton and Unity3D to simulate
the virtual environments.
The Unity3D system detects collisions using collider objects attached to the skeleton of
the user as represented in the virtual world. When a collision is detected, the system
sends a serial message over Bluetooth to the impacto unit attached to that limb (each
unit has its own Bluetooth address). The message contains which EMS channel and
solenoid to trigger as well as the desired intensity. Users experienced all applications
through an Oculus V1 head mounted display.
The solenoid mechanics and wireless communication are inherently subject to 60 ms of
lag. One way to make the system appear instantly responsive is to have Unity3D using
colliders with bounding volumes 25% larger than the actual limb, causing the collider to
trigger ~30 ms early, thereby compensating for the lag of the system. On the flipside,
this technique does not work for targets spatially clustered together or if the user stops
abruptly before the target, as it creates a false positive.
3.2.4.3 Measuring latency
We determined the device’s lag using a series of measurements on the apparatus
depicted in Figure 27. This apparatus drives impacto’s solenoid, making it tap a loadcell (MSP6951-ND) that was sampled at 1 kHz by an ATMEGA328 microcontroller, to
measure the time difference.

Figure 27: Apparatus for measuring force and latency.
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As a baseline, we compare latency over Bluetooth to that of a direct serial connection,
i.e., tethered over USB. Using a high-speed camera we measured 11 ms for the
microcontroller to receive a single byte over USB and turn on an LED in response. The
HFD4/3 relays take a maximum of 3ms to actuate (from datasheet). Using our
apparatus, we measured that the solenoid takes 10~20 ms to extend fully and hit the
load cell. Finally, our apparatus measured a latency of 50~60 ms for a tactile hit
(Bluetooth + solenoid mechanics), which lies within the haptic threshold of 50-200 ms,
as set by psychophysics research [130].
3.2.4.4 Measuring the energy transfer at the 90° lever
To validate the mechanical design, in particular the deflection lever, which pulls the tip
using a fishing string, we conducted a series of force measurements.
The deflection lever redirects the solenoid’s impulse by 90°, allowing the solenoid to be
mounted parallel to the user’s skin providing a much more compact form factor. We
reused the apparatus shown in Figure 27 in two conditions, i.e., with and without the
deflection lever.
Our measurements show that force exerted by the vertical hit (as in “User Study”) is
26 N, while for the horizontally mounted solenoid, which hits through the 90° lever, we
measured 21.1 N. Measurements are an average of 10 hits on the load-cell using the
knuckle tip. These measurements clarify that both setups are comparable.

3.2.5 User study
To validate the core idea behind impacto, i.e., the idea of decomposing an impact’s
haptic feedback into a tactile component (solenoid) and an impulse component (EMS),
we conducted a user study.
To do so, we immersed participants in a simplified study version of our boxing
simulator in which they blocked punches unleashed by an avatar opponent. We varied
the intensity of solenoid (no, low, high) and EMS (no, low, high) in a full-factorial
design and asked participants to assess the realism of the punches. We hypothesized that
the combination of both stimuli would lead to a more realistic experience.
3.2.5.1 Apparatus
Figure 28a shows our apparatus. Participants wore a head-mounted display (Oculus Rift
V1). A single impacto unit was mounted to their right forearm, with the electrodes of
the EMS component attached to the participant’s biceps brachii muscle.
We used an earlier design of impacto, but, nevertheless, it used the same EMS
component and produced similar output force conditions as the bracelet (see previous
section). For the tactile sensation we used the knuckle tip.
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To ensure a controlled experience we used a scripted version of our boxing simulation,
in which a video avatar repeatedly punched the participant (Figure 28b) on the dorsal
side of their right forearm.
a

b

VR view

Figure 28: Our experimental setup to test impacto.
Participants were seated and held their arms in a guard position, so as to match the
hands they saw in the video experience. Participants rested their elbows on the table
between trials to reduce fatigue.
3.2.5.2 Interface conditions
There were nine interface conditions, i.e., the full-factorial design of solenoid intensity
(no, low, high) and EMS intensity (no, low, high).
In the high EMS conditions, the EMS component was calibrated to perform a full biceps
curl, i.e., a 45 degrees movement from the default guard pose. In the low EMS
conditions, the EMS component was calibrated so as to create the weakest visible
contraction of the participant’s biceps. In the no EMS conditions, the EMS component
was off.
During setup, we made sure that participants felt conformable with the setup and
reached 45 degrees without any discomfort; this was the case for all participants.
In the high solenoid condition we overdrove the 12 V solenoid with 32 V for 200ms,
resulting in a strong (~26 N) tap. In the low solenoid condition we operated the solenoid
at its nominal voltage of 12 V for 200 ms resulting in a weaker (~13 N) tap. In the no
solenoid condition, the solenoid remained off.
3.2.5.3 Task and procedure
For each trial, participants observed a 9 seconds video experience of being punched
against their guard 3 times. This was accompanied by the respective haptic feedback
created using the impacto unit.
Participants then rated the realism of the punches on a 7-point Likert scale
(1 = artificial, did not feel like being punched, 7 = realistic, like being punched).
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Each participant performed a total of 27 trials: 3 force feedback settings (no EMS, low,
or high EMS strength setting) × 3 tactile feedback settings (no solenoid, low, or
high) × 3 repetitions. This yields a 3 × 3 within-subjects design.
The EMS calibration procedure took about 4 minutes during which the biceps
contraction was repeated ten times to ensure that a similar contraction was found.
3.2.5.4 Participants
We recruited 12 participants (3 female), between 22 and 35 years old (M = 26.9 years)
from a nearby organization. We excluded a thirteenth participant from the analysis who
had stated that he/she had started with too high ratings, thereby producing a ceiling
effect. One of the participants had boxing experience (sparring) and another was trained
in martial arts. Two participants had never experienced a VR headset before and only
one had experienced EMS before (in physiotherapy). With consent of the participants
we videotaped the study sessions.
3.2.5.5 Results
Figure 29 shows the resulting data, i.e. participants’ assessment of the realism of the
punches as a result of the different haptic feedback conditions. We analyzed the data
using a 3 (EMS) × 3 (solenoid) × 3 (repetition) repeated measures ANOVA (α = .05) as
suggested by [113]. Since we found no learning effect as there was no main effect of
repetition (F2,25 = 0.225, p = .800), we used all three repetitions as data.
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Figure 29: Realism ratings in dependence of force feedback (EMS) and tactile
feedback (solenoid) conditions.
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As expected, we found main effects for force feedback (EMS, F2,14 = 89.726, p = .000)
and tactile feedback (solenoid, F2,14 = 56.840, p = .000, Greenhouse-Geisser corrected
for sphericity), i.e., higher solenoid intensity and higher EMS intensity both led to more
realism. We did not find any interaction effect of EMS * solenoid (F2,14 = 1.524,
p = .210). Post hoc pair-wise comparisons using the test (Bonferroni corrected)
confirmed the statistical differences across intensity levels for both, EMS (all pairwise
comparisons, p < .001) and solenoid (all pairwise comparisons, p < .001).
3.2.5.6 Participants’ feedback after the experience
After finishing all trials we interviewed participants about their experience: Seven
participants stated that they found the experience “immersive”. Referring to the first
time he/she had felt the combined effect P4 stated “it got immersive after a while, when
I felt a stronger hit for the first time”. P7 said “the first time I felt it, it was surprising,
felt like a realistic force”. P4 also added “I felt I needed to protect myself from the hits,
it got real for me”. P10 went further and stated: “this seems to really help VR, it is the
most realistic VR experience I’ve ever had”. P3, who was acquainted with
boxing/sparring, stated “I know the feeling [impact] from sparing and this was really
cool, could be even stronger [the solenoid hit]” and added “it is really impressive that
this actually moves my arm”.
All participants stated that they liked the combined effect better than the individual
effects, as suggested by their earlier assessments of “realism”; P5 explained “the
stimulation does not feel like a hit, but the combination really feels real because I
suppose if you get hit your muscle moves back after the skin is hit”. P8 said “I clearly
felt that a hit [solenoid] and response [EMS] made it much more real”. P7: “The
solenoid feels like a punch and so it is more important, but then only with the EMS it
felt real”. Similarly, P9, who had 10 years of martial arts experience, said “solenoid is
more important because it is like getting hit, but I prefer when both are on.” P10 said
“The EMS helps, but the primary thing is that it touched me.” P12: “if you have
solenoid, then the EMS really helps me to feel [that it is] real”. P2 said “I was skeptical
of the EMS during the calibration, but when I saw it in combination with the VR video
and the solenoid, it was impressive”.
Four participants stated that without the solenoid the experience feels unrealistic, such
as “without the solenoid it was hard to understand when [the virtual boxer] hit me” (P3).
While we hypothesized that a shorter pulse would minimize the tingling effect, three
participants that pointed out that the residual EMS tingling had slightly affected their
sense of realism “I felt it vibrating, so that is a bit different from pure movement” (P4).
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When asked “what is missing for a fully realistic experience” participants answered:
“resolution of the headset” (P10, P8), “remove the tingling caused by the EMS” (P12,
P13), “it should also actuate my shoulder” (P4), and “the tactile part should be a larger
surface, like a fist model” (P11, P9).
3.2.5.7 Discussion of study findings and study limitations
Our study found main effects on both EMS and solenoid, suggesting that increasing the
intensity of either of the haptic effects increases the perceived realism.
Secondly, the highest score was achieved by combining both stimuli, supporting our
hypothesis. Participants’ comments further support that hypothesis in that all
participants stated that the combined effect had felt more realistic than either of the
individual effects. While our pilot explorations suggest that a short EMS impulse is less
noticeable, our study is limited in that it did not study the particular effect of different
lengths of EMS stimulations.

3.2.6 Conclusions on impacto
With impacto we were able to create a more compelling force sensation by (1) utilizing
a very short EMS window (300 ms instead of continuously stimulating the muscle) in
combination with (2) adding a tactile stimuli that “justifies” the EMS-induced motion,
i.e., the user’s arm moves because it was “hit” by the object currently touching the arm.
As our user study assessed, this combination seems to provide users with a sufficiently
believable explanation and does resemble a punch in ordinary life. Lastly, our findings
hint that to some degree we can think of the tactile impulse as a distractor, which masks
the user’s attention away from the tingling sensation of the EMS.
However, the sensations this prototype is able to deliver are limited to brief impact
moments. We now turn our attention to our initial question: imagine stretching your
arm in virtual reality and pushing against a virtual wall.
We will see how the key principle we found through impacto, i.e., add a “justification”
to mask out or explain the EMS as the origin of the force, will assist us in developing a
system that emulates the sensations that arise from interaction with large masses, such
as walls and heavy objects.
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3.3

Providing haptics to walls & heavy objects

As we surveyed in Chapter 2, the two traditional approaches to simulating the forces
arising from manipulating objects in VR are: (1) to tether the user’s hands (e.g.,
SPIDAR [107], or (2) wear an exoskeleton [93]). However, as we discussed both these
devices limit the user’s range of motion, as they are heavy and extremely cumbersome.
Thus, our goal was to render heavy objects in VR in a truly wearable form factor. Our
main idea is to prevent the user’s hands from penetrating virtual objects by means of
electrical muscle stimulation (EMS). Figure 30a shows an example: as the shown user
lifts a virtual cube, our system lets him feel the weight and resistance of the cube. The
heavier the cube and the harder he presses the cube, the stronger a counterforce the
system generates. Figure 30b illustrates how our system implements the physicality of
the cube, i.e., by actuating the user’s opposing muscles with EMS.

a

b

electrodes for
muscle stimulation

mobile
muscle
stimulator

Figure 30: (a) As this user lifts a virtual cube, our system lets the user feel the
weight and resistance of the cube. (b) Our system implements this by actuating the
user’s opposing muscles using electrical muscle stimulation.
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Figure 31 illustrates the idea in more detail. (a) When the user grabs the virtual cube, the
user expects its weight to create tension in their biceps and the cube’s stiffness to create
a tension in their pectoralis. (b) In order to create this sensation, our system actuates the
respective opposite muscles. So, to put a load onto the biceps, it actuates the triceps;
and, in order to load the pectoralis, it actuates the shoulder muscle. This creates the
desired tension in biceps and pectoralis, thereby creating the desired experience.

Figure 31: (a) When a user picks up a physical cube, its weight causes tension in
the user’s biceps. (b) Our system creates this tension by instead actuating the
opposing muscles, here the user’s triceps and shoulders.
As illustrated by Figure 32, our system stimulates up to four different muscle groups.
Through combinations of these muscle groups, it simulates a range of effects: when
pushing a button mounted to a vertical surface, for example, the system actuates biceps
and wrist. In the “Example widgets” section, we detail how this enables the simulation
of a wide range of objects including walls, shelves, buttons, projectiles, etc.
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Figure 32: We use up to 8 electrode pairs, actuating (a) wrist, (b) biceps,
(c) triceps, and (d) shoulders.
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Our system can be worn in a small backpack, as shown in Figure 32. The backpack
contains a medical compliant 8-channel muscle stimulator (see “Implementation
details” section), which we control via USB from within our VR simulators. We use the
system in the context of a typical VR setup consisting of a head-worn display (using a
Samsung/Oculus GearVR) and a motion capture system (based on eight OptiTrack 17W
cameras).

3.3.1 Contributions, benefits, and limitations
Our main contribution is the concept of providing haptics to walls and other heavy
objects by means of electrical muscle stimulation. We achieve this in a wearable device,
suitable for real-walking virtual reality environments.
Limitations include the need to wear EMS equipment and the design space, which
works best for soft and repulsive objects, rather than truly rigid objects. Furthermore,
we designed our haptic effects based on eight muscles from both shoulders and arms.
These eight muscles alone were sufficient to create a plethora of haptic VR objects and
obstacles. While adding more channels would possibly result in more complex haptic
effects, it would also require attaching more electrodes and EMS hardware.

3.3.2 Design
Based on the (general) concept of using EMS to bring force feedback to VR we can
now design the user’s experience.
Two dimensions have substantial impact on the experience: (1) The intensity pattern we
use to actuate the user’s muscles and (2) the visuals and sound we present during this
haptic event. It turns out that both are crucial, in that they determine what physical event
users will associate with the haptic sensation. These two aspects are also crucial for
making the experience convincing.
Ideally, a design should fulfill four criteria, presented in order of decreasing importance:
1. Believable: users have the idea that the virtual object is causing the experience.
2. Impermeable: prevent users from passing through the object.
3. Consistent: visual and haptic sensation should match.
4. Familiar: the experience should ideally resemble objects from the real world.
3.3.2.1 The hard object design does not work
Figure 33 illustrates the naïve approach to rendering objects using EMS: (a) From the
moment the user’s fingertips reach the virtual wall, we actuate the user’s hand just
strongly enough to prevent it from passing through. We achieve this with a current
essentially proportional to the user’s force (further details in Implementation).
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When we built this version, the results looked great. The design prevented the user’s
hand from passing through the object and thus bystanders observing the scene would
typically conclude that the illusion was “working”. However, during piloting it became
clear that this design did not work. Since the EMS actuation was as long and as strong
as the user kept pushing, the EMS signal (a tingling in the respective muscles) could
become arbitrarily strong. This would draw the user’s attention to the EMS-actuated
muscles. These, however, were pointed in the wrong direction, i.e., they were pulling,
when the sensation was supposed to be about pushing. One participant in our pilot said
this design felt “like a magnet pulling the hand backwards”.

Figure 33: Implementing rigid walls requires stimulating muscles with strong
impulses over long periods. This draws undesired attention to the electrical
stimulation.
While this design was reasonably impermeable, consistent, and definitely familiar, the
strong EMS signal made this design fail with respect to our primary objective: it was
not believable. We therefore created two alternative designs with the objective of
increasing believability.
In order to avoid the long and strong EMS signal that had made our actuation obvious,
we created one design based on a weaker signal and another based on a shorter signal.
3.3.2.2 The soft object design
We created our first alternative design by applying a cut-off to EMS intensity. We
picked a reasonably low cut-off, allowing users to penetrate objects by about 10 cm.
This resulted in a design that produced the impression of soft objects.
Based on this general concept, we explored various visuals, including the soft surface
material shown in Figure 30, which is designed to suggest an increasingly solid inside
under a soft, permeable surface. This general design became the basis for most of our
object designs.
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Figure 34 shows the same concept wrapped in visuals suggesting a magnetic field,
suggesting a magnetic force that carefully pushes the user’s hand backwards. In some
versions of this design, we attached a block of metal to the back of users’ hands to
suggest that the magnetic field would apply there in order to affect the hand.

Figure 34: The magnetic visuals allow the user’s hand to penetrate the objects.
3.3.2.3 The repulsion object design
We created our second alternative design by reducing the duration of our EMS signal.
This resulted in what we call repulsion objects. This design uses a brief EMS pulse (of
200-300 ms, using the user’s calibrated maximum intensity) where the EMS propels the
user’s hand backwards, removing it from the virtual object it is trying to touch. We
achieve this with an EMS pulse of still reasonably low intensity, which, like all other
EMS signals in our system, is pain free at all times (for EMS pulses of similar intensity
see impacto). Again, we explored various visuals with this haptic design in order to help
users rationalize what happens when they touch the object. Figure 35 shows what we
call electro visuals.

Figure 35: The electro visuals.
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This design complements the EMS pulse with a strong white flash that turns the screen
white for 100 ms and then fades it back in 100 ms; at the same time, users hear a loud
electrical “bang”. To reinforce the effect further, we artificially enlarge the visual
appearance of the user’s hand movement, making it appear as if it was thrust backwards
even further. In some cases, we complemented our EMS pulse with a strong vibration
motor mounted to back of users’ hands (an eccentric 5V DC motor operated at 12 volts)
to suggest an electric flash hitting the user’s hand.
This gave us two functional designs, i.e., one to represent soft surfaces, as well as the
repulsion design, which we would later use as a stand-in for hard surfaces.

3.3.3 User study 1: validating designs
We conducted a user study in order to (1) validate our core idea of using EMS as a
means for adding haptics to heavy objects in virtual reality and (2) to validate the
qualities of our soft and our repulsion object design.
We immersed participants in a simple virtual world that contained nothing but
five walls, each featuring a different haptic design. Participants touched all five of them
and rated their qualities. We hypothesized that the soft and the repulsion design would
perform best.
3.3.3.1 Interface conditions (i.e., five virtual wall designs)
Figure 36 shows the five “walls” arranged in a pentagon with the participant inside.
Each “wall” implemented one of five interface conditions:
1. The soft wall used the magnetic visuals from Figure 34.
2. The repulsion wall used the electro visuals from Figure 35.
We also included three additional conditions featuring more conventional visual
explanations of a “hard” wall, all of which employed the visuals of a solid wooden wall
as depicted in Figure 33.
3. The soft wood wall was identical to the soft wall, in terms of the EMS feedback, yet
depicted a solid wooden wall. We used this condition to validate whether the visual
design of the soft wall would add to the experience.
4. The soft vibro wood wall was identical to the soft wood wall, but also actuated the
vibrotactile actuator on the back of participants’ wrists. We used this condition to
test whether vibro tactile would add to the experience.
5. The vibro only wall, finally, actuated only the vibrotactile actuator on the back of
participants’ wrists, but did not provide any EMS feedback. This condition served as
baseline, as vibrotactile is the most common conventional approach to rendering
haptic feedback in virtual reality (as described in Chapter 2).
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Figure 36: Study participant in the virtual world of the study, surrounded by five
virtual walls; each wall embodies a study condition.
3.3.3.2 Apparatus
The apparatus was the prototype described earlier and shown in Figure 41. Participants
wore EMS and vibro-tactile actuators, one or both of which would be activated
according to interface condition. To reduce setup time, we actuated only one of the
participants’ hands. Also, since the set-up offered only vertical surfaces, we further
simplified the set-up and used only electrodes on the biceps and wrist extensor muscle.
3.3.3.3 Task and procedure
Participants were prepared and placed into the virtual world shown in Figure 36. For
each of five trials, the experimenter instructed the participant on which of the five walls
to explore. Walls were labeled with numbers for that purpose. After touching the
respective wall design for about 30 seconds, allowing for between 5 to over 20 touches,
participants verbally rated this wall, the experimenter writing it down. The order of the
five interface conditions was randomized for all users prior to the start of the study.
3.3.3.4 Participants
We recruited 13 participants (4 female, 22.4 ±2.1 years). Six participants had previous
experience with VR headsets and 5 had previously experienced EMS.
3.3.3.5 Hypotheses
Our hypotheses revolved primarily around the repulsion wall, the soft wall, and the
vibro only baseline. (H1) The repulsion condition would be perceived as more realistic
than the vibro only condition. (H2) The soft condition would be perceived as more
realistic than the vibro only condition. (H3) The soft condition would be rated more
realistic than the soft wood condition. (H4) The repulsion condition would be
considered more impermeable than the vibro only condition.
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3.3.3.6 Results
This section quotes Bonferroni-adjusted p-values.
Preference. Eleven participants stated a preference for one of the EMS-based interfaces;

only to two participants preferred vibro only. As depicted in Figure 37, eight
participants picked the repulsion wall as their favorite. Another three listed this
interface as their second favorite.

Figure 37: Eight participants picked the repulsion wall as their favorite design.
This suggests that our repulsion wall was particularly well designed. This raises the
question on what aspect of the repulsion design caused this preference. One explanation
might be found in participants’ assessment of the realism of this design.
Realism. Figure 38 shows how participants rated the five conditions with respect to the

question “what I feel matches what I see.” A repeated measures ANOVA (as suggested
by [113]) found differences between conditions (F(4,48) = 6.22, p = .000).

Figure 38: Participants rated the repulsion wall as the most realistic.
As expected, the repulsion condition received higher ratings than all other conditions,
significantly so for soft vibro wood (t(12) = -5.06, p = .002) and vibro only (t(12) =
3.71, p = .030) and with a strong trend with regard to soft wood (t(12) = -3.38, p = .055).
This confirms our hypothesis H1.
While the soft wood condition was rated higher than the vibro only condition, this
difference was not found to be statistically significant. Hence, H2 was not supported.
Even though there certainly was a trend, the differences between the soft condition and
the three conditions that visually display a wooden texture were not found to be
statistically significant. We therefore found no support for hypotheses H2 and H3.
The second possible explanation for participants’ preference for the repulsion wall
might be found in that design’s performance.
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Impermeability. Figure 39 shows participants’ assessment of “this wall was able to

prevent me from passing through”. A repeated measures ANOVA found significant
differences between conditions (F(4,48) = 6.68, p = .000). The main finding here is that
repulsion was rated as more impermeable than vibro only (t(12) = 4.18, p = .013), which
confirms our hypothesis H4.

Figure 39: Participants rated the EMS conditions more impermeable than vibro.
These responses are backed by our measurements on how deeply participants penetrated
into each wall (Figure 40, measured using our optical tracking system Optitrack 17w).

Figure 40: The repulsion wall stopped participants’ hands on average 3.6 cm (error
bars denote std. dev.).
A repeated measures ANOVA found a significant difference between conditions (F(4,
48) = 7.72, p = .000). The repulsion wall stopped participants’ hands at only 3.6 cm on
average, which is significantly earlier than vibro only, as a post-hoc t-test revealed
(t(12) = -3.54, p = .040). This provides additional support for our hypothesis H4.
Participants penetrate the soft wall significantly deeper than the repulsion wall (t(12) =
3.69, p = .031). This, however, is expected, given that it had been designed to allow for
10 cm penetration. Data on the average penetration in the virtual barriers was normal
according to Shapiro-Wilk tests. The assumption of sphericity was not violated (χ2(9) =
14.42, p = .11).
3.3.3.7 Participants commentaries and open-ended questions
All participants stated that the EMS was fitting the expectation of the “electro wall”
visuals and noted its effectiveness in stopping them. P8 added “the pushing effect from
these (virtual walls) felt like how a real wall pushes back”. Another participant, P1,
added, “EMS matched the springiness I expected of the wobbly wall”. P5 remarked “it
is funny because I feel (the wall’s force) it but I know nothing is there”.
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One participant (P2) emphasized that the “EMS tingles and hence reveals the source of
the force”, yet, P7 stated “I did not realize how my hand was moving, I could not tell it
was the EMS”. Furthermore, three participants emphasized that the vibration did not
match the expectations of the wooden walls.
3.3.3.8 Summary and discussion of findings
Our first study confirmed several key hypotheses. First, it found that any of the EMSbased designs performs better than the most commonly chosen haptics option today:
vibrotactile feedback.
The repulsion design did particularly well. It was rated the most impermeable,
suggesting that it is suitable wherever virtual world designers have to stop users from
passing through. The repulsion design also scored highest in terms of consistency
between visuals and haptics. This matches our observation that the optical and acoustic
effects behind this design work particularly well at covering up the EMS actuation,
especially given that it is brief. Finally, and arguably most important, the majority of
participants picked repulsion as their favorite design.
The soft design, while not as strong as the repulsive design, demonstrated good “allround” qualities. Reasonably realistic and reasonably impermeable, it outperformed
vibrotactile. The combination with vibrotactile does not seem to lower performance, but
does not add much, either.

3.3.4 Implementation details
To help readers replicate our design, we now provide the necessary technical details.
3.3.4.1 EMS hardware and calibration
We used the battery-powered, medically compliant 8-channel muscle stimulator
(Hasomed Rehastim [21]) depicted in Figure 41.

Figure 41: The battery powered, medically compliant, muscle stimulator we used.
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The stimulator is designed for EMS and outputs up to 100 mA per channel. The
stimulation is triggered via serial commands using Hasomed’s custom protocol, which
we generate from inside Unity3D. For each EMS channel, we keep the intensity
constant and instead modulate the pulse width (in µs), which we henceforth denote as
PWM. This allows us to have greater control (sub-mA) than by varying the current.
Like any haptics system based on EMS, our system requires calibration prior to use. In
order to determine what is comfortable for a particular user, we continuously increase
the current until we observe a small movement of the targeted muscle. We then let the
user calibrate an upper bound that is still comfortable and pain-free. We perform this
procedure in the order palm/wrist extensor, biceps, triceps and shoulder rotator muscles.
3.3.4.2 Electrode placement
Figure 42 depicts the electrode placement we used to actuate the user’s arm and hand.
We placed electrodes on the following muscles: (a) palm and wrist extensors (covering
both the extensor digitorium and extensor carpis ulnaris), (b) biceps, (c) triceps and
(d) shoulder external rotators (covering both the infraspinatus and teres major/minor).

arm up
(biceps)
rotate arm
(infraspinatus)

wrist up
(carpis ulnaris)

arm down
triceps)

Figure 42: Electrode placement for arm and shoulder.
3.3.4.3 EMS parameters
Each individual haptic effect, such as the repulsion of a wall or the sensation of picking
up a box has its own EMS settings. Values vary across users and should be customized
using the calibration procedure described above. Still, we provide a data set example,
gathered from one participant in our experiment:
1. Repulsion wall: palm extensor at 17 mA, 100 µs PWM for 300 ms, biceps at 15 mA
and 200 µs PWM for 300 ms.
2. Soft wall: palm extensor starts at 15 mA and 75 µs PWM, biceps at 15 mA and 70
µs PWM. Here, the stimulation increases linearly as the user presses into the wall or
button (function of the distance to the center of object, e.g., a button). The maximum
values are 100 µs PWM for the palm extensor and 175 µs PWM for the biceps.
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3. Picking up a box: shoulder muscles at 20 mA and 250 µs PWM and triceps at 15

mA and 150 µs PWM.
4. Pushing a box backwards: palm extensor at 15 mA and 100 µs PWM, biceps at 15
mA and 150 µs PWM.
5. Pushing a box sideways: palm extensor at 15 mA and 200 µs PWM and biceps at
15 mA and 110 µs PWM.
All the aforementioned effects except repulsion use a simple linear mapping between
the EMS intensity and normalized distance to the object [0=center, 1=surface]. Our
intensity-distance mapping is defined as:
(min ( intensity!"#$!%! ∗ 1 − distance!"#$%&'()* ) ∗ growth!"#$%&
+ intensity!""#$% ,
intensity!"#$!%! )
When pushing a box backwards or sideways, the applied mapping is steep (hence,
growth factor is 2) since the effect should be strong upon contact with the object.
However, in the Soft Wall the intensity build up is softer, hence the growth factor is kept
at 1. When picking up a box the growth factor used is also 1; note that on the triceps, the
intensity offset is calibrated higher than for the other effects, as to constantly simulate
the cube's weight as soon as the user grasps it. Lastly, the Repulsion effect does not
utilize such a mapping because it is only active for 300 ms.
3.3.4.4 VR engine
We implemented our virtual worlds in Unity 3D.
3.3.4.5 Tracking
We track the user’s headset and hands using rigid body optical markers and cameras (8x
Optitrack’s Prime 17W) covering a tracking volume of 4.5 x 4.5 x 3m. When replicating
our system, an HTC Vive would be equally suitable.
Our system determines collisions between the user’s hands and virtual objects using
collider objects in Unity. This triggers the respective muscle stimulation patterns by
sending a message to a server application that communicates to the EMS device.

3.3.5 Example widgets
The soft design and the repulsion design together allow us to create the haptics for a
reasonably wide gamut of virtual objects. In order to illustrate this, we have created a
set of example objects and widgets. We combined these widgets into a simple virtual
world, which forms the basis for our second user study (see below).
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We use the soft design for the majority of objects. This design allows users to make
physical contact with the object, as the user’s hands partially penetrate into the object’s
interior. This helps maintain physical contact with an object, making it possible to drag
or carry objects around.
We use the repulsion design to complement the soft design and, in particular, we use it
to implement those walls, doors, and windows that are designed to prevent users from
passing through, such as in a jail-like surrounding.
We continued to use electro visuals for the repulsion design. For the soft design we used
a multi-layered translucent texture. In order to allow us to apply these designs to
arbitrary objects, we implemented their visuals in the form of translucent textures.
We now demonstrate these widgets by giving a walkthrough of the simple virtual
experience we designed for the second study. This VR experience consists of three
rooms connected by three hallways. Inside this world, everything users can reach is
complemented with a haptic effect either based on one of the two designs, or based on
an interpolation between the two.
3.3.5.1 Room 1: Repulsion.
We designed the first room so as to primarily illustrate the repulsion design.

Figure 43: The jail cell features “electrified” walls and a gate. Touching any of
these repel the user’s hand.
Repulsion walls: As illustrated by Figure 43, this room is designed as a jail cell with an

“electrified” gate and walls. When touched, these repel the user’s hand, which is
accompanied by the sound and visuals discussed earlier.
Button: Figure 44: A button allows users to raise the gate. The button is soft, allowing

the user’s hand to penetrate its surface. The system accompanies this with a sense of
increasing counter pressure. The button then tracks with the user’s hand and the counter
force stays constant until the button is all the way “in”, at which point the counter force
increases substantially.
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Figure 44: Pushing this soft button opens the gate.
Projectiles: As users rush down the hallway, a security system shoots projectiles at

them, which they fend up with their hands. The system renders the 12” projectiles using
a strong repulsion effect.

Figure 45: This cannon shoots projectiles that we render using the repulsion effect.
3.3.5.2 Room 2: Selected widgets
We use this room to illustrate some traditional GUI widgets rendered as interface
elements in VR, in particular a slider and an analog rocker switch.
Slider mechanism: As shown in Figure 46, users operate a pair of sliders in order to

align the pipeline elements that establish a hydraulic link. The sliders’ knobs are based
on the soft design. The knobs protrude far enough to allow operation from multiple
angles. If users operate the sliders while facing the wall, the system primarily actuates
their shoulder muscles; if they turn parallel to the wall, the system interpolates from
shoulder muscle to biceps.
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Figure 46: The user is dragging the knob of a slider mechanism.
Widgets that push back: Users can operate the pump to re-establish pressure in the

hydraulic system. The device consists of two buttons connected by a rocker mechanism
(left side of Figure 46), i.e., as users push one of the buttons in, the button comes out
and pushes against their other hand, providing a simple animated haptic response.
3.3.5.3 Room 3: Lifting, punching, and throwing
We use this room to illustrate moveable objects.
Pushing, lifting, and dropping objects: As shown in Figure 47, there are two cubes. As

users push the first one towards the adjacent button, they feel haptic feedback.
Depending on the angle of attack, the feedback actuates users’ biceps, shoulder, or both.

Figure 47: Two cubes that users can push onto the button on the right or pick up.
If users pick up a cube with both hands (Figure 48), they feel a resistance when their
hands come together as to grasp the cube. This happens because their shoulder muscles
are stimulated as to open their arms outwards.
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Figure 48: The user picked up a cube and is about to throw it over the glass.
Furthermore, users also feel the weight of the cube in their triceps, as discussed in the
introduction. In Figure 48, we see how users pick up the cube and throw it over a glass
wall, down a chute, which activates a second button.
Punching objects: Figure 49 shows a third cube that rests on a slide, which leads up to

the last of the three buttons. If users push this cube they feel a soft effect in response.
However, the contraption requires users to punch the cube up the slide in one go. The
harder they hit the membrane, the more the system shifts its haptic response from soft
effect to repulsion effect.

Figure 49: Users have to drive this cube up the ramp by punching it. The system
responds with a mix between a soft effect and a repulsion effect.
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3.3.6 User study 2: the experience
Given that our first study was very focused on comparing different wall designs, we
now wanted to see what an actual virtual reality experience combined with our EMS
prototype would be like. We thus conducted a second study. This time, we gathered
only a minimum of Likert scale data, as we were mostly interested in participants’ openended feedback.
3.3.6.1 Apparatus
Participants wore the same general type of EMS apparatus as in the first study.
However, this time we actuated not only biceps and wrist, but also shoulders. We also
considered both hands, for a total of 6 actuation points (compared to 2 in the first
study). In exchange, we left out the vibrotactile actuator, which our first study had
found to be of only limited usefulness.
3.3.6.2 Task and procedure
Participants were outfitted with our EMS device and then underwent the same type of
interactive calibration procedure as in our first study. We then placed participants into
Rooms 1 and 3 of the virtual world previously described.
There were two interface conditions. In the EMS condition the EMS equipment was on.
In the baseline condition the EMS equipment was off. Participants thus went through
the experience twice (in counterbalanced order). After each run, they filled in a
questionnaire.
3.3.6.3 Participants
We recruited 6 new participants from our institution (1 female, 22.0 ±2.09 years old).
Five participants had experienced VR headsets before and two had experienced EMS
before.
3.3.6.4 Hypothesis
We hypothesized that our EMS prototype would lead to a better user experience than
the control condition without.
3.3.6.5 Results
As illustrated by Figure 50, the EMS condition received substantially higher ratings. As
a matter of fact, all participants rated EMS higher than baseline. This confirms our main
hypothesis.
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Figure 50: Participants rated the EMS condition higher than in baseline.
Participants also responded to “which object, widget, or effect in the virtual world did
you like best and why?” (Figure 51). In the EMS condition, 3 participants preferred the
walls (“electrified walls”), 2 participants preferred the cube and one the button. For the
control condition, 4 participants preferred the cubes and 2 the button; in the control
condition no participant preferred the walls.

Figure 51: Participants preferred the experience in the EMS condition.
We invited participants to comment on their experience. P1 said, regarding the electro
wall, “I can’t go through this wall”, when pointing out the soft walls P2 remarked, “it
feels less real (than electro wall) because like this (softer EMS) I can go through”. P1
concluded, “I much prefer the sensation with EMS, otherwise there is nothing there, just
air”.
P2 added that the electro walls “added more experience, like better gameplay” and
remarked that the “the soft walls were not always necessary, maybe not all switches
need it”. P2 also added “the cannon (was great) too, but it felt more like a punishment
from passing (in front of it)”.
P3 stated, “I don’t know how VR is supposed to feel but without the EMS it did not
seem real at all”. Then added, “Also… I could not really grab objects without the EMS,
because nothing was there, my hands touched each other”. When choosing the button as
their favorite object for the baseline condition, P3 remarked, “nothing felt real (without
EMS) but at least the button was the only one that was at least kind of realistic”. P3 also
added that “I immediately felt the difference between an electro wall and a soft wall”.
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P4 added “The electrified walls worked great, it really felt like touching one. Really
surprising.” P4 also added “I liked punching the cube at first (without EMS) because it
is very (physically) involving, then when I tried it later (with EMS), I felt some impact
force; it was great.” Later P4 added “the cube is the hardest one to believe, because
there are many ways to hold it and it and (the EMS) does not always work that well.”
P5 commented with respect to the EMS condition “(The wall) worked great, this was
the most realistic element I tried”. When P5 experience the same wall without EMS, P5
stated, “oh my… these walls feel really boring”. P5’s expressed that EMS contributed to
simulating walls, buttons, projectile hits, lifting and throwing cubes, but not to
punching. P5 explained “I would also like to feel something in my hand, not just the
muscles of the arm, it feels misplaced.”
P6 stated, “(the) button works great and so do the walls. It feels just right, if I push it, it
pushes back and the feeling is continuous”. P6 commented about the baseline condition
“only the cubes feel right to me because I can manipulate them, the walls and buttons
feel wrong”. P6 continued “EMS really helped me feel the walls, the button and the
projectiles, those really felt strange without EMS, like energy that went nowhere”.
Lastly, P6 added “the stimulation while operating the cube worked well, but I would
have preferred it to push downwards, like pretending to have weight.”
3.3.6.6 Summary and discussion of the study 2 findings
As expected, EMS added to participants’ experience. In particular, participants’
responses showed that the “repulsive” wall design using EMS did a good job simulating
walls in VR.
We also observed, how these walls really stopped participants and participants
described them as realistic. In contrast, all participants seemed to agree that walls were
not realistic in the no-EMS baseline condition. Furthermore, based one participant’s
feedback regarding the cube (“I would have preferred it to push downwards, like
pretending to have weight”) we added stimulation to the triceps muscles, hence
rendering the cube’s weight.

3.3.7 Conclusions on EMS for VR walls & heavy objects
On a more general note, this investigation confirms what we also found in impacto: the
key design principle to attain realism while using EMS is the justification of the force;
in other words, it is the designer’s job to mask out that the force feedback is coming
from the user’s own muscles. While in impacto we did this using a solenoid that
delivered a realistic tactile sensation, in VR walls we explored adequate visual
metaphors to achieving this, for instance: the “electrified wall”, the “magnet” or the
“soft cubes”.
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Our research so far, has informed us that EMS, when designed carefully, is a suitable
alternative to traditional motor-based haptics. In particular, by building these three
prototypes we found that EMS setups can be lightweight and small enough to be mobile
(as in muscle-propelled force feedback) or wearable (as in impacto). However, because
our main claim has been that EMS is wearable and harmonizes well with,
contemporary, real-walking VR, we missed exploring a crucial opportunity that EMS
lays out before us, which was hidden in our first project: EMS leaves the user’s hands
free to interact with the real world, i.e., coincidentally, in muscle-propelled force
feedback the user was comfortably holding a phone.
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3.4

Hands-free force feedback for mixed reality

We now explore this newly found benefit of EMS-based force feedback: keeping the
user’s hand free to explore the real world. This benefit is particularly useful in the
contexts of augmented reality (AR) and mixed reality (MR); in which, unlike in VR, the
user’s interactions take place in a world surrounded by real objects, functional
appliances, and so forth. Thus the main challenge for MR haptics is that users may
encounter not only virtual objects, but also physical objects. This means that haptic
technology for MR must leave the users’ hands unencumbered [158]. Furthermore, MR
users may want to avoid any kind of bulky motor-based devices, as these tend to be
visible in MR and might even occlude the real-world objects users are interacting with.
a

AR headset

b

muscle stimulator
(in backpack)

electrodes

c

Figure 52: In this mixed reality game that uses a physical tray as prop, our mobile
EMS system renders shifts in the tray’s center of gravity as the marble moves.
Instead, in this investigation, we add force feedback to MR games and experiences
using electrical muscle stimulation; an approach that is small, light, and fits under the
user’s clothing. Figure 52 illustrates this at the example of our balance marble game
using a physical tray as a game prop, which our approach augments via EMS-based
force feedback. Our MR system leverages EMS to allow this game to render haptic
effects, such as the shift in the tray’s center of gravity as the virtual ball moves on it.
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We demonstrate, by means of four simple mixed reality experiences built for the
Microsoft HoloLens, how EMS supports force feedback not just in VR (as our previous
research demonstrated) but also in the broader spectrum of Reality. This includes
adding force feedback on a variety of situations rooted in the Reality-Virtuality
continuum [105], ranging from interacting with purely virtual objects, to passive props
and augmented physical devices.

3.4.1 Walkthrough of our mixed reality experience
Figure 53 shows a user wearing our EMS for mixed reality system. The user is wearing
a Microsoft HoloLens headset that runs our stand-alone and untethered MR
experiences, for instance, this interior design application. The user is exploring what
light bulb might illuminate her painting best. She uses a regular cup as an impromptu
tangible brightness dial to explore different light settings. The HoloLens displays the
associated GUI. As she tries to increase brightness past the allowed maximum, the
system actuates her wrist rotation muscles by means of EMS, preventing her wrist to go
past the maximum and she hits a hard stop.

Figure 53: Using a cup, actuated by means of EMS, as a tangible brightness dial.
Figure 52 also depicts the system she is wearing, i.e., our EMS signal generator
connected to electrodes placed on the user’s wrist, arm, and shoulders. Our system
leaves her hands free to interact with physical objects at all times.
Figure 54 depicts the user’s view through the HoloLens. In the interest of visual clarity,
we show subsequent images in a 3rd person perspective. Figure 54b highlights one of the
markers we are using in some of our examples; this was a stopgap measure to obtain the
orientation of props and of the user’s hand (see “Implementation details”).
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Figure 54: The previous scene through the HoloLens.
. The next figures show a slightly longer walkthrough of the interior design experience.
Here, our user is configuring furniture for her future living room, which includes a
couch and a lamp specifically tailored to highlight a valuable painting on the wall. We
designed the walkthrough to showcase examples from three classes of objects on the
reality-virtuality continuum [105], ranging from fully virtual to physical objects.

a

b

Figure 55: (a) This user physically drags the couch and feels the EMS simulated
friction against the floor. (b) As the couch collides with a real wall, the system stops
the user by pushing the user’s shoulders and wrists backwards.
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1. Providing virtual objects with force feedback. Figure 55 shows the user exploring

different placements in the room by pushing a couch with her two hands. Our system
renders the couch’s friction against the ground as a gentle force pushing her hands back,
by stimulating the user’s shoulder muscles (Figure 55a). Lastly, when the virtual couch
hits the real wall, the EMS force feedback increases and informs the user of the
collision (Figure 55b).
Virtual mechanisms. As illustrated by Figure 56, the user now explores a lamp from the

catalog. After placing gallery lighting so as to highlight the painting on the wall, the
user turns the lamp on by pressing the switch. Here our system renders the button’s
mechanics using force feedback.

Figure 56: Our EMS system renders the forces of the button’s mechanism.
When the user presses the switch to turn the lamp on, she feels the constant
counterforce of the spring inside the button until the button is fully depressed and it
latches (Figure 56b). To achieve this effect our device primarily actuates the user’s
wrist, complemented as well with some light actuation on the shoulder.
Also, when pushing the switch while it is on the “on” position (button depressed inside),
our system applies a weak force feedback until the switch is pressed. The virtual spring
then releases at full force as the user’s hand is pushed backwards. This is an example of
how EMS recreates the expected physics of objects (e.g., a spring and latch), so as to
better align the virtual and the real in mixed reality.
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2. Turning passive props into impromptu tangibles using EMS. The user now

configures the brightness of the lamp. As shown in Figure 57, the user picks up a cup to
serve as a tangible brightness dial. The system extracts the dial’s rotation and maps it to
the brightness of the lamp. The lamp’s intensity is displayed as a halo visually projected
onto the scene. Our system adds physical constraints, preventing the user from rotating
past the minimum and maximum values. We render these constraints by stimulating the
user’s wrist rotator muscles so as to provide a counterforce to the user’s direction of
turning, thereby stopping the user’s twist.
Figure 57b shows how our system also adds detents to the dial. These detents inform the
user that the selected intensity is available as a light bulb, while values in between
require an extra dimmer. Our system renders the effect by stimulating the antagonist
muscle with brief pulses, i.e., when the user rotates the dial clockwise the system sends
short pulses that turn counter-clockwise and vice-versa.

Figure 57: The user configures the intensity of the desired light bulb using a cup as
a stand-in for a dial (passive prop). Using EMS force feedback, our system
augments the tangible with constraints and detents.
Physically linked passive props. Now, the user realizes this light’s color temperature is

too warm for her artwork. Hence, this time, she places two cups, the left represents light
temperature and the right one stands for intensity (Figure 58a).
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Figure 58: The user manipulates two cups to control the light temperature and
intensity simultaneously.
Since she previously left the intensity value at maximum, as soon as the system
recognizes the cup, it actuates her wrist rotator muscles to place the dial back in the last
used value (Figure 58b). We do so to align virtual and physical worlds into a coherent
mixed reality. Then, she explores combinations of different light color temperature and
intensities bimanually. These two parameters are dependent in that bulbs are available
only in certain intensity-temperature combinations. Changing one parameter (e.g., light
temperature) causes the system to adjust the other (e.g., intensity) to achieve an existing
option in the catalog. In the Figure 58c, for example, the user chooses a “colder” light,
causing the system to switch to a less intense bulb by actuating the user’s wrist as to
reach that option (Figure 58d).
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3. Augmenting real objects. Finally, the user decides whether to upgrade her thermostat

to a better model offered in the catalog. The better thermostat offers detents that inform
users about the most recently used temperature setting. Here, our system simulates the
new thermostat by virtually enhancing the existing thermostat with the missing feature.
The user explores this new “version” of the thermostat and decides to order one.

Figure 59: Here, our system enhances a fully functional thermostat with detents.

3.4.2 Summary of walkthrough
As mentioned earlier, the examples in our walkthrough were chosen to illustrate how
our system covers Milgram et al.’s reality-virtuality continuum [105] (see Figure 60).
3 thermostat w/

virtual detents

2 change dial using 1 pushing virtual couch,
passive prop w/
detents

press virtual buttons

a real couch,
a thermostat
Real
Environment

looking at an
AR catalogue
Augmented
Reality (AR)

Augmented
Virtuality (AV)

Virtual
Environment

Mixed Reality (MR)

Figure 60: Walkthrough examples mapped to the reality-virtuality continuum.
Starting from the right, we (1) provided EMS-based force feedback to fully virtual
objects, here a couch. (2) We then provide EMS force feedback to objects augmented
with passive props. We used this to provide these objects with additional physical
properties, here detents and constraints to a dial. (3) Lastly, we augmented a physical
device with an additional property, here a thermostat enhanced with detents.
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3.4.3 Demonstrating EMS haptics in mixed reality experiences
As discussed earlier, we think of this as a system that enables physical feedback in
mixed reality, not only limited to the aforementioned walkthrough scenario (i.e., the
interior design application). To emphasize this point, we designed an additional three
immersive MR experiences in which we made use our system for the missing force
feedback; each of these applications highlights a particular step of the reality-virtuality
continuum:
1. Purely virtual: shooting the catapult. Figure 61 shows a simple MR game featuring a

virtual catapult that appears in the user’s physical surroundings. (a) The user arms the
catapult by pulling the catapult’s bucket backwards. We implemented this example
without markers, instead using HoloLens’ “pointing”. As the user pulls the bucket
backwards, our system provides force feedback that simulates the increasing tension of
the catapult; this force feedback also serves as an indicator for the user on how far the
projectile can be expected to fly. Our system achieves this by stimulating the antagonist
muscle (triceps) proportionally to the catapult’s arm angle. (b) When the user opens the
hand (which terminates the HoloLens gesture) the catapult releases. Our system
abruptly ceases to stimulate the triceps ceases and the remainder force in the user’s
biceps, which now does not have a counter force, creating a sensation of actual recoil.

Figure 61: While the user pulls the lever of this virtual catapult, our system
provides force feedback simulating the catapult’s spring.
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2. Augmented physical props: balance marble game. Figure 52 depicted a classic MR

marble maze, which was inspired by that of Ohan et. al [116] and complemented with
EMS-based force feedback. Here, our marble game renders the shift in gravity caused
by the moving marble by actuating the user’s arms towards the heavier side. Note that
even if the marble is perfectly balanced on the center of the tray, we still render a
constant pull down of the user’s triceps to represent the marble’s weight under gravity.
Furthermore, we render a number of extra haptic effects: (1) when the ball collides with
any of the maze walls, we render a short bump in the user’s triceps; (2) when the marble
falls out of the tray in one of the openings in the obstacle walls, the user feels the relief
in the weight; and, (3) when the game starts, the marble falls onto the tray and we
render this “weight” by quickly pulling down the user’s arms, as depicted in Figure 11.

Figure 62: (a) At the start of the game the marble falls from the sky. (b) As it hits
the tray, the EMS pulls the user’s arms down quickly so as to represent the impact.
3. Augmented appliances: escape room experience. We implemented a simple “Escape

Room” experience in mixed reality. In the traditional version of these experiences, users
must first find the solution to a puzzle, and only then they can escape the current room.
Figure 63 illustrates the user solving this room’s puzzle.

a

b

Figure 63: (a) These gooseneck lamps are repurposed as levers, with force
feedback, allowing the user to input the secret combination to (b) unlock the door.
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The user sees a virtual message on the wall next to the virtual door that provides a clue
to the puzzle: “the lights will illuminate your path, but only in one special way”. The
user now explores one of the three suspicious gooseneck lamps in the room.
As shown in Figure 63, the user finds that, when moved, the lamps have detents,
rendered using our system; hence, they can be only in one out of three positions. By
testing different positions, the user finds the secret combination of the lamps’ gooseneck
positions that open the virtual door.

3.4.4 Contributions, benefits, and limitations
We propose the use of EMS for force feedback in mixed reality. The main benefit of our
approach is that it leaves users’ hands free, thus allowing users to interact
unencumbered—not only with virtual objects—but also with physical objects in the
user’s surrounding, such as props and appliances. We demonstrate this approach by
sampling it at several points across the reality-virtuality continuum.
The benefits of our system, which have been validated in our user study, are: (1)
providing force feedback to MR leads to a better understanding of the virtual object’s
state. (2) This haptic information is especially useful because current headsets have a
limited field of view. (3) The addition of force feedback to MR games and experiences
increases the perceived realism.
Our system is subject to the limitations of EMS systems: (1) it requires electrode
placement and per-user calibration prior to use, (2) it can cause muscle fatigue, (3) and
the actuation of hands is typically limited to a single dimension of translation. Also, in
order to keep our rendered haptic effects robust to work for all our participants, we
opted for fairly simple output gestures (extension of wrist, rotation of wrist, and so
forth). Furthermore, our current implementation based on HoloLens has a limited field
of view and requires markers to track the orientation of the users’ hands and physical
objects. Lastly, while our approach is the first step towards mobile and unencumbered
force-feedback in MR, its current form lacks integration with tactile feedback on the
fingertips, which we discuss later.

3.4.5 Implementation
To assist readers in replicating our design, we now provide the necessary technical
details and the complete source code. The latter allows the community to build EMS
enabled applications, which are decoupled from the headset technology by providing an
EMS library for Unity3D.
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3.4.5.1 Hardware
We implemented our system using a Microsoft HoloLens MR headset [65] and a
medical-grade muscle stimulator shown in Figure 64. The interface between these
components is a laptop computer running Windows 10 that the user carries in a slim
backpack. The laptop is required only to offer a USB to connect the muscle stimulator
(so headsets with USB connectivity would require no laptop).

battery-powered
EMS stimulator

push arm backwards
(teres major)

arm down (triceps)
backpack
(& laptop)

arm up (biceps)
wrist outwards
(supinator)
wrist outwards
(pronator teres)
wrist up
(extensor digitorum)

wrist
down
(carpis)

Figure 64: The hardware components and electrode placement (one arm only).
3.4.5.2 Electrode placement
Figure 64 details how 10 electrodes are placed on the user’s right arm and shoulder; the
user’s left arm is equipped the same way. This set-up allows our system to achieve the
following motions: (1) wrist extension (extensor digitorum), (2) wrist flexion (flexor
carpi radialis), (3) wrist pronation (pronator teres, achieved with the base electrode of
wrist extension and end-point of wrist flexion), (4) wrist supination (supinator, achieved
using both base electrodes of the wrist extensor and flexor), (5) elbow flexion (biceps),
(6) elbow extension (triceps) and (7) pushing the arm backwards via the shoulder (teres
major).
3.4.5.3 Calibration
To calibrate the system, we (1) start from zero and increase the amplitude of the EMS
until we observe a small movement of the muscle. (2) We ask the users themselves to
slowly increase the amplitude up to an upper bound that is still comfortable and painfree while clearly performing the expected gesture. (3) To test the calibrated gesture
under realistic conditions, we ask the user to move the arm and we apply the calibrated
gesture mid-way. Then, if needed, we re-adjust the intensity to match the expected
outcome. This helps our system perform well despite varying arm poses, which tend to
occur during real walking. (4) Then, we upload these intensity values to our system. (5)
We repeat this procedure for all muscles stimulated in our MR games and experiences.
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3.4.5.4 Hand tracking
In our system, the primary way of tracking users’ hands is through the HoloLens’ builtin camera tracking. When the HoloLens recognizes the point gesture (fist closed and
index pointing up) and it reports the 3D position of the center of the hand to our
application. Our application applies this position to a representation of the hand (a box
collider), which is also the boundary we test for collisions with other virtual entities.
Several of our application examples, e.g., catapult or pushing furniture, run based on the
HoloLens’ tracking alone. However, for other applications we added Vuforia passive
AR markers [71] to the back of the user’s hands, as shown, e.g., in Figure 54b. These
help us overcome two current issues with the HoloLens’ hand tracking (Version 1,
Development Kit 2016): (1) hand tracking fails when the user’s hand comes close to a
real-world surface and (2) the HoloLens API reports just the position of the hand, but no
orientation.
3.4.5.5 Mapping virtual to physical space
In order to attach virtual contents to locations in the physical room, our system uses
HoloLens spatial mapping feature [65]. Our system also utilizes the HoloToolkit-Unity
library alongside its Spatial Understanding module during runtime to identify surfaces
where virtual objects may be placed.
3.4.5.6 Event handling
Our system processes events as follows. (1) When, running on the HoloLens, the system
detects a collision between the user’s hand and a virtual object by means of a Unity
Collider, it (2) determines the parameters of the muscle stimulation based on the
physics properties of the virtual object (weight, friction coefficient, springs) that the
user is interacting with. Pushing a couch, for example, produces a stronger haptic effect
than pushing a button. (3) Then, the system generates the message for the EMS
stimulator and (4) sends it via UDP to the laptop. (5) The laptop, which is running a
simple Unity3D UDP server, receives the message and (6) forwards it in a serial format
(via USB) to the muscle stimulator. (7) This triggers the stimulation.
3.4.5.7 Technical limitations of our prototypes
While, to our knowledge this is the first functional mobile implementation of EMS in
Mixed Reality, there are a number of limitations in the current prototype.
Given that the HoloLens does not provide a USB port, there is some latency in the
wireless implementation: detecting collisions in Unity (~20-30fps), sending EMS
commands wirelessly to the stimulator (<10ms) and detecting the hand’s position via
Vuforia (~20fps). Note, however, that our participants did not remark on perceived
latency while commenting on their experiences.
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On the haptics side our prototype is limited to force-feedback, allowing users to feel the
boundaries of objects as well as forces arising from interactions, but does not render any
textures on the fingertips. However, it does render some basic physics of objects (even
beyond just soft vs. hard as in [122]), for instance: the force of the spring inside the
button, the couch’s static friction being larger than its kinematic friction, the couch
being softer in middle than at the arm rest and so forth.
Lastly, our games are currently based on the HoloLens room tracking, i.e., they require
the HoloLens to recognize the current room [65]. Within a room, the full interaction
area is available for EMS feedback as long as users’ hands are inside the HoloLens
front-facing hand tracking area.

3.4.6 User study
The objective of our experiment was to assess whether EMS-based force feedback in
MR increases the users’ sense of realism.
Participants performed three simple tasks, directly derived from our aforementioned
applications, each task using an EMS-based condition and a no-EMS control condition.
We hypothesized that EMS would lead to higher ratings on both realism and enjoyment.
At this initial stage of exploring EMS in MR games, we opted for a study focused on
the realism of the proposed haptic effects. In order to do so, participants were instructed
to explore the EMS-induced physical sensations rather than to perform the task at
maximum speed. As such, our study does not provide insights into task performance.
3.4.6.1 Apparatus
Participants wore the HoloLens and our EMS backpack-based setup discussed earlier
and depicted in Figure 64, which allowed for untethered use. We calibrated the EMS
setup as described earlier (see “calibration”). Participants experienced the sound effects
of each task via the HoloLens headphones.
3.4.6.2 Interface conditions
Participants experienced two distinct interface conditions: (1) EMS: force feedback by
means of EMS. (2) no-EMS: participants received no force feedback (control).
3.4.6.3 Tasks
1. Furniture: Participants performed a simplified version of our walkthrough in which

they were asked to rearrange a virtual lamp on the table to properly light a physical
book, and align a virtual couch with the room’s wall.
2. Catapult: Using our catapult, participants tried to hit two targets at different
distances.
3. Marble: Participants played the marble balance game in three levels of increasing
difficulty.
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To the study concise and under one hour we excluded the escape room experience.
3.4.6.4 Procedure
Each participant performed all three tasks in both EMS and no-EMS condition (withinsubject design). Condition and task order were randomized. After each task, participants
rated their experience in terms of realism (1: artificial, 7: realistic) and enjoyment
(1: not at all, 7: very much). After all tasks, we asked participants which interface
condition they preferred and gave them an opportunity to provide open-ended feedback.
3.4.6.5 Participants
We recruited 12 participants (2 female, M = 22.7 years, SD = 4.9) from our local
institution. Two out of the 12 participants had tried a HoloLens at a technology fair.
One participant had previously experienced EMS at a local gym. With their written
consent, we videotaped the study sessions and transcribed their comments.
3.4.6.6 Results
We analyzed the data using a 2 (condition) × 3 (task) repeated measures
ANOVA (α = .05) as suggested by [113]; all pairwise comparisons were Bonferroniadjusted.
Figure 65 shows participant’s average ratings, in both conditions, regarding perceived
realism. We found a significant main effect on interface (F1,11 = 46.112, p < .000).
Pairwise comparisons revealed that perceived realism was higher in the EMS condition,
for every task.
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Figure 65: Participants rated their experience as more realistic with EMS.
We also found a main effect of the interfaces on enjoyment (F1,11 = 17.135, p = .002).
As depicted in Figure 66, participants rated the enjoyment significantly higher when in
the EMS condition for the furniture and the catapult tasks.
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Figure 66: Participants rated their experience as more enjoyable in most of the
EMS conditions.
Figure 67 summarizes participants’ preferences for each of the interface conditions. For
the furniture and the catapult tasks, 10 out of 12 participants preferred the EMS
interface condition, for the marble task, 7 out of 12 preferred EMS.
no EMS

preferred interface
furniture
marble

2
5

catapult

EMS

10
7

2

10
# of participants

Figure 67: Most participants preferred EMS to no-EMS interface condition.
3.4.6.7 Qualitative results
Throughout the experiment participants often voiced their explanations for what they
felt, albeit not being instructed to do so. We summarize these:
Pushing furniture. When pushing the lamp and couch most comments revolved around

how the EMS aligned with their expectations on the physics of objects, such as friction,
weight, and collisions. For instance, P5: “I immediately feel when I touch
something [shows us touching the couch], even though I know this [couch] is not here”
(similarly P6, P9, P10). P2 noted “pushing the lamp and couch felt much better than I
ever expected, it’s like you feel the weight, and the couch was heavier”. P5 “did I feel
friction? I think I felt friction when pushing it [the lamp] on the table”. P3 “was super
real to push the lamp, only in the end I realized that when the lamp hit that thing [bump]
on the table, I had to push stronger against the muscle stimulation to make it pass it”
(similarly, P9, P10 and P12). Furthermore, seven out of 12 participants remarked how,
in their opinion, EMS had helped them overcome the HoloLens’ limited field of view.
For instance, P5: “the muscle feedback makes pushing the couch much easier, (…) I
could not see if it was hitting the wall, but I could feel it”.
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Balancing the marble. Using the tray (Figure 68) polarized participants in that only 7 of

them expressed a preference for experiencing it with EMS. Not remarkably, 8
participants commented that the EMS added difficulty to the game, because not only
they had to steer the marble, but also they had to do it against the force feedback. P8
remarked, “[EMS] makes it feel like a heavy ball when it pushes me down (…) but
when it pushes me to the side it makes the game harder and more confusing”. In
contrast, P5 commented “this [EMS] makes the marble motion realistic, [and thus] the
game is now much nicer to play”.

Figure 68: Participant balancing the marble (with consent of the participant).
Catapult. All participants voiced positive remarks about the catapult, which might

explain the highest rating for both realism and enjoyment. P9 noted “Ah, now I feel the
catapult’s arm”, when trying the catapult with EMS after trying without. Similarly, P2
noted “it helps me to know how far I will shoot, because I feel the amount of [EMS]
feedback is related to how much I pull”. P1 noted “without EMS the catapult is no fun
because it becomes a memory game, you learn the correct angle and just hit the targets”.
P8 stated “this is how I think pulling a catapult feels like”.
Open-ended feedback. P3, P5, P6 and P7 expressed their appreciation for the physical

objects we had integrated into the MR experience, e.g., “I like touching these real
things [points at the book on the table, the wall and the tray] and feeling they are now
part of the VR” (P7). When we asked participants what would be required to reach the
level of realism they would expect, participants’ comments included “adding tactile
stimulation to my hands”, “larger field of view”, and “finer EMS motions for the marble
game”.

3.4.7 Discussion of our findings
Our study results support our hypothesis, i.e., EMS did indeed significantly add realism
to the three mixed reality tasks. And, for two out of the three tasks, EMS had also
significantly increased participants’ enjoyment. These findings are further supported by
participants’ generally positive comments including “I like touching these real
things [pointing at the book on the table]”, which is the essence of why we used EMS to
implement this functionality while keeping the users hands free.
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At first glance, our findings are aligned with our EMS research in VR, e.g., impacto and
VR walls. However, we also observed that, unlike in VR, exaggerated haptic effects
(e.g., the impact of the ball when falling on the tray was bigger than of a ball that size)
fall short of illuding the user in MR. As P3 noted “but this marble that I see cannot
possibly be that heavy, I can see the world around me, so I can imagine the weights [of
things]”. In fact, P3 was pointing out a core quality of MR, which arguably makes it
different from VR. In MR, experiences take place in the context of the physical world
and thus users have a keener sense for plausibility. In the case of MR, we observed
users remarking how they enjoyed nuanced aspects of the EMS-enabled physics, for
instance: “I can feel the couch is harder to move when it is stopped [due to our EMSbased static friction]” (P3). As a recommendation for UX designers working in MR, we
suggest aligning the “haptic-physics” with the expected physics as much as possible
rather than resorting to exaggerations.
Lastly, it is worth noting that our study is limited in that it deals with the realism of the
EMS haptic effects in MR games; hence, we asked users to freely explore the task at
hand. Therefore, these findings cannot be generalized for other tasks that require a
measure of performance or precision.

3.4.8 Conclusions on EMS as mixed reality force feedback
We demonstrated a fully mobile system that empowers mixed reality games experiences
with mid-air force feedback by means of electrical muscle stimulation. The main benefit
of our approach is that it leaves users’ hands free, thus allowing users to interact
unencumbered with physical objects in their surroundings, such as props and appliances.
Besides the direct implications for increased realism in MR gaming, EMS might
uncover new terrains for augmented passive objects and appliances. For instance, an
appliance that is augmented with EMS might have more potential if we think of using it
daily. Unlike RetroFab [129], which complements the appliance with updated hardware
UI, an EMS-augmented appliance allows updating the UI of a device by merely
updating the software (i.e., the EMS side). Also, our tangible dial that automatically
recalled the last position, i.e., the cup in the “walkthrough”, points to another strength of
exploring EMS in MR: EMS might assist in aligning virtual and physical realities to
prevent inconsistent states often introduced by physical props (as debated in [98, 72]).
While previous methods solved this by mechanically coupling or actuating the props
(e.g., mechanically constrained tangible dials [72]), EMS allows for everyday handheld
objects to move without instrumentation.
We see this research as a first step towards more physical mixed realities by adding
force feedback. The next steps might include combining this approach with tactile
feedback, especially techniques such as back-of-the-nail vibrotactile [3, 4], which does
not occlude the fingertips.
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3.5

EMS & mechanical-actuation: sides of the same coin?

Let us draw attention to the common theme running throughout this chapter: the
apparent similarities between EMS-based and mechanical solutions. It was precisely
this observation that led us to propose EMS as an alternative to motor-based haptic
devices. But now, with a critical perspective, we must ask ourselves: how far do these
similarities go? Might the two technologies even be interchangeable?

3.5.1 Similarities between EMS and mechanical actuation
There are certainly a number of apparent similarities. For several applications, we can
find analogous implementations based on mechanical actuation as well as based on
EMS. As we have described, Gesture Output [132] actuates the user’s fingers using a
clear touch screen overlay pulled by motors, while our muscle-plotter device (which we
will introduce in Chapter 4) achieves a similar effect using EMS. Likewise, Third
Hand [97] uses a forearm-mounted robotic arm to provide force-feedback to a mobile
phone, while our muscle-propelled force feedback achieves this effect based on EMS.
As illustrated by Figure 69, many of the application scenarios today explored using
EMS, which we covered extensively in Chapter 2, had already been explored using
mechanical actuators earlier, at least to some extent. Teleoperation—precisely
transmitting forces between two remote users—has been a flagship area for mechanical
actuators since the early days of robotics/haptics. This is due to the precision and speed
provided by systems based on mechanical actuation. In rehabilitation, exoskeletons are
used for gait regeneration. Also, many high-end training and tutorial systems use
haptics to enhance learning of physical tasks such as palpation training. Likewise, early
force feedback devices were constructed to increase the realism of virtual experiences.

Mechanical

EMS

Teleoperation

1948 [43]

1995 (art [43])

Replacing motor functions

1969 [106]

1979 [145]

Information Access

1973 [136]

2015 (pose-IO)

Tutorial / Training

1980 [133]

2011 [146]

Immersion

1992 [14]

2006 [34]

Figure 69: EMS application areas follow research areas in mechanical actuators.
Given that most of these applications areas are analogous, one starts to wonder to what
extent the technologies might be interchangeable, i.e., if an application was previously
implemented using a mechanical-based actuator, can it then be replicated by means of
EMS? The short answer is: not necessarily.
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3.5.2 Advantages of mechanical actuation
One factor is that EMS-based systems can never be more powerful than a human, while
mechanical systems can. In fact, current EMS-based actuation tends to be substantially
weaker than voluntary muscle contraction, because EMS systems tend to recruit only a
subset of the motor fibers that can be recruited by voluntary actuation. This prevents
some applications, such as super-human exoskeletons, from ever being translated into
EMS-based systems.
While output force is certainly one of the limitations of EMS, a much bigger limitation
is precision. As of today, EMS-based systems are less precise than mechanical systems
and, therefore, are usually employed for generating simple poses such as the wrist
motions presented above; this is, in part, due to the layered nature of the human
muscles: since electrodes are attached to the skin, they cannot target a specific muscle
without affecting nearby muscle tissues. Furthermore, EMS actuation competes with the
user’s voluntary muscle activity. This has implications on applications, i.e., those
applications that require precision and reliability, such as robotically assisted surgery,
can today only be handled using mechanical actuators, not EMS.
Based on the discussion above, one may wonder whether mechanical actuation is just
generally the more promising approach but, again, the answer is: not necessarily.

3.5.3 Advantages of EMS-based actuation
A key strength of EMS, which we already discussed earlier, is that EMS systems
miniaturize well and, therefore, are suited for mobile and wearable applications. EMSbased systems are generally lighter and require less energy than mechanical actuators.
Another interesting quality of EMS systems is that they reach more actuation sites than
mechanical actuators. Whereas mechanical systems require at least two mounting
points, for an EMS-based system attaching a pair of electrodes to the target muscle is
sufficient—which allows EMS to also be applied to the torso muscles (e.g., abdomen,
lower back, diaphragm, etc.). For instance, Vibr-o-matic (covered in Chapter 2)
stimulates muscles of the abdomen and larynx to allow novice singers users to sing in
vibrato [38]. EMS has also been used to simulate food texture by actuating the jaw
muscles or even assist patients in swallowing. Any of these actuation sites would hardly
be reachable or practical with a mechanical actuator.
So, in conclusion, at this stage EMS and mechanical actuation both have their strengths
and limitations. Mechanical actuation is clearly advantageous when it comes to power
and precision, while EMS is best used when it comes to wearable form-factors and
actuating areas such as the torso.
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4 INFORMATION ACCESS
USING EMS
While our first line of work explored EMS as an alternative to increasing realism that
departed from traditional force feedback devices, in this chapter we turn our attention to
a different angle: using EMS to access information via poses of the body.
This line of work echoes our initial remark that the evolution of computing shows
devices and users getting closer to each other. Most recently, we witnessed how mobile
smartphones and wearable devices became the de facto way we access
information [13, 17]. Wearables are special in that they bring the device into constant
physical contact with the user’s skin and allow users to interact with information
anywhere, anytime. Most wearable devices are designed to minimize interference with
the user’s primary task, such as walking or having a conversation [7]. In fact, many
wearable devices are designed specifically for eyes-free use by instead relying on
auditory feedback [10, 135].
Unfortunately, using audio as an output modality interferes with auditory tasks, such as
having a conversation, and limits interactions to quiet environments. Haptic interfaces,
such as vibrating bracelets, show promise here [119], but are limited in terms of
bandwidth [109] and are hard to learn because they lack mnemonic properties [94].
We therefore proposed a different type of modality for wearable interaction, namely
proprioception, which is the users’ sense of the relative position of neighboring limbs of
the body. As we demonstrate in this chapter, resorting to three different projects we
have created, we can use proprioception for both input and output.
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4.1

Proprioceptive Interaction: poses for input and output

Figure 70 illustrates the concept of proprioceptive interaction. Proprioceptive
interaction allows for input and output by posing one of the user’s limbs, here the user’s
wrist. Users enter information by performing an input gesture, here flexing their wrists
inwards, which the device senses this using its accelerometer. Users can perform such a
gesture eyes-free, as their proprioceptive sense informs them about the position of their
wrists. Users receive output from a proprioceptive interface by finding their body posed
in an output gesture, here again the wrist. Also, they perceive it eyes-free by means of
their proprioceptive sense.

a

b

c

user
moves wrist

input

d

output

system
actuates wrist

Figure 70: Using the sense of proprioception alone to rewind a video, while
maintaining eye contact with his audience.
The interaction shown in Figure 71 is of the “purest” form in that input and output occur
through the same limb, here the wrist. This “symmetric” interaction results in a
particularly intuitive interaction [132].
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muscles + nerves
accelerometer

device

electrical
muscle stimulation

proprioception
Figure 71: Symmetric proprioceptive interaction revolves around the pose of one
of the user’s limbs, here the wrist.

However, proprioceptive input and output may also occur through different limbs, e.g.,
when the application requires more input than output or more output than input. We call
this asymmetric proprioceptive interaction, which is depicted in Figure 72.

proprioception

muscles + nerves

accelerometer

device

electrical muscle stimulation

Figure 72: In an asymmetric proprioceptive interaction, input and output occur
through different limbs.

4.1.1 The pose-IO device
Figure 73 shows pose-IO, the proof-of-concept proprioceptive device we have created.
It offers input and output based on proprioception. We implemented pose-IO in the
form of a bracelet, which users wear under their clothing. Pose-IO receives input from
the user by means of a wireless accelerometer attached to the user’s hand. Pose-IO
produces output by writing to the user’s arm muscles using electrical muscle stimulation
(EMS) through four electrodes attached to the user’s arm.
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microcontroller, Bluetooth, battery
electric muscle stimulation board
electrodes for output

accelerometer for input

Figure 73: The main components of pose-IO.

4.1.2 Applications
We have implemented three simple applications, each of which highlights a different
strength of proprioceptive interaction.
4.1.2.1 Symmetric proprioceptive interaction
Figure 70a illustrates our video-scrubbing tool for presenters based on the pose-IO
device, which is an example of symmetric proprioceptive interaction. One of the
audience members just asked whether the presenter could show the video one more
time; Figure 74 shows how the presenter responds.

a

c

b

d

Figure 74: Using pose-IO to scrub a video, i.e., one’s wrist as the I/O device.
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First, (a) he invokes pose-IO’s video scrubber by performing an invocation gesture, here
by shaking his wrist back and forth. (b) pose-IO responds by posing the users’ wrist, so
as to represent the current video playback position, which the user perceives through his
sense of proprioception. The user lets the video run for another moment during which
pose-IO keeps updating the user’s wrist position, continuously extending it upwards,
which again the user perceives through his sense of proprioception. (c) The user now
rewinds the video by flexing his wrist back down to the desired play position. He uses
sufficient force to override pose-IO’s control over the wrist. Pose-IO responds by
scrubbing in real time, allowing the user to locate the intended position.
(b, c again) To emphasize his answer, the presenter replays the scene one more time.
This time, he moves the video play head to its intended position without iterating, but
by posing his wrist directly in the same position as before, based on his proprioceptive
sense alone. (d) The presenter is just about to dismiss pose-IO using a strong flick
gesture, when one of the attendees throws him a marker. He catches the marker and
pose-IO interprets the abrupt movement as a dismiss gesture and deactivates itself. This
is by design, so as to allow users’ primary tasks to take priority whenever necessary.
This particular scenario uses the same limb for input and output, allowing us to
implement a symmetric interaction, i.e., an interaction where the same modality and the
same mapping are used for input and output, resulting in a particularly intuitive
interaction that even allows users to learn input based on output [132]. This is a benefit
of proprioceptive interaction over other wearable interfaces, for example, such as
vibrotactile feedback, which has to be combined with a different input modality, such as
a set of buttons.
4.1.2.2 Asymmetric interaction
Proprioceptive interaction does not have to be symmetric though. We demonstrate this
at the example of the eyes-free reaction game red hands [52]. Traditionally, this
children’s game is played by two players, one of which is trying to slap the hands of the
other. With the use of pose-IO, we turn red hands into a solitaire computer game. We
partition the user’s body as depicted in Figure 75, which is why the interface is
asymmetric.
Here the user’s right hand represents the computer opponent; the left hand continues to
belong to the player. At every turn, the computer hand tries to slap the player’s hand
(i.e., game output); the player’s objective is to evade the slap (i.e., game input). The redhands application detects successful slaps based on acoustic recognition (similar
to [54]), i.e., a wearable microphone in a small bracelet around the player’s wrist.
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b
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Figure 75: Red-hands for one: under control of pose-IO, the user’s right hand tries
to slap the user’s left hand. The goal is to evade getting slapped by his own hand.
Red hands is an example of asymmetric proprioceptive interaction in that output goes to
the right hand, while the device receives input from the left hand.
To make red hands playable, it offers multiple levels of difficulty. The first level gives
players several hundred milliseconds of advance warning before slapping. It does so by
briefly flicking the computer hand before actually attacking. This warning period gets
shorter on subsequent levels. Since pose-IO talks directly to the user’s muscles, it can
actuate the hands surprisingly fast: if we set the warning period to zero, we found
player’s chance to evade the slap to be no better than random (see also Study 2). This
ability for very fast interaction stems from talking to the user’s muscles directly—a key
strength of our approach.
Similar to the presenter tool, red-hands for one is played through the sense of
proprioception. This allows playing eyes-free, which, interestingly, most of our study
participants did even though they were allowed to look (see Study 2 for details).
4.1.2.3 Asymmetric interaction with a spatial component
To demonstrate an interaction with a spatial component, we implemented imaginary
pong for one. As depicted in Figure 76, we again partition the user’s body so that the
actuated hand forms the computer opponent, while the other belongs to the player.
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Figure 76: Imaginary pong for one: (b) The computer opponent plays the
imaginary ball left by flexing its hand (c) The user returns the shots by moving his
hand to where he feels the ball went.
There is no actual rendition of a ball. Instead, players have a notion where the ball
should be based on their sense of physics (similar to [11]). The computer opponent may
flex the user’s hand to play the imaginary ball towards the player’s body or it may
extend the hand to play the ball away from the user’s body. The user’s task is to return
the shots by moving his hand to where he feels the ball went. In one version of the
game, we added a second pose-IO bracelet to the player hand in order to render recoil at
the moment the imaginary ball hits his palm. This allowed us to add a timing element to
the game. As with the two applications presented earlier, users play eyes-free through
the sense of their proprioception alone.

4.1.3 Contributions, benefits, and limitations
Our main contribution is the concept of proprioceptive interaction, here illustrated at the
example of wrist pose. In addition to being wearable, proprioceptive interaction offers
four desirable properties: (1) It allows for eyes-free and ears-free use. (2) Instant
invocation and dismissal allows users to invoke the device any time and also to return to
their primary task immediately when necessary. (3) Symmetric setup allows
implementing the same interaction “language” for input and output, resulting in a
particularly intuitive interaction that even allows users to learn input based on
output [132]. However, (4) this I/O symmetry is not mandatory, and we also explore an
interaction modality in which input and output occur at different limbs; we denote it as
asymmetric interaction. Thus, depending on the type of application, designers might
place input and output freely to best fit their needs.
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On the flipside, interaction based on the perception of poses is obviously very low in
bandwidth compared to visual or auditory interaction. Its use is therefore only
applicable for very simple tasks. Also, any solution that relies on EMS requires an
initial step in which the system is calibrated.

4.1.4 Implementation details
To help readers replicate our device, we now provide a detailed description of it. As
shown in Figure 77, pose-IO’s hardware design has the form of a 3D printed bracelet
with attached electrodes.

Figure 77: The 3D printed pose-IO bracelet.
Figure 78 shows the opened-up bracelet. Pose-IO writes output to the muscles using a
medically compliant electrical muscle stimulation unit (TruTens V3) connected to four
pre-gelled electrodes (50 x 50 mm). The amplification for the Electrical Muscle
Stimulation is regulated by two CMOS digital potentiometers with non-volatile memory
(X9C103, 10 KΩ) controlled by an Arduino Nano using a three-wire serial interface.

battery

Arduino,
Bluetooth

EMS
controller

EMS
electrodes
accelerometer

EMG
controller

EMG
electrodes

Figure 78: The pose-IO bracelet unrolled and with the top enclosure removed.
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4.1.4.1 Electrical muscle stimulation parameters in pose-IO
Pose-IO creates its EMS signal as a biphasic waveform. Its signal pulsates at 120 Hz
with a pulse-width of 150 µs. The current is limited to 100mA, allowing for safe
operation. Given that the lowest power settings of the EMS unit did not achieve muscle
actuation with the users we tested with, we stepped up the control curve by adding a
10 KΩ resistor in parallel to the EMS unit’s variable output and input pins. This allows
pose-IO to achieve a smoother output current curve.
Upon first use, users calibrate pose-IO’s EMS device by specifying the lowest stimulus
that still leads to a recognizable sensation (no visible hand motion at this level) as well
as the maximum signal that the user perceives as comfortable. At all times, pose-IO use
is pain-free. Figure 79 shows the placement of the EMS electrodes on the extensor
digitorum (wrist extension) and on the flexor digitorum superficialis (wrist flexion).
EMS electrodes

Wrist extension
extensor digitorum

Wrist flexion
flexor digitorum superficialis

Figure 79: EMS electrode placement for wrist flexion and extension.
4.1.4.2 Accelerometer
Pose-IO uses the accelerometer’s Y-axis to determine the user’s wrist position as the tilt
of the user’s hand against the horizontal, sampled at 50 Hz. We also made an extended
version of the device that determines the wrist pose with respect to a second IMU worn
on the forearm. This allows users to operate pose-IO in any body posture.
Users invoke and dismiss pose-IO by holding the hand horizontally and then shaking it,
which pose-IO senses by looking for acceleration along any of the other accelerometer
axes. Pose-IO sends commands to its applications, such as aforementioned games,
which it runs on the Arduino microcontroller. Pose-IO talks to software running on
other computers, such as the video player in the presenter tool scenario, via Bluetooth.
Depending on version, pose-IO either uses an Axivity WAX3 or WAX9 3-axis wireless
accelerometer that users wear on their ring fingers. After removing them from their
casing, both measure 34.5 mm × 16 mm × 15 mm and offer 4 mg resolution [54]. The
WAX-3 sends data over IEEE802.15.4 radio, which we convert using a laptop computer
with a radio dongle; we resolved this issue with the newer WAX9, which sends data
directly to pose-IO’s Arduino via Bluetooth.
Pose-IO is powered by a 9 V lithium ion rechargeable battery. Under continuous use, it
offers around 4 hours of battery-life on the bracelet and 8 hours on the accelerometer.
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4.1.4.3 Control loop for symmetric input & output
When tracking an external signal, such as the video play position, pose-IO actuates the
user’s muscles using a PID control loop. We obtain oscillation-free behavior using the
gain factors: Kp=1.2, Kv=1.1, Ki=0.5 (Figure 80). Pose-IO calculates the error
derivative on a moving average over the 10 last measured velocities.
+60°
EMS current
target angle
measured angle
(MSE=0.08)

0°

-60°
0%

tight control loop

50%

100%

Figure 80: Behavior of pose-IO’s PID control.
If the accelerometer value deviates from the system state by 10°, pose-IO assumes that
the user intends to override the system state—in the video scrubbing scenario this
allows users to override the video play head position.
4.1.4.4 Extended version based on electromyography
The version of pose-IO described so far relies on the accelerometer for input, which
users wear visibly on their hand. For applications in which user control and a computercontrol are distributed across two hands, e.g., the two games presented earlier, we
achieve a fully hidden version of pose-IO by dropping the accelerometer and instead
using electromyography (EMG) for sensing. EMG senses muscle activity, which is what
the two game applications require. Users invoke the EMG version of pose-IO by overextending their wrist for 1.5 seconds or longer (Figure 81).

a
invoke
interact
b
Figure 81: The pose-IO version based on EMG uses hand-overextension as
invocation gesture.
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The EMG version of pose-IO contains two additional electromyography boards shown
on the right of Figure 78; they are based on the AD8221 differential amplifier. The
EMG boards are connected to six electrode caps, four to sense and two references
(20 mm diameter), which are placed on the same muscles as for EMS, as depicted in
Figure 82. The EMG boards are protected from the EMS current using two relays,
which cut the EMG pathway if the EMS is active.
EMG electrodes

Wrist extension
extensor digitorum

Wrist flexion
flexor digitorum superficialis

Figure 82: EMG electrode placed on wrist extensor and flexor.

4.1.5 Study of proprioceptive input & output
The purpose of our first study was to verify our basic proprioception interaction
concept, i.e., interaction by means of posing the wrist.
The study focuses on symmetric input/output. In the video scrubbing example presented
earlier, pose-IO informed users about the play head position by posing their wrists,
allowed them to set the play head position by posing their wrist, and allowed them to
recall a value by re-creating a known wrist pose. Since the first two have already been
studied in the psychophysics literature [154] and [39], we decided to investigate the
latter: re-creating a wrist pose. This interaction is particularly meaningful in the context
of proprioceptive interaction in that it directly investigates symmetric input-to-output
correspondence.
In this study, we used the pose-IO device to pose participants’ hands. Participants then
dismissed this pose and after a pause tried to re-create that pose. Given that participants
perceive both poses by means of proprioception, our expectation was to see close
correspondence between the two poses.
4.1.5.1 Task
For each trial, pose-IO posed the participant’s wrist at a target angle (Figure 83) and
held it stable for one second, played a sound, and dismissed the pose, causing the hand
to drop. Then, the participants’ task was to recreate the previous pose. When satisfied,
participants pressed a keyboard button, which caused the system to record the trial. For
each trial, we recorded pose-IO’s accelerometer reading during the target pose and
during the recreated pose.
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Figure 83: Apparatus: a barrier prevented participants from seeing their wrist.
4.1.5.2 Apparatus
As shown in Figure 83, participants wore pose-IO’s electrodes on their dominant arm.
The device was connected via USB to a notebook computer that ran the study script.
We recorded all trials using a camera. An opaque screen prevented participants from
seeing their hands. To make sure that participants would complete the task based on
their proprioceptive sense alone, we also masked out the “tingling” sensation caused by
EMS by (1) lowering skin resistance using conductive gel and (2) attaching two
vibration motors to the electrodes to create a sensation similar to EMS feedback [122].
4.1.5.3 Procedure
There were 7 target angles in 20° steps between -60° (flexion) and +60° (extension)
reflecting the biomechanical constrains of the human wrist [25]. Each participant
performed (7 target positions × 4 repetitions) = 28 trials. Target angles were presented
in random order. Prior to the first trial, we calibrated the device for the respective
participant. However, participants received no training on the task, as our expectation
was that the unified correspondence between input and output would allow participants
to complete the task based on their natural sense of proprioception alone. The study
took about 30 minutes per participant.
4.1.5.4 Participants
We recruited 10 right-handed participants (3 female) from our local organization.
4.1.5.5 Results
Participants recreated poses with an average error of 5.8° (SD = 5.1°) across all trials.
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A linear regression found the overall model fit to be R2 = 0.954. As shown in Figure 84,
tilting the hand up further (shown on the left of Figure 84) resulted in slightly larger
errors (mean = 6.49, SD = 5.93) (mean = 5.19, SD = 4.18). Furthermore, we found no
statistical significant difference between any of the angles. For simplicity we present the
results for the pairs with larger deviation, e.g., +40° vs. -60° (Z=-1.886; p=0.059) and
+60° vs. -60° (Z=-1.274; p=0.203).
60°

40°

20°
upper quartile
median response
0°
target angle
lower quartile
-20°

-40°
-60°

Figure 84: Differences in angle between target pose and recreated pose.
Interestingly, we observed several participants recreating not only the target wrist angle,
but also the entire hand pose including the artifacts caused by electrical stimulation,
such as the slightly overextended middle finger (Figure 85). This suggests that
proprioception was at work on a broader scale.

Figure 85: (a) Wrist actuated by pose-IO. (b) Pose recreated by participant.
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4.1.5.6 Discussion
Our results show that the interaction did actually use and benefit from proprioception.
As observed participants re-posing was accurate and included reposing of fingers. The
results suggest that proprioceptive interaction’s ability to allow for symmetric input &
output offers benefits when it comes to recreating poses, as users can perceive and repose their wrist using their proprioceptive sense.
On a practical level, participants acquired the target poses with comparably high
accuracy, i.e., 5.8° error on average. With respect to the motion range of -60° to +60° =
120° this represents an error of under 5%. If we map these values back to the motivating
example of video scrubbing, this means that pose-IO would allow users to jump to a
spot in a 1-minute video clip with ±3 seconds accuracy, which we argue to be a useful
level of performance. Obviously, these values were obtained under idealized conditions,
i.e., user was sitting down and immediately recreated the pose, and thus it should be
interpreted as a lower bound for error.

4.1.6 An exploratory study of the proprioceptive interfaces
While our discussion so far was focused on the technical aspects and abilities of
proprioceptive interaction, one of its aspects that we are personally intrigued about is its
way of representing the computer as part of the user’s body. Very unlike traditional
human computer interaction systems, where computers are outside and different from
the user, proprioceptive interfaces make the user’s limbs themselves serve as the
interface, which we argue is the very essence of proprioception—after all, the word
stems from Latin “proprius”, meaning “one's own”. Our video-scrubber application
makes the hand partially “owned” by the user and partially owned by the machine. The
two games we showed earlier push this approach even further by questioning that notion
of “ownership” in that they cause one’s hand to be fully owned by the machine.
We were wondering how users perceive this aspect of proprioceptive interaction and
what emotional response it might produce. This is what we investigated in this second,
exploratory study. We had participants play the red hands game described earlier. We
recorded participants’ response to the interface on video and had them fill in a
questionnaire.
4.1.6.1 Setup
We recruited 12 participants (3 female) from our local organization, which did not
partake in the previous study, and asked them to play the red hand game for about
5 minutes. As discussed earlier, participants’ objective was to evade getting slapped by
the computer-controlled hands. All participants received candy as a small incentive to
participate and we promised additional candy to whoever would score highest.
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The game offered levels of increasing difficulty. As mentioned earlier, these were
implemented in the form of barely noticeable actuation of the slapping hand before the
actual slap (750 ms – 50 ms, depending on level). We did not tell participants about this
“warning” mechanism, making it part of the game to either consciously or
unconsciously figure it out. For this study we used an earlier pose-IO prototype, i.e.,
same hardware but not wearable yet.
To make sure participants only responded to the pose interaction, we canceled out any
auditory signals by making them wear noise-cancelling headphones that played music.
Each study session started by participants calibrating pose-IO, familiarizing themselves
with the game mechanics, and playing one training level with 10 slaps. They then
played 5 levels with about 10 slaps each. If they got hit less than 3 times per level, they
proceeded to the next level and their score continued to go up. If not, their score stopped
increasing, but we still let them finish the remaining levels to give them a chance to
experience the complete game.
4.1.6.2 Findings
We had designed the game to be challenging and participants took the game quite
seriously. All except one participant completed level 3; three level 4, and two made it to
the fifth and final level. Participants rated the first two levels as easy (mean = 2.0 of 5;
1 = very easy, 5 = very hard) and the last levels as hard (mean = 3.92 of 5).
All participants rated the game as fun (mean = 4.6 of 5) as depicted in Figure 86 and
further illustrated by Figure 87.
number of participants
5
0

(uninteresting) 1

7
5

2
3
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Figure 86: All participants rated EMS red hands as fun (1: uninteresting, 5: fun).
When asked why, seven participants pointed to the fact that they felt as if they were
“playing against themselves”. Several participants went back and forth between
referring to the hand wearing the device as “me” and as “computer”, such as “it is weird
that you lose against yourself” and “sometimes the computer hand was faster than I”.
In the last two levels, ten out of twelve participants stopped looking at their hands while
awaiting the slaps. When asked about it, only two stated to have played by always
looking at their hands, while five participants stated to play eyes-free and seven stated
to have rarely looked. This suggests that participants operated our application by means
of proprioception alone.
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Most participants agreed that the muscle output had contributed to their excitement
(mean = 4.91 of 5). One of the two participants who had continued to look at their hands
explained: “it was so remarkable to see my hand moving without my intention that I
could not look away”.
In summary, watching the twelve participants (Figure 87) confirmed that pose-IO
affords being operated eyes-free and that users perceived the “blurred ownership” of the
user’s body as compelling.

Figure 87: Participants playing EMS red hands (image with participants’ consent).

4.1.7 Conclusions on proprioceptive interaction
In this investigation, we proposed the concept of proprioceptive interaction, which we
instantiated through a wearable prototype. Proprioceptive interaction leverages the
user’s proprioceptive sense for both input & output, i.e., the use of pose as a
bidirectional communication channel between human and computer.
We demonstrated how proprioceptive interactions allows for (1) eyes-free and ears-free
use; (2) invoking the device at any time and returning to their primary task immediately
when necessary; and, provides (3) two modalities: symmetric, in which input and output
occur in the same limb, and asymmetric (i.e., one limb for input, another for output).
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A unique aspect of proprioceptive interaction is that it represents the computer using a
part of the user’s body, which our second study suggests that participants found this
experience compelling. On a philosophical layer, this “blurred ownership” manifests
itself because operating a device only through proprioception thins the boundary
between human and computer, since the machine partially inhabits the human. In the
case of the presented proprioceptive interface, the muscles which control the wrist are
the interactive device, in contrast to most input & output devices which are external
pieces of hardware, sitting outside the user’s body.
This investigation was, however, centered only on the relationship between the user and
their own EMS-animated limbs. On our next project, we explored whether this EMSbased animation could breath a new life into everyday objects that the user is actively
manipulating.
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4.2

Affordance++

Affordance is a key concept in usability. When well-designed objects “suggest how to
be used” [42], they avoid the necessity for training and enable walk-up use. Physical
objects, for example, use their visual and tactile cues to suggest the possible range of
usages to the user [42]. Unfortunately, physical objects are limited in that they cannot
easily communicate use that involves (1) motion, (2) multi-step processes, and
(3) behaviors that change over time. A spray can, for example, is subject to all three
limitations: (1) it needs to be shaken before use, but cannot communicate the shaking,
(2) it cannot communicate that the shaking has to happen before spraying, and (3) once
the spray can is empty, it has no way of showing that it cannot be used for spraying
anymore (and instead should now be thrown away).
As pointed out by Djajadiningrat et al., the underlying limitation of this type of physical
object is that they cannot depict time [30]. The spray can is inanimate. Motion, multistep processes, and behaviors that change over time, however, are phenomena in time.
One way of addressing the issue is to provide objects with the ability to display
instructions, e.g., using a spatial augmented reality display [126]. To offer a more
“direct” way for objects to communicate their use, researchers have embedded sensors
and actuators into objects, allowing them to be animated [83, 151]. This approach
works, unfortunately, at the expense of substantial per-object implementation effort.
In this investigation, we propose a different perspective. While animating objects allows
implementing object behavior, we argue that affordance is about implementing user
behavior. The reason is that some of the qualities of an object are not in how the object
behaves, but in how the user behaves when making contact with the object. A good part
of the process of communicating how the user is supposed to operate the object,
however, takes place before users even touch the object. Users operating a door handle
do not just touch the handle to then re-adjust their hand position based on the handle’s
tactile properties; rather, the object communicates its use while the user’s hand is
approaching it. The haptic quality of the handle itself ultimately does play a role, but by
the time the hand reaches the door handle, the user’s hand is already posed correctly to
grip the handle.
We therefore propose creating object behavior by controlling user behavior. We achieve
this by instrumenting the user, rather than the object. This allows us to implement object
behavior not by providing objects with the ability to respond to the user, but by recreating how the object wants the user to respond to the object.
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4.2.1 Affordance++: allowing objects to communicate their use
We call this concept of creating object behavior by controlling user behavior
affordance++. Conceptually there are many ways of implementing affordance++,
generally by applying sensors and actuators to the user’s body, such as the arm. In this
project, we actuate users by controlling their arm poses using electrical muscle
stimulation, i.e., users wear a device on their arm that talks to the user’s muscles by
means of electrodes attached to the user’s arm (we describe the device in detail in
section “Prototype”). This allows for a particularly compact form factor and is arguably
even more “direct” than the indirection through a mechanical system. However, the
concept of affordance++ needs not to be tied to a particular means of actuating the user,
but to the concept of doing so instead of actuating the objects that the user interacts
with.
Figure 88 illustrates affordance++ at the example of the aforementioned spray can.
Affordance++ allows the spray can to produce a range of different types of behavior. In
the shown example, when the user grasps the spray can, the spray can causes the user to
shake it. Our prototype implements this either using an optical tracking system or using
a sensor in the user-worn device that recognizes a marker inside the spray can. Once
recognized, the prototype plays back the desired behavior into the user’s muscles.

a

b

c

Figure 88: (a) This spray can needs to be shaken before use. (b) Affordance++
allows the spray can to make the user shake it before use. It implements this
by electrically stimulating the user’s muscles. (c) The can is “willing” to be used.
As we illustrate in the following section, affordance++ allows objects to produce
multiple types of behaviors, including behaviors that start prior to physical contact. By
storing information about objects’ states, affordance++ allows implementing not only
motion, but also multi-step processes and behaviors that change over time. On a
technological level, the electrical muscle stimulation technology we use is able to make
users perform certain motions. However, affordance++ intentionally avoids this and
instead suggests how to use objects by actuating the user’s hand with low intensity. This
keeps users in the loop, allowing them to decide when to follow a suggestion and when
to overwrite it.
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4.2.2 Illustrating some use cases of affordance++
We now demonstrate the expressiveness of affordance++ at the example of six
unfamiliar household objects and tools. All six of them we examine further in our user
study. We cluster examples by the key features of affordance++.
(1) Motion: where to push the lamp? In Figure 89, affordance++ helps users operate a

lamp of a rather abstract design [9]. (a) Here the user’s hand approaches the lamp from
the left side. (b) The object responds by gently pushing the user’s hand towards the
right, (c) where it flexes the hand gently to suggest pushing down. This tips the lamp
over, (d) turning it on. In the same manner, when approaching the lamp while it is on,
affordance++ moves the user’s hand to the side and pushes it down to turn the lamp off.

a

c

user pushes
here

b

extends wrist to the left

push wrist
down here

d

lamp on

Figure 89: Here, affordance++ helps the user interact with an unfamiliar lamp.
(2) Multi-step processes: Magnetic Sweeper & Slicer. In Figure 90, affordance++ helps

users handle an unfamiliar object. This “nail sweeper” allows users to pick up and drop
objects with the help of a magnet—an example of a multi-step process. (a) The tool
suggests grasping the handle by repelling the user’s hand when trying to grasp any other
part. (b) Afterwards the device suggests sweeping the nails by slowly rocking the wrist
back and forth.
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Figure 90: Example of a tool that requires a correct order of execution.
The critical moment occurs when collecting a screw. Here users typically reach for the
lever below the handle, as they assume this is how one collects the screws. This
assumption is, however, false and affordance++ repels the user’s hand from grasping
this handle and continues the sweeping motion. (c) Only when the user hovers over the
container, affordance++ loosens the user’s closed fist, allowing the user to grasp the
lever and (d) by pulling the lever, the magnet releases the screws.
The next example of the multi-steps category, depicted in Figure 91, is a patented
kitchen tool with multiple functionalities. The challenge here is to find out what each
part does and when to use it. (a) The user explores the unfamiliar tool and tries to grasp
it. Here, affordance++ repels from grasping the knife blade and only affords grasping
the other end. (b) After grasping, affordance++ suggests cutting with the blade, by
gently rocking the wrist back and forth.
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knife
handle
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shows
cutting
motion

Figure 91: Cutting the avocado in half with this tool.
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The next step is to remove the pit from the avocado, shown in Figure 92. This kitchen
tool affords this by providing a set of blades inside a hole that extract the pit. (a)
Affordance++ repels the user from removing the pit with the knife tip and (b) waves the
tool back and forth parallel to the pit. This suggests a slamming motion, which the user
performs in order to extract the pit.
waves
up/down

repels
knife

a

c

b

Figure 92: Extracting the pit using the tool.
The last step is to slice the avocado in pieces. While the conventional way is to peel off
the skin and then slice each piece individually with a knife, this tool does it in one step.
However, as we found in our user study, this instruction is not easily discoverable.
Affordance++ helps here by (a) releasing the grasp gently as to suggest grasping the
other end and (b) moves the tool towards the avocado suggesting a scooping motion. (c)
Users respond by performing the scoop, which slices the avocado simultaneously.
shows
scoop

releases
grasp

a

b

c

Figure 93: This tool allows for slicing the avocado without peeling the skin.
(3) Behaviors that change over time, e.g., the hot cup. The same mechanism applies to

familiar objects for which the current state is unknown because object properties change
over time. Figure 94 depicts how affordance++ supports a change in an object’s
property—here, temperature. (a) The user is trying to grasp the cup around its body
while pouring hot tea. Albeit the object’s typical affordance (i.e., round and small—
affording grasping) this is a case in which the affordance needs re-adjustment. (b)
Affordance++ now repels the user by over-extending the palm as to prevent grasping
around the body, and (c) affords grasping only around the handle, by making the user
thumb flex inwards into a pinch gesture.
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Figure 94: Changing behavior according to the object’s state: (a) this cold cup
affords grasping, (b) when hot it repels the user’s hand, but (c) its handle continues
to afford grasping.
Figure 95 shows a door that changes its behavior in accordance to what happens behind
the door. The user approaches a door handle, ready to open it. (a) The room is busy
however, as a meeting is taking place inside. The handle therefore repels the user’s hand
preventing it from grasping the handle and instead (b) suggests knocking by closing the
user’s fist and (c) rocking the wrist back and forth. The user (d) decides to knock by
approaching the door’s surface with the hand.
a

busy
room

c

b
knocks

repels

Figure 95: A door that repels using affordance++.
This “knocking example” is what we call a preemptive demonstration of how to operate
the object. Figure 96 extends this concept further. Here, the door communicates with the
user at different distances. At 75 cm, users feel their hand closing into a fist. (b) At 50
cm users feel their hand starting a gentle knocking pattern. Lastly, (d) at about 25 cm
the knocking pattern becomes stronger. This is an example of attaching an envelope to
an object. Here, the envelope maps to the amplitude of the knocking gesture. Another
design is to affect frequency, i.e., the closer the user gets, the faster the knocking
becomes.
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a
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Figure 96: While approaching a door with the intention to knock, affordance++
allows the gesture amplitude to be communicated as a function of distance from
user to object.
In Figure 97, the user is trying to open a door. When grasping the handle, affordance++
suggests turning left and prevents the user from turning the wrong way. Affordance++
is helpful here, because the mechanism is not visible to the user, which is the case for
most push/pull doors [114].
a

b

c
system turns
left to open

user turns to the
wrong direction

Figure 97: Overwriting the user’s intention by providing the right turning
direction.
Likewise, this example can be done at a distance with preemptive demonstration. While
approaching a door’s handle, affordance++ demonstrates the turning left/right (or
pulling/pushing) prior to contact with the object.

4.2.3 Contributions, benefits, and limitations
Our main contribution is that we extend the notion of affordance so as to include
dynamic object behavior. We thereby allow objects to communicate motion, multi-step
processes, and dynamically changing behavior.
Affordance++ allows objects to communicate dynamic use to users, but at the same time
keeps users in the loop, allowing them to overwrite objects’ suggestions. A key property
of affordance++ is that it allows objects to affect users before they make physical
contact with the object. We demonstrate a simple prototype that accomplishes this by
actuating the user using electrical muscle stimulation. We validate our concept in a user
study.
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On the flipside, affordance++ is subject to several limitations. (1) Our muscle-based
implementation is low bandwidth limiting us to simple poses and simple behaviors.
Also, any solution based on electrical muscle stimulation requires recalibration once the
muscles fatigue over time [73]. (2) Our implementations are just simple prototypes to
illustrate the concept. Future versions should integrate more elaborate tracking
solutions, e.g., based on mobile optical tracking, such as the aforementioned Digits
device [81].

4.2.4 Prototypes
Figure 98 shows the simple prototype setup we used to explore the concept of
affordance++. It uses electrical muscle stimulation, which provides us with a
particularly direct way of instrumenting users. The tracking component of the shown
version is based on optical motion capture.

Figure 98: This affordance++ prototype uses an Optitrack setup for tracking.
Our prototype implements object behaviors by actuating the users’ muscles using a
computer-controlled electrical stimulation unit. The unit is comprised of four
individually addressable channels. The unit allows for safe operation by limiting the
output current to 100 mA. The pulse-width (150µs-250 µs) and frequency (80-140 Hz)
are variable and calibrated per-user, per-channel and remain fixed once calibrated.
Intensity is regulated on the fly using an Intersil X9C102 digital potentiometer that
addresses the voltage-controlled amplifiers. A microcontroller (ATMEGA328) steps the
digital potentiometer up/down on request by the affordance++ software. The latency of
a one-step change is around 1 ms, which makes the latency of a minimum-to-maximum
actuation sweep less than 100ms. Depending on the pose and on the user’s skin
resistance [19], the object uses a different waveform (frequency and amplitudes), which
is sent to the microcontroller and which then regulates the output current.
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4.2.4.1 Muscles actuated
Figure 99 depicts all the poses we use in affordance++ and the muscles actuated for
each pose: squeeze, turn, repel, drop, shake and raise.

Figure 99: Electrode placement for each gesture used in affordance++.
Each action uses at most four electrodes. Complex actions are achieved by combining
these actions, for instance, “knock on a door” is composed of squeeze for a closed fist
and shake for a knocking motion.
4.2.4.2 Tracking and how it triggers object behaviour
The prototype triggers object behavior when it detects certain spatial relationships
between the user’s hand and one or more tracked objects. Our prototype computes this
by encapsulating tracked objects and hands with collider objects (Figure 100). When the
user’s hand intersects with an object’s collider, it triggers the respective object behavior.
By using colliders of different sizes, behaviors may be triggered closer or further.
The prototype allows triggering object behaviors based on the hands proximity to the
object, as well as when the user is reaching for the object. The prototype computes the
latter by extrapolating the hand’s trajectory using a ray it casts in the direction of the
hand’s motion. It determines the direction of motion based on the moving average of the
past hand positions (from the last 50ms = 20 frames).
Furthermore, this prototype provides users with two strategies to dismiss an ongoing
object behavior. First, by removing their hand from the collider volume. Secondly, if the
ongoing behavior involves motion (such as knocking the door) or in the case of
handheld objects (e.g., spray can) users may also dismiss it simply by resisting the
motion. Our prototype implements these mechanisms and behaviors based on the
Unity3D engine.
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a

b

Figure 100: (a) Here the user approaches the designer lamp. (b) In Unity3D, we
detect the collision with the bounding volumes and trigger the pulling down
gesture.
This prototype works reliably, but it is obviously limited to the size of the shown
workspace and subject to occlusion.
4.2.4.3 Mobile RFID-based tracking
To allow us to explore mobile use, we created a second prototype. Although limited to
interactions that can be expressed with proximity using RFID, it allows us to prototype
some of the examples presented earlier, such as the door in Figure 95, by placing an
RFID tag on the handle.
As illustrated by Figure 101, the prototype contains all electronics attached to a sleeve.
It features a 2-channel version of our aforementioned computer-controlled muscle
stimulator, which it controls using digital potentiometers controlled by an ATMEGA328
microcontroller, which sits behind the RFID antenna. The prototype contains the
SM130 Mifare 10 MHz reader and objects contain passive tags.
EMS actuator
(backside)

Arduino
(backside)

RFID tag
RFID antenna

RFID reader

Figure 101: Wearable prototype based on RFID.

4.2.5 User study
In order to validate the concept of affordance++, we conducted a user study.
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The objective of Task 1 was to verify that affordance++ indeed allows communicating
identifiable object behaviors. For this purpose, we had participants touch blank generic
objects that played back different types of behaviors. Participants responded by naming
the behavior they felt the object was performing.
The objective of Task 2 was to verify that affordance++ indeed allows objects to
communicate use. We had participants operate six objects that attempted to
communicate their non-obvious use through affordance++.
In the interest of clarity, we present procedures and results grouped by task.

4.2.6 Study task 1: understanding the meaning of induced motion
Each participant received the same blank, generic white cube shown in Figure 99, which
we provided with one of six affordance++ behaviors: repel, drop, turn, raise, squeeze,
and shake; Figure 102 depicts an example of participants exploring the objects’
behavior. Participants were not informed any of these behaviors beforehand. All
participants experienced all six behaviors; the order of behaviors was counterbalanced
across participants.

a

b

c

d

Figure 102: Four participants exploring (a,b) repel and (c,d) raise.
We gave participants two minutes to explore each behavior and encouraged them to
think aloud. Participants then described “what they felt the cube wanted them to do” and
rated how confident they were about this judgment on a 7-item Likert scale. We
videotaped participant’s responses.
4.2.6.1 Apparatus
We used the prototype described earlier to actuate users using EMS, but replaced optical
tracking by a Wizard-of-Oz approach. Hence, the wizard visually confirmed the user’s
contact/approach with/to the object and triggered the predefined stimulation as defined
in each trial (i.e., the behavior for that trial). This allowed us to avoid the use of
markers, which we felt would have biased the study by suggesting grasping poses. It
also guaranteed perfect “tracking”.
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Calibration of each pose took about 2 to 5 minutes and was conducted by the
experimenter. There was no re-calibration during trials.
4.2.6.2 Experimental design
In order to prevent Task 2 from biasing the outcome of Task 1 (by providing additional
context for the observed behaviors), we forewent counterbalancing and had all
participants perform Task 1 first, then Task 2. The duration of each task was around 20
minutes (minus calibration time).
4.2.6.3 Participants
We recruited 12 participants (2 female) from our institution (mean=25 years old,
SD=3.36). All were right handed. Participants received a compensation for their time.
4.2.6.4 Results
Overall, in 76% of all trials participants correctly named the behaviors the object had
been designed to communicate. Figure 103 breaks down the results by individual
behavior. In the remaining 24% of trials where participants did not name the exact
behavior, they named some behaviors that were reasonably close, such as juggle instead
of shake. Overall, this result suggests that affordance++ indeed allowed the blank cube
to communicate identifiable object behaviors.
correct matches (%)

100%

76%

75%
50%

repel

drop

raise squeeze shake

rotate

total

Figure 103: Correctly guessed behaviors, average for all users.
The most successful behaviors were repel and raise in that all participants correctly
named them. These behaviors were also rated very high on confidence, as shown in
Figure 104. Participants came up with the correct answer for repel, sometimes instantly
when they first approached the object, as depicted in Figure 102. Six participants stated:
“it does not want to be touched” one “I cannot touch it” and one “I’m not allowed to
touch it”.
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Figure 104: Confidence per behavior (Median and IQR, and total range of
variation).
Raise was equally well understood by participants, however it often took additional
exploration: “It wants to be lifted to my face, perhaps for eating” (6 participants),
“throw it away” (P2), or “look closer” (5 participants). Two participants added that
“raise” should elicit more muscles, such as the shoulder muscles for increased realism.

a

b

c

d

Figure 105: Four participants exploring (a,b) shake and (c,d) rotate. (b) This Rotate
failed because the wrist flexed more than it turned.
Shake and rotate (Figure 105) were matched correctly in 75% of the trials, and were
found to be understandable. Likewise, as for repel, we observed shake to be fairly
quickly recognized, as most participants provided an answer within the few first
seconds: “it moves me back and forth, like shaking” (P4) or “it’s shaking” (P2).
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Drop and squeeze (Figure 106) were found to be misleading, being guessed for 58% and
50% of the cases, respectively. Squeeze was rated less understandable than all other
behaviors. The participants described most mismatches with regards to squeeze as: “a
bit of turning” (P1), “a slight twist” (P3) or “rotating the cube in the palm using the
fingers” (P9). As correct guesses we classified “to squeeze it” (P2, P4, P10), “grab
harder” (P5), and “hold with more pressure” (P12). Analysis of our video recordings
revealed that four participants’ squeeze pose was also characterized by some degree of
wrist turning, caused by the palm flexor, which might explain the confusion.

a

b

c

d

Figure 106: Four participants exploring (a, b) drop and (c,d) squeeze. (b) Here the
muscle actuation was not sufficient to cause the participant to drop the object.
However, drop was still rated as understandable, because even if the cube did not
properly fall from the closed grasp, the motion was found to still convey that the cube
“did not wanted to be lifted” (P7) or “thrown like a dart” (P12). The correct matches we
described as: “to let it fall” (P3, P2).

4.2.7 Study task 2: affordance++ communicating use
The goal of this task was to verify that affordance++ indeed allows objects to
communicate use. We had participants operate six objects that tried to communicate
their non-obvious use using affordance++. In particular, we wanted to assess whether
affordance++ is able to communicate the three categories of behavior mentioned earlier,
i.e., motion, multi-step processes, and dynamically changing behaviors.
Figure 107 shows the six objects used for each of the six trials. These are the six objects
discussed earlier. They included three unfamiliar tools, i.e., avocado peeler with
avocado, nail sweeper with nails, and designer lamp. All participants confirmed that
they were unfamiliar with these objects. Next were three familiar objects that we had
provided with new behavior, i.e., a door handle that opened to the left, a cup filled with
hot liquid, and a spray can that required shaking before use.
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Figure 107: The objects used in Task 2.
4.2.7.1 Procedure
For each trial, we placed one of the six objects on the table in front of them (to prevent
them from watching the setup, we blindfolded them until ready). We then asked
participants to “prepare the avocado for eating in thin slices” (avocado tool), “place all
nails into the container” (nail sweeper), “turn the light on” (lamp), “drink some water”
(cup), “open the door” (door), and “paint this” (spray can). We encouraged participants
to think aloud while interacting. Once the participant had completed the task, we asked:
“please explain step by step what the object did to you.” Note that the name of the
object was never stated; we simply referred to it as “object”. Participants also selfassessed how well they had understood the suggested use on a 7-item Likert scale, how
much they felt that the object itself (i.e., without the actuation) had communicated its
use (7-item Likert), and how much affordance++ had helped them discover the use of
each tool for each trial (7-item Likert).
4.2.7.2 Results
Each of the twelve participants successfully figured out how to operate all six objects.
We organize the results below accordingly to the three key features of affordance++: (1)
motion, (2) multi-step processes, and (3) behaviors that change over time.
(1) Affordance++ communicates motion. All 12 participants, for example, shook the

spray can. Ten of them stated that they had shaken the can because of the actuation and
they would otherwise have forgotten to do so. One of the participants who stated to
have not forgotten to shake added: “I found it useful that the system shakes the can for
me, as a way of confirming what I was about to do, I might forget some other time, but
this time I did not” (P4).
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For the majority of participants that would have forgotten to shake, the first reactions
were enthusiastic: “cool, I was about to forget” (P1). As shown in Figure 108, all
participants agreed that the spray can itself had not (visually) conveyed the requirement
to shake, but that they had understood the shaking motions. Lastly—probably in the
light of their forgetfulness—participants rated affordance++ to be useful in this case.

Figure 108: Participants’ ratings for the six test objects.
Ten of the participants stated to have figured out how to turn the designer lamp on
based on the induced motion. Comments included “this helps me very much, I had no
idea” (P2), “(…) my intention would have been to push it like a button, but I couldn’t
find a button” (P9). The other two participants discovered the tilting mechanism
accidentally by repositioning the lamp in all possible configurations or by mere chance.
While most users rated the lamp’s visual affordance as poor, two users rated it as 7 (i.e.,
easy to visually assess tilting) and added: “tilting was my first intuition, but by moving
my muscles it confirmed it” (P3).
(2) Affordance++ communicates multi-step processes. All participants explored the

avocado tool before touching the avocado. While reaching for the knife blade they got
repelled, the actuation was suggesting them to grasp the other end. Then, affordance++
shook the wrist up and down to suggest a cutting motion, P3 stated: “I’ve seen this
before, it means chop” and P7 said “I was confused, but then I got confident that it was
a knife because of the gesture.”
After participants had sliced the avocado in half, five of them released the knife by
opening the grasp slightly and explored an alternative way to remove the pit. Five of
them stated that the actuation had suggested doing so. These participants were fairly
surprised when they realized that they needed to push the hole against the pit, which
affordance++ had suggested by shaking the tool up and down: “when I put it on the pit
it told me to push. It repelled [my hand] when I tried to use the blade” (P11), “I would
have used the knife, but not the rest” (P6) and “It really helped me to use this tool
because I had no idea [how to use it]” (P2).
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All participants tried to peel the avocado using the knife, but were repelled by
affordance++. After that, affordance++ opened the grasp to suggest that the tool should
be manipulated in a different way. All participants responded accordingly and explored
an alternative way to hold the tool, such as “normally I do it with a spoon, but it didn’t
want me to cut it, which made me turn it and explore the tool, and then I saw [the
blades] and felt how to use it” (P7), “The scooping tool told me to pull [points down
towards the avocado]” (P11). Mainly due to the pit removal step, e.g., “all [the steps]
worked out except this part in the middle, it really confused me” (P10), participants on
average rated their own understanding of the actuation lower than for the other
tasks (see Figure 108). Moreover, all participants agreed that their first visual
exploration did not reveal how to use the tool.
The magnetic sweeper was the task in which participants rated the necessity for
affordance++ lowest. This is likely explained by the fact that participants stated that the
object itself already visually conveyed how to use it (see Figure 108), i.e., “looks like a
magnet” (four participants). Furthermore, although they understood the stimuli during
this task, they did not feel the need for affordance++ to collect all screws correctly.
Also, four participants found that the system corrected the order of the task: “first I
wanted to touch the lower handle (…) I got repelled (…) and then it helped me (…) to
grasp the upper one”. Furthermore, some participants assumed pulling the lower handle
would collect the screws, which is incorrect because pulling the lower handle releases
the magnet. When they did so, affordance++ repelled them from pulling it and they
responded accordingly: “first thing [I did] was pulling it, the system pulled my
hand [away] to prevent that. It was very clear and very helpful” (P8).
(3) Affordance++ provides dynamic affordance according to state. During the “drink

some water” task, 11 out of 12 participants reached first for the cup’s body. They felt
repelled from grasping the cup’s body and proceeded to the handle after some seconds.
One participant added “it doesn‘t want me to not drink from it” (P10). Furthermore,
another participant confirmed that the water was hot by attempting to dip the finger in
the liquid, affordance++ repelled again and the participant stated “ah, I feel the heat
now” (P7). The affordance++ poses used for this task, i.e., repel from body and grasp
around handle, were found understandable by the participants (see Figure 108). All
participants agreed that the cup did not provide a visual cue that it was hot. Participants
were enthusiastic about how helpful affordance++ was for this situation and most
added: “for hot liquids or any danger, is very helpful”.

a

b

Figure 109: Example of overriding the conventional behavior.
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The door handle worked in 9 out of 12 cases. Even with the non-standard turning
direction (left instead of right) participants opened the door without forcing it right or
pulling it: “I turned the lever to the left side. It’s not the normal direction” (P1), “It
clearly gave me a direction to turn. (…) I would have tried around more stuff” (P4), and
“I first tried in one way, and it pushed me to the other direction” (P12). Furthermore, all
participants agreed that the door handle did not visually communicate to which side it
would open. Lastly, participants found the system to be useful such as “if I would
travel [to another culture] and find such a door, it would be helpful” (P12).

4.2.8 Conclusions on affordance++
In this investigation, we presented the concept of affordance++, i.e., an extension to the
traditional notion of affordance that allows objects to also communicate (1) motion,
(2) multi-step processes, and (3) behaviors that change over time.
Interestingly, because we actuated the user’s muscles instead of actuating the object, we
expected users to perceive that they were the ones depicting the usage instructions.
However, this is not what we observed in the user study. In fact, we observed that the
agency (“who did what”) was redirected to the object—“it doesn‘t want me to not drink
from it” (P10) is very different from “I should not drink from this cup”. The latter
would elicit a more user-centered (or ego-centered, the “I”) understanding of
affordance, rooted in "what can I do with this object". However, it seems that we
observed, more often, the former. This projects the affordance to an object-centered
perspective (the “it”). Furthermore, the aforementioned observations reported in Task 1
suggest that, to some extent, users “believe” that a script with an intention is attached to
the object. For instance, six participants stated the cube “wants to be lifted to my face,
perhaps for eating”. This ties together with the notion, developed by Latour, that
humans communicate with the artifacts they operate [91]. Indeed, Verbeek states:
“technological artifacts are able to exert influence on human actions, by means of nonlingual message” [153]. Comments such as “the tool told me to pull” (P11) suggest this
is the case for affordance++, in which object-user dialogs do not happen on a verbal
level (visual or auditory) but non-verbally, through the user's body motion.
It remains to be understood, for future work, whether another user actuation technique
or even animating the objects themselves via mechanics, would shift this objectcentered perspective to a different experience.

4.2.9 Reflecting on the quality of our information access via EMS
We pause the reader here for a moment to reflect on what we achieved so far in terms of
interactive systems based on EMS for information access. Both pose-IO and
affordance++suggest that users can access information by finding their body posed in a
particular manner, both explicitly (pose-IO) and implicitly (affordance++).
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Once we analyzed the resulting interactions that these prototypes enable, we realized
these are fairly quick information accesses. For instance, while using pose-IO, a user
might check the value of a particularly variable by invoking the device on their wrist;
the user might then, decide to change the variable’s value by also posing their wrist.
This complete interaction is short and takes just a few seconds.
However, the information access tools we operate daily vary wildly in the information
bandwidth let users access. On the low bandwidth side, tools such as a wristwatch allow
us to access small pieces of contextual information in quick flashes of interaction (the
so-called micro-interactions [7]); because their bandwidth is limited, the amount of
intellect augmentation [33] their provide is also limited. On the other hand, we often
employ higher bandwidth tools when we undertake sense-making activities, such as
when we analyze data using digital spreadsheets.
Now looking back, with a critical eye, at the interactive systems based on EMS we have
built and presented so far, we see that these cluster themselves closer to microinteractions (quick & low bandwidth information access) than to sense-making
activities.
Thus, we felt this called for a targeted investigation on precisely this question: what is
missing to build a interactive system based on EMS that supports longer and more
meaningful interactions that could even support sense-making activities?
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4.3

Muscle-Plotter

The interactive EMS systems presented so far lack expressiveness. Our interactive EMS
systems output a single 1D output variable, such as screen tilt (muscle-propelled force
feedback) or wrist tilt (pose-IO), or one of n behaviors (affordance++). Since
subsequent output overwrites earlier output, users never see more than a single value.
We now explore how to create more expressive EMS-based systems. Muscle-plotter
achieves this by persisting EMS output, allowing the system to build up a larger whole.
More specifically, as depicted in Figure 110, (1) muscle-plotter spreads out the 1D
signal produced by EMS over a 2D surface by steering the user's wrist, while the user
drags their hand across the surface. Rather than repeatedly updating a single value, this
renders many values into curves. (2) By adding the pen, we persist this signal, allowing
the system to build up a larger display, which in turn enables longer and more
meaningful interactions. Muscle-plotter is a closed-loop EMS system. It allows users to
enter information into a computer system by writing using an Anoto pen and it allows
the computer system to respond by making the user plot. Muscle-plotter accomplishes
this by actuating the user’s hand that is holding the pen by means of a medical-grade
computer-controllable electrical muscle stimulator.

Figure 110: An interactive wind tunnel simulation with pen input and output,
which is based on EMS.

4.3.1 Walkthrough: an interactive wind tunnel simulator
We think of muscle-plotter as a tool for mobile sensemaking in that it allows users to
interact (input and output) with an intelligent backend.
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Figure 110 shows an example of such a use case. Here, a car designer is iterating on the
body of a new car, sketching it and analyzing implications of its design on the car’s
aerodynamics. The designer wrote “windtunnel” onto the paper and has drawn crop
marks around the car. Since the user does so using a pen that offers built-in tracking
(Anoto [150]), muscle-plotter “sees” this input. It recognizes the handwriting using a
handwriting recognizer (Tesseract [115]) and forwards its output to a wind tunnel
simulator running in our custom backend. The system computes the wind velocity field
and makes it available to the pen frontend.
To plot the streamlines: this designer moves the hand to the left of the car sketch and

sets down the pen. As the pen enters the wind tunnel simulator’s bounding box,
muscle-plotter starts sending electrical impulses to the user’s wrist, which from now on
continuously actuate the user’s wrist. While the user moves the hand horizontally across
the paper, muscle-plotter controls the hand’s vertical position using a closed-loop
control, resulting in plotted streamlines. Repeating this process produces a field of
streamlines, allowing the user to judge the aerodynamic behavior of the current car
design. Continuing the example from Figure 110, the designer is now contemplating
whether the car should have a shorter rear and a rear door, also known as a hatchback.
In Figure 111, the designer sketches one possible hatchback design and by having
muscle-plotter draw streamlines on this new design, investigates what implications the
change in body shape may have on the car’s on aerodynamics.

a
b
Figure 111: Selecting which sketches to simulate in the wind tunnel.
Line chart: Surprisingly, the hatchback’s streamlines look straighter that the sedan’s

(Figure 112a), possibly suggesting an aerodynamic advantage. The user decides to drill
down by plotting aerodynamic profiles of the tail winds of the two car designs. As
shown in Figure 112a, the user draws one vertical line across each of the two cars’ tail
sections, and annotates them with “crosssection sedan” and “crosssection hatchback”,
thereby creating a series of data points for each car. As shown in Figure 112b, the
designer now sketches a blank coordinate system, writes “plot sedan”, sets down the
pen down left of the coordinate system, and drags the pen into it. As shown in Figure
112c, muscle-plotter responds by plotting wind speeds across the cross section into the
coordinate system. For comparison, the user now writes “plot hatchback” and plots the
wind speed function for the hatchback into the same coordinate system.
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Figure 112: (a) The user defines a cross section of the streamlines. (b) Then, draws
two axes of an X-Y plot, and (c) drags along the X-axis while muscle-plotter
actuates the wrist to plot the Y values.
Zooming: As shown in Figure 113a, the right halves of the two plots look different.

Values below the X-axis indicate negative wind speeds, which suggests undesirable
turbulences. Surprisingly, again the hatchback seems to be performing better. The user
drills down further by writing “zoom tail”, drawing two crop marks that select the
portion of the chart to re-plot, draws a fresh coordinate system, writes “plot tail sedan”,
and plots the close-up of the chart. The close-up clearly indicates that the rear profile of
the hatchback is indeed subject to less turbulence.

a

b
Figure 113: The user inspects a region of the wind speed charts by zooming.
Scale widget: Finally, the user wonders whether the improved turbulences will really

manifest themselves in lower wind resistance; hence better gas mileage. In Figure 114a,
the user writes “plot drag” and (b) selects the car sketch by drawing a pigtail on it.
Then the user draws a vertical line, labels the line’s ends “0” and “1”, and traces the line
using the pen. (c) Half way in the line, the system whips the user’s hand sideways,
creating a tick mark on the line, representing the drag coefficient of the sedan design.
The user now selects the hatchback design by drawing a pigtail into it and plots the drag
coefficient of the hatchback onto the line. The hatchback’s drag coefficient is indeed
smaller than the sedan’s, which implies that this particular hatchback design can
actually be expected to offer more gas mileage that the sedan.
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Figure 114: To obtain the drag coefficient, the user (a) writes the command and
sketches a vertical line, and (b) selects the desired car with a pigtail. Then, (c) our
system outputs the value as a tick-mark to the right as the user traces the line.

4.3.2 More application scenarios
As discussed earlier, we think of muscle-plotter as a tool for sensemaking activities. To
emphasize this point, here are 5 other scenarios we have enabled using muscle-plotter:
Application 2: Solving Mathematical Exercises. Figure 115 depicts how a user interacts

with Octave (software running in the backend) to solve mathematical problems through
pen and paper.

a

b

Figure 115: (a) Plotting a fifth degree polynomial and (b) finding out via a query
where the integral of this polynomial equals 2 units.
In Figure 115a, the user first plots a fifth degree polynomial. Using the notation
“f(x)=…” the polynomial is saved for future reuse as f(x). Then (b) the user queries for
the point in which the integral of f(x) totals 2 by writing “integral f(x)=2” followed by a
question mark. The answer is given as a tick mark while the user traces the X-axis.
Application 3: RC Circuit Simulator. Figure 116 depicts our simple filter design

application built around first-order RC filters.
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Figure 116: Iterating through the design of a RC filter by scribbling the old value
a user can input a new capacitor value and then re-plot the filter response.
Figure 116 shows a user iteratively exploring different filter designs by observing their
frequency response. The user first defines the R (resistance) and C (capacitance) values
and the filter type and plots the filter’s frequency response using muscle-plotter’s line
chart. (a) Unhappy with the filter, the user scribbles the capacitor value and writes a
new one. (b) Muscle-plotter re-computes the frequency response and outputs it to the
user in the line chart. The new filter now high-passes around 50 Hz.
Application 4: Interacting with Forms. Now we demonstrate a user interacting with a

simple form in order to configure muscle-plotter’s stimulation parameters.

Figure 117: Simple form widgets for quick queries in muscle-plotter: (a) a
multiple checkbox and (b) a radio button.
In Figure 117a, the user queries which channels are active by writing “channel”
followed by “?”, then creates a list of channel names (each in square brackets). While
the user traces the options, muscle-plotter outputs a tick mark on those that are active.
The user decides to activate the brake channel, by crossing its checkbox. Now, in Figure
117b, the user repeats the same procedure on a radio button to adjust the intensity of the
“brake” stimulation. Lastly, in Figure 117c, the user adjusts the power of the “brake” to
medium.
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Application 5: Fitting a Trend Line in Statistics. Figure 118 depicts our simple

statistics application built around muscle-plotter.

a
b

Figure 118: Fitting a linear regression in a bar chart.
In Figure 118, a user is exploring a dataset with sales arranged by months. The user
does so by plotting the sales in a bar chart. This widget behaves similar to the line chart,
except that muscle-plotter outputs the tick-marks for the horizontal axis as the user
scans the axis. In Figure 118a, the user scans vertically from each tick-mark and
muscle-plotter outputs a dash to the left and a pen up at the end of each bar. Lastly, in
Figure 118b, the user makes a prediction of the next month sales by fitting a linear
regression through the plot, which muscle-plotter outputs as a line chart.
Application 6: Optical Lenses Simulator. Figure 119 depicts our simple optics

application that allows exploring how rays of light refract in convex and concave lenses.

Figure 119: Using muscle-plotter to explore how rays of light refract through
convex and concave lenses.
In Figure 119, a user sketches a convex lens and explores how the light rays refract
through it. Muscle-plotter outputs this by deviating the ray in a slope. Now the user
wonders about how to further defocus the resulting beam and draws a concave lens to
explore its refraction properties.
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4.3.3 Summary of widgets
We just saw six examples of interacting with muscle-plotter, each of which was
implemented in the form of a widget. Our widgets leverage pen-input techniques such
as crossing to select 1D primitives (CrossY [5]), underline and crop marks
(Papiercraft [96]), and a pigtail gesture to select 2D primitives (Scriboli [63]). All
widgets output when the user crosses into their boundaries. The output ends when
muscle-plotter stimulates the muscles that cause the user to lift the pen’s tip from the
paper. We now summarize the set of widgets:
Line chart: The walkthrough contained three specialized instances of the line chart

widget, i.e., wind tunnel, the tail profile plots and the zoomed plots. The line chart
widget supports the following interactions: zoom in/out by relabeling the axes, zoom in
by selecting with crop marks, fitting a line through existing data points, performing
operations on data traces and re-plotting the results as a trace (e.g., derivative of a
function). Also, the chart widget supports charts that do not start at the origin.
Scale Widget: The scale widget outputs a single value per interaction, which is useful

for comparing values. In case of clustered values in the same scale, muscle-plotter will
output them by alternating the tick-marks to the left/right. In the walkthrough and
scenarios, we featured the scale widget in: finding the drag-coefficient, finding an
integral of a function and plotting individual bars in a chart. Just as with the axes of a
plot, the scale widget allows to redefine its axis for zoom in/out. The scale widget is
also used to allow users to find whether a plot starts at the origin or crosses the Y-axis.
For this we insert a scale widget in the line chart’s Y-axis, which the user scans to find a
tick-mark representing the plot’s starting point (e.g., in Figure 112).
Radio button: The radio button allows selecting one option out of a range or receiving

output from the option that is active. This can also be used for a yes/no dialog, which is
useful when asking simple questions to muscle-plotter (e.g., to check if a number is
prime). In the examples above, we demonstrated this widget at the example of a user
configuring the intensity of an EMS channel.
Checkbox: The checkbox is an extension of the radio button that allows for multiple

choices to be active. This widget is useful for finding elements in lists such as options in
a combo box. We demonstrated it at the example of a user querying which EMS
channels are currently active.

4.3.4 Contributions, benefits, and limitations
Our main contribution with muscle-plotter is that it takes electrical muscle stimulation
interfaces to the next level by demonstrating interactions that render significantly more
complex data than previous EMS-based systems.
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To achieve this, the key idea behind Muscle Plotter is to make the user’s hand sweep an
area on which muscle-plotter renders curves, i.e., series of values, resulting in more
information than that conveyed by a single actuated pose. By allowing EMS to produce
spatial output, muscle-plotter enables a range of sensemaking activities, as we
illustrated at the example of several scenarios, including the aerodynamics scenario at
the beginning of our paper.
In the process of creating muscle-plotter, we developed a number of EMS-related
techniques. (1) To quickly actuate the user’s wrist (instead of merely informing the user
where and when to turn), we simultaneously actuate pairs of opposing wrist muscles,
resulting in a more controlled motion. (2) We compensate for latency introduced by the
Anoto tracking system (around 90 ms) by extrapolating pen positions. (3) In order to
turn around sharper angles, we slow down the user’s wrist. We achieve this by actuating
the flexor carpi ulnaris muscle. This causes this muscle to push the pen against the
paper, increasing friction, and slowing the hand down. (4) To mark the end of an output
trace, we actuate the user’s wrist upwards, hence lifting the pen’s tip away from the
paper.
On the flipside, like any solution based on electrical muscle stimulation, muscle-plotter
requires placing electrodes, calibration and recalibration if the muscles fatigue over
time [73]. Furthermore, since we actuate the user’s wrist only (rather than wrist and
shoulder) our system is limited in terms of the shapes it can output through the user’s
hand.

4.3.5 Implementation details
The muscle-plotter system is comprised of a wireless Anoto digitizer pen & paper [150]
for input, as well as a HASOMED medically compliant 8-channel portable EMS
stimulator [70] for output.
Muscle-plotter utilizes 4 channels of the EMS stimulator at 200 Hz. This EMS
stimulator is powered using a battery and interfaces with muscle-plotter via USB. This
allows our prototype to run based on a laptop computer with a USB Bluetooth 4.0
dongle and a USB connection. While our current version is merely portable, a signal
generator such as the one we created for pose-IO could make muscle-plotter wearable.
4.3.5.1 Electrode placement
Muscle-plotter controls four muscle groups, each responsible for a different axis of
motion as depicted in Figure 120: (a) The extensor carpi radialis brevis and partially
the flexor digitorum move the pen to the right (assuming a right-handed user), while the
extensor carpi radialis longus lifts the pen tip away from the paper. (b) The flexor carpi
radialis moves the pen to the left, while the flexor carpi ulnaris pushes the pen down
into the paper, acting as a “brake” to prevent oscillations or improve straight lines.
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a

pen up: extensor
carpi radialis

b

pen left: flexor
carpi radialis

pen right:
extensor carpi radialis
and flexor digitorum

pen down: flexor
carpi ulnaris

Figure 120: Electrode placement to perform (a) pen right, pen up, (b) pen left, and
pen down (i.e., “brake”) movements.
4.3.5.2 Calibration procedure
Muscle-plotter uses a three-step calibration procedure:
1. Comfortable use: By slowly increasing the intensity, we first determine the minimum

value required to actuate the user’s muscles. Then, we find the maximum intensity (in
mA) and pulse width (in µs) that feel comfortable and pain-free.
2. Drawing slanted lines: Users start by trying to draw a straight line onto the paper. At

a random position along the way, muscle-plotter actuates their wrist, turning the
remainder of the user’s line into a slanted line. By performing this step repeatedly with
varying pulse widths, the calibration routine determines the pulse widths that produce
20, 40 and 60-degree slants to the left and to the right.
3. Drawing straight lines: Users draw slanted lines, as in the previous step. When they

reached a second random point along the way, the system actuates them to draw a
straight line. By performing this step repeatedly with varying pulse widths, the
calibration routine determines two pulse widths that return the user’s hand to drawing a
straight line.
Figure 121 depicts the average pulse widths determined by means of this calibration
routine for all users in our experiment. Similarly, the calibration routine determined that
the extensor muscle should be actuated using an average intensity of 10.3 mA
(SD = 1.3 mA) and the flexor muscle using an average of 8 mA (SD = 0.5 mA).
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Figure 121: Average pulse width per slant, for both extensor and flexor muscles,
for all participants of our experiment.
4.3.5.3 Control loop and modelling the human wrist under EMS actuation
The purpose of muscle-plotter’s control loop is to actuate the wrist to reach a target as
quickly as possible, yet without overshooting.
The main algorithm receives the tracking data asynchronously (i.e., the X/Y location of
the Anoto pen in coordinate system of the paper). It then re-evaluates the situation and
picks one of three possible strategies: aim for a target, compensate if the user is
constantly lagging behind the target trace, or brake. The loop executes this strategy by
sending electrical impulses to the user’s wrist muscles. In the following, we look into
the each of these steps in detail.
1. Receiving pen location data: The communication between the Anoto Windows API

(from the vendor we’inspire) and muscle-plotter is done via Open Sound Control
(OSC). Each OSC packet is sent to muscle-plotter’s Python server. It encapsulates an
X/Y position, an event type (pen up, pen down or pen drag), and a timestamp. We found
the latency of this operation to be below 1 ms for both loopback and Ethernet.
2. Evaluating the current strategy: Our system aims for the most likely target, which

may not necessarily be the closest one. It determines the most likely target by
extrapolating the current location based on the current speed, as depicted in Figure 122.
This approach allows the system to cope with differences in hand movement velocities
and with the Anoto tracking latency (around 90 ms, determined using a high-speed
camera).
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Figure 122: Key principles in muscle-plotter’s control loop.
Then, for every decision cycle the system evaluates if the user is: (a) close to a plausible
target or (b) consistently lagging behind the target trace or (c) approaching the target at
a high speed with a chance of overshooting. Accordingly, it performs one of the
following three responses.
Strategy (a): aim for a target. In order to reach a target, muscle-plotter computes the

slant between the target and the current estimated location (Figure 122). Then,
according to this slant, muscle-plotter finds a pair of pulse widths that is the closest to
the pre-calibrated slants from the user’s calibration dataset. Muscle-plotter actuates the
wrist by applying a simultaneous signal to both sides of the wrist. We found this to
allow for smoother control than when actuating just one side at a time. This is
particularly important if the user’s dragging speed is fast.
Strategy (b): compensate for wrist lagging behind. If the accumulated error (i.e., sum

of all distances to previous targets) exceeds 20 mm we consider that the user is lagging
behind. To compensate, we dynamically increase the intensity of the muscle that moves
the pen closer to the target in 1 mA steps (up to 2 mA). Finally, we reset the
accumulated error and disable the intensity boost when the user’s trace crosses again
with the target trace.
Strategy (c): brake. If the user approaches a target too fast, there’s a risk of

overshooting. If the system observes the user’s hand approaching the target at
increasing speed and if is less than 3.3 mm away, the system “brakes” the user’s wrist.
By actuating the muscles that push the wrist into the paper, the system increases the
friction between pen and paper, hence slowing the pen’s tip down. The brake strategy is
also particularly useful for improving the performance of straight lines and to prevent
undesired oscillations.
3. Executing the current strategy: Muscle-plotter executes one of the strategies by

sending the electrical impulses to the user’s wrist. This is done in a separate thread,
which allows it to keep a constant stimulation frequency of 200 Hz. To achieve precise
control, muscle-plotter controls the pulse width (from 20 µs to 500 µs) of the waveform
rather than the amplitude. Changing the amplitude is only used while the user is lagging
behind, i.e., strategy (b).
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Lastly, to terminate the current output trace, muscle-plotter moves the tip of the pen
away from the paper by actuating the user’s wrist upwards.
4.3.5.4 Heuristics used in the control loop
To avoid muscle-plotter from overshooting the target we hand-tuned the main loop’s
parameters as follows.
The 20 mm threshold is sufficient to detect when the user is lagging behind without
producing oscillation effects. If this value is heavily decreased (e.g., 2 mm) the
automatic compensation in intensity will create unwanted oscillations.
The 3.3 mm braking distance provides sufficient braking distance to avoid
overshooting. We found that the braking technique is most efficient if initiated at least 2
mm away from the target, otherwise the system tends to overshoot.
Our brake implementation uses 11 to 44 impulses depending on the user's speed. We
found that when the user approaches slowly (e.g., around 3.3 mm/s) 11 impulses are
sufficient to halt the trajectory without undershooting. Intuitively, when the user’s speed
increases we increase the brake impulses; we found that 44 pulses allows us to brake
before the target (no overshoot) at speeds up to 10 cm/s.
4.3.5.5 Computing geometry for widget interaction
The geometry computed in muscle-plotter uses OpenCV via Python bindings.
For instance, line chart widgets start when the user draws two axes that intersect one
another. This is calculated as the cross product of two fitted lines between the two
drawn axes. Likewise, the two crop marks that define the wind tunnel widget are
detected using the same method for each; the perpendicular lines determine the wind
tunnel dimensions. Lastly, for the cross-section and scale widget, the user drawn lines
are fitted with a line.
4.3.5.6 Handwriting recognition using Tesseract
To recognize hand-written input, we integrated Tesseract [115], a trained recognizer
with several languages and one of the most robust open-source optical character
recognizers (OCR) [142]. Our system loads only the English language and common
symbols such as “?”, “(“, etc. Before applying Tesseract to the user’s strokes we:
(1) concatenate all strokes that are less than 3 mm apart from their center (enables
multi-stroke writing). (2) Interpolate the points from the Anoto tracking to complete a
line. (3) Convert to a black and white image for OCR. (4) If the next stroke is more than
1 cm apart, the previous strokes are grouped into a command keyword and evaluated
with the OCR. (5) After a command keyword is detected, we evaluate the incoming
strokes character by character; this allows to directly write commands such as “PLOT
F(X)=SIN(X)”.
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Once Tesseract returns the recognized text to muscle-plotter, our system replaces it with
the word from its custom keyword dictionary that is closest in terms of Levenshtein
distance (edit distance). This corrects for common misrecognitions such as “L” for “(“
or “X” for “K”.
4.3.5.7 Application-specific implementations
We now detail the implementations that are specific to each of our applications.
Mathematical formulae manipulation & solvers. To solve mathematical formulas, we

invoke Octave by means of its Python bindings. We use it for mathematics (derivatives,
integrals, and so forth) and for plotting functions from formulae. We interface muscleplotter and Octave by: (1) converting user-notation to Octave notation. When the user
writes “sin(x)”, for example, we convert it to “feval((sin(x), <range-of-plot>)”; then,
(2) send the formulae to Octave, sample it into points and return it to muscle-plotter;
and, lastly, (3) transform these points to the Anoto paper’s coordinates and into the
user-defined axis.
RC-Filter response. We implemented a simple solver for high and low pass RC circuit

filters. It works by solving the filter equations directly in the frequency domain. The
values for R and C are read from the users’ input when they write “cap 10UF” (i.e.,
10 µF) and “resistor 330” (in Ohms).
Statistics example. To perform statistical operations we use Python’s Scipy Statistics

package. This allows us to compute standard deviations and regressions, which we use
in a simple demo application that draws a linear regression through bar charts.
Optical lenses ray casting. The optics demonstration is a simple 2D ray casting based

on [92] that deals exclusively with concave and convex lenses. We disambiguate the
lens type by measuring the width of the lens’ middle section against a fixed threshold
(i.e., convex is wider).
Wind tunnel simulator. The wind tunnel simulation is based on the Lattice-Boltzmann

equations and adapted from Schroeder’s implementation [139]. To run a wind tunnel
simulation (i.e., to compute the wind speed streamlines) we: (1) rotate the model
according to the rotation of the wind tunnel boundaries; (2) extract the shapes drawn
inside; (3) down-sample these shapes (e.g., the car) into a binary matrix of 200 px
height; this matrix contains the obstacles to the wind flow; (4) for 30 steps we execute
Lattice Boltzmann by advancing the streamlines one step at a time and re-evaluating the
collisions to compute the velocity flow; (5) once the user draws a line, we use Python’s
Matplotlib streamlines function to obtain the streamline that starts at the user’s pendown position.
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4.3.6 User study: validating our implementation
To validate the mechanism behind muscle-plotter, i.e., the production of spatial output
using EMS, we conducted a user study. Our focus was on which types of signals can
muscle-plotter reproduce as is and which signals require pre-processing. In the study,
muscle-plotter actuated participants to repeatedly draw curves and we measured how
closely these curves matched the intended target signal.
4.3.6.1 Task
For each trial, participants plotted one function onto paper using muscle-plotter as
depicted on Figure 123.

Figure 123: One trial: one plot (image from the study).
In each trial, participants plotted one of eight mathematical functions. Participants
placed their hand on the left side of the paper so as to point the pen at the marked
starting position. Participants then moved their hands towards the opposite side of the
page, at any speed they chose. During this period muscle-plotter actuated their wrist,
hence plotting the curve. When participants reached 16 cm from the left to right margin,
the trial ended. The system recorded the intended function, the user drawn function, as
well as the time between start and end of plot.
Every participant performed each function twice, resulting in 128 trials: 8 functions × 2
repetitions × 8 participants.
4.3.6.2 The dataset
The eight mathematical functions are shown in Figure 125. The first six functions were
composed by adding off-phased sine waves of increasing difficulty; hence we denote
them as Sin1-Sin6 (ascending in frequency and amplitude). We added a triangular wave
(denoted as Tri) and a sine wave that ended in a flat section (denoted as Flat) to explore
how the system behaves with regards to abrupt changes in slope and curvature (as well
as to prevent participants from getting used to sine wave patterns).
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4.3.6.3 Apparatus
Figure 28 shows our apparatus. Participants wore muscle-plotter’s electrodes on the
wrist flexor and extensor muscles (as described in Implementation). They were seated
with the dominant forearm rested on the table to reduce fatigue.
We used the EMS control loop described in “Implementation details”, which actuated
flexor and extensor muscles simultaneously but without the brake channel, which was
introduced as an outcome of this study. The muscle-plotter software administered the
respective functions to the user; all other functionality was disabled. Muscle-plotter was
calibrated with the procedure described in the Implementation section.

Figure 124: Setup for our experiment (image taken from the study).
4.3.6.4 Participants
We recruited 8 right-handed participants (1 female, M = 23.9 years old) from our local
university. With consent of the participants, we videotaped the study sessions.
4.3.6.5 Results
Raw data: Figure 125 shows the curves drawn by participants. The average error from

target across all 128 trials was 4.07 mm (SD = 3.03 mm).

Figure 125: Raw data from 8 participants and 128 trials. The white trace
represents the desired trajectory and colored traces depict user drawn plots (scale
in mm). Average per function represents error (distance to target).
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Preservation of sine-based functions: Figure 125 also shows the average error per by

function (Sin1: M = 2.45 mm, SD = 1.42 mm; Sin2: M = 2.65 mm, SD = 1.29 mm;
Sin3: M = 2.66 mm, SD = 0.90 mm; Sin4: M = 3.15 mm, SD = 1.00 mm; Sin5:
M = 4.55 mm, SD = 1.31 mm; Sin6: M = 10.06, SD = 2.67 mm). As expected, there
was an increase in error with the increase in the function’s highest partial confirmed by
a linear regression with R2 = 0.64 through Sin1 – Sin6. To provide an estimate of how
much each trial differed between each other, the reported standard deviations (SD) are
between the mean errors of each trial.
Preservation of non-sine functions: When plotting the two functions that contained

sharper changes in slope and curvature participants performed similarly to the sine
waves (Tri: M = 4.77 mm, SD = 1.53 mm; Flat: M = 2.29 mm, SD = 0.82 mm).
Preservation of features: The plots in Figure 126 illustrate in how far plots made

through muscle-plotter preserved the original function. The plots show frequency
histograms produced by means of Fourier transformation. We see the original signal in
green, as well as user-specific jitter, i.e., noise, in red. As the plots illustrate, jitter tends
to revolve around wavelengths smaller than 0.5 cycles/cm.

Figure 126: Fourier transforms: original signal (red) and users output (green).
Jitter in Sin2 and Sin3 has very little impact on the signal (the same as observed in Sin1
and Sin4). This gets more challenging with Sin5, which has its highest partial at a
wavelength of around 0.23 cycles/cm. Still, signal and jitter are clearly distinct, which
means that the original function still stands out clearly, so that awareness of one’s jitter
allows users to visually filter out the noise. The distance between signal and jitter gets
smaller with increasing signal frequency until they start to overlap in Sin6, suggesting
that part of this signal has drowned in the noise and thus has become unrecognizable.
We conclude that muscle-plotter is suitable for reproducing signals of up to 0.3
cycles/cm wavelengths, but should not be used for frequencies higher than this.
Speed/Accuracy tradeoff: The fact that participants picked their own pace resulted in a

wide range of speeds. Figure 127 illustrates the resulting speed/accuracy tradeoff.
Participants plotted the 16 cm-wide functions in between 7.98 s and 29.5 s (M=16.17 s,
SD=4.90 s).
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Figure 127: Average error (in mm) for each trial in relation to its duration (in
seconds). Each color is a different participant.
4.3.6.6 Discussion
The main finding of the study is that muscle-plotter is able to reproduce signals up to
0.3 cycles/cm wavelengths (e.g., Sin5 signal), while higher frequencies (e.g., Sin6
signal) cannot be reproduced as is. This insight is useful in that it allows application
designers to decide how to pre-process their data before outputting it through muscleplotter, e.g., by stretching the signal horizontally before plotting. Interestingly, two out
of the eight participants stated that they had not looked at the paper while plotting. This
happened naturally, since we had not instructed them either way.
We opted to study the performance of rhythmic curves (i.e., based on the arithmetic
combination of multiple sine-waves) as these allowed us to separate out signal and jitter
using the frequency analysis we presented in Figure 126. However, in our experiments
we found that non-rhythmic curves behaved similarly. The reason is that muscle-plotter
plots at a slow enough pace that every movement is induced separately. In fact, muscleplotter moves the wrist from target to target, rather than in a rhythmic manner. Hence,
the way in which our system plots is different from the way humans tend to sketch
waves quickly by performing a single oscillating movement.
Based on these results we improved the system by adding the aforementioned brake
functionality, i.e., muscle-plotter slows down the user by actuating the wrist muscles
downwards as to push into the paper; this increases the friction between pen and paper.
Also, this helps returning the wrist to a neutral position, improving the quality of
straight lines.

4.3.7 Conclusions on muscle-plotter
We described muscle-plotter, an interactive system based on electrical muscle
stimulation that provides pen-on-paper interactions for both input and output. In our
system, users input by writing, e.g., writing mathematical formulae or drawing shapes.
The system outputs by actuating the users’ wrist so as to draw graphs, strokes, etc.
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We designed muscle-plotter to render significantly more complex data than previous
EMS-based systems. The key idea behind muscle-plotter is to make the user’s hand
sweep an area on which muscle-plotter renders curves, i.e., series of values, and to
persist this EMS output by means of a pen. This allows the system to build up a larger
whole, enabling it to assist users in cognitively demanding activities, such as designing
an aerodynamically sound vehicle, by providing users with access to a computer system
while they are sketching on pen and paper. Still, the use of EMS allows muscle-plotter
to achieve a compact and mobile form factor.
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4.4

Discussion on information access using EMS

Using these last three prototypes we established that proprioception is suitable as an
interaction modality. We now discuss some of the open questions that our proposal of
proprioceptive information exchange has raised.

4.4.1 Implementing proprioceptive interaction with alternative
actuation hardware
To implement proprioceptive interaction in a device, one needs to augment the target
device with capabilities to read the user’s movements (or muscle activity) and to actuate
the user’s limbs. While we solved the latter by using EMS (since it lends itself well to
create wearable devices) we believe that the idea of proprioceptive interaction is a
broader concept that is agnostic to the hardware implementation. We could envision
devices similar to pose-IO or muscle-plotter but, instead, are realized via mechanical
actuators.

4.4.2 Limited bandwidth
Our examples of eyes-free interaction suggest that this modality is especially relevant
when users cannot rely on their visual apparatus, the reason being that the human
proprioceptive system is not trained for information access (since it is tuned to perform
semi-unconscious tasks such as standing upright) nor able to process high volumes of
information, i.e., its bandwidth is certainly lower than the visual apparatus. This is why
most of our examples fall under the category of microinteractions [7]. To demonstrate
more meaningful interactions, in muscle-plotter, we added a pen to the user’s hand to
persist the EMS output—turning it into a sort of “paper display”.

4.4.3 Beyond hands and upper limbs
We believe that the concept of proprioceptive interaction should not be restricted to the
hands. In Figure 128 we envision two proprioceptive interaction designs, one for the
upper arm (using the biceps for flexion) and one for the feet (using the gastrocnemius
for plantar flexion). These additional possibilities open up interaction spaces for
scenarios where the hands are occupied with another task (eyes-free + hands-free).

a

b

Figure 128: Extending proprioceptive interaction to other parts of the body: (a)
the feet and (b) the upper arm.
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4.4.4 Information access vs. learning a new skill
Finally, while we designed affordance++ to transfer information between object and
user, it is also a tutorial system—users learn how to operate an object by doing it, rather
than watching a video or reading a manual. This “learn by doing” echoes the theory of
embodied learning, which emphasizes the value of haptic experiences in
learning [102, 140]; we see enormous potential in EMS for e-learning physical skills.
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5 CONCLUSIONS &
DISCUSSION
In this chapter, we digest the work presented so far by summarizing and discussing the
benefits of interactive systems based on EMS. Then, we close by sketching an outlook
for the field, focusing on open questions and technical challenges.

5.1

Benefits of interactive systems based on EMS

We start by summarizing and discussing the three benefits that we believe make
interactive systems based on EMS worth exploring.

5.1.1 Miniaturization of force feedback
One of the key benefits of interactive systems based on EMS is that they miniaturize
well— EMS offers serious potential for building wearable interfaces, an advantage we
found and explored in our first line of work (i.e., increasing realism in VR/AR).

Figure 129: (left) While devices based on mechanical actuation add mechanical
components to the user’s body, (right) systems based on electrical muscle
stimulation instead borrow the user’s skeleton and muscles (Exoskeleton image
source: Université Libre de Bruxelles; used with permission.)
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This particular advantage of EMS systems becomes more evident when we compare it
with more traditional approaches, such as motorized exoskeletons. While exoskeletons
tend to enclose the human body with mechanical structures (Figure 129a), EMS-based
systems achieve a similar effect without the bulky hardware (Figure 129b). This is the
result of a single central and unique aspect of EMS systems: where mechanical
solutions add mechanical components to the user’s body, EMS-based devices instead
borrow “components” from the user, in particular the “mechanics” already contained in
the human body. This makes EMS systems comparably small and even allows them to
be worn—invisibly—under the user’s clothes.

5.1.2 Next step after wearables: devices becoming more personal
This borrowing of parts of the user’s body not only allows for a small form factor, but
also results in a particularly intimate relationship between user and device, which was
something that we observed in user’s comments. For instance, participants of our user
studies voiced the feeling of a blurred ownership of one’s own hand (in pose-IO), or
attributed external agency to an inanimate spray can that was, in fact, actuated by means
of their own muscles (in affordance++). We believe this ability to alter agency is a
special property of EMS since it actuates the human body from within. However, further
investigation with controlled experiments is needed to arrive at precise conclusions.
Furthermore, recalling the history of interactive computing with which we opened this
dissertation with, we can now wonder whether devices that borrow the user’s body
might in fact be the next significant device paradigm.

pacemaker

mobile

mobile

wearable

overlaps
with body

Figure 130: A possible evolution of interactive devices. (Images in CC0 Creative
Commons by JESHOOTScom, Free-Photos and geralt_)
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Figure 130 illustrates this by sketching out a possible evolution of interactive device
paradigms. By considering our proposal, devices that overlap with the body, as a natural
consequence of wearable interfaces it is possible to consolidate several lines of research
in which devices literally share the user’s body, such as implanted interfaces [66, 95],
on-body input [143, 56, 134], and interactive systems based on EMS.

5.1.3 Bi-directional communication channel to the user
Traditional interactive devices, including mobile devices, are separated from the user’s
body. Therefore, these devices do not have a continuous communication channel to the
user. Wearable devices, in contrast, tend to be in physical contact with the user’s body.
This allows them to send messages to the user, e.g., by stimulating the user’s skin using
vibrotactile actuators. Implanted devices [66, 95] are located inside the user’s body,
where they are able to continuously read and actuate upon some of the user’s internal
properties—as insulin pumps or pacemakers do—but their ability to talk back to the
user is, unfortunately, limited.
Unlike these three categories (mobile, wearable and implanted) EMS-based devices
effectively overlap with the user’s body and this overlap allows them to maintain a
continuous bidirectional channel (input and output) with the user. The result is a closed
loop of input and output between user and device that users can perform eyes-free—a
quality that gains in relevance as more and more wearable devices, such as smart
watches, compete for the user’s visual attention. While many wearable devices can
notify its user using vibration patterns, EMS is substantially more expressive since a
pair of EMS electrodes can communicate a continuously changing parameter to its user.

5.2

Outline and open challenges

Now, we sketch an outline for the field of interactive systems based on EMS by listing
open technical and philosophical questions that we left unanswered.

5.2.1 Technical challenges
There are many exciting hardware and software challenges in EMS-based interactive
systems. To overcome these limitations in the future, we, in the research community
need to deal with a wide range of challenges; in particular, current limitations in EMS
precision must be addressed:
1. Increase the robustness of EMS-based systems to variations in body posture and to
muscular fatigue. One approach might be to add additional sensors that track limb
orientation (e.g., accelerometers) and physiological signals (e.g., electromyography
to measure muscle activity and chemical sensors that analyze sweat composition).
2. In order to actuate with higher precision and enable more complex poses, it might be
worth implanting microelectrode arrays [18] into the respective muscles.
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3. To harmonize the control loops with the user’s voluntary muscle contractions, we

may consider creating EMS systems that, simultaneously, sense muscle tension and
thus track users’ voluntary motion.
4. Concurrently with these developments, one would expect to see a series of other
improvements that make EMS research easier and its outcome more applicable, such
as automatic calibration procedures and methods that simplify the placement of the
electrodes, embed them into textiles, and so on. Furthermore, recently, we have
started to see some early examples of automatic calibration of EMS devices [84, 44,
127, 79].

5.2.2 Conceptual, philosophical & societal challenges
Resource conflicts. The idea that a device can “borrow” the user’s limbs poses a number

of interesting design challenges, such as the potential “resource conflict” that arises
when user and device try to actuate the same limb at the same time. Our EMS-based
systems solved this issue by having the EMS actuation configured to be weak enough to
allow users to simply overpower the actuation. Another approach is to sense the user’s
voluntary motion and to abort any device action whenever the user is trying to act (e.g.,
as in pose-IO).
Shift in agency. Another challenge present in using any form of automated system, be it

EMS-driven or motor-based, is a shift in agency. While the naïve assumption might be
that any system that automatically actuates a user decreases the perceived agency,
during our experiments, we observed users’ comments during that suggested blurred
forms of agency—hinting that the notion of loss vs. gain of agency might not be strictly
binary, but rather affords “sharing agency” with a device.
We believe the question of agency is the fundamental piece for hybrid human-machine
systems and the nature of EMS simply takes this question to the spotlight. We believe
further investigation is required to understand how exactly is the sense of agency
affected by such systems and, also, does EMS affect agency in any particular way?
This question unfolds into a series of subsequent questions, such as: do we feel like we
made a choice when we find our bodies act out such a choice? Does it make a difference
whether we find our body actuated by mechanical contraption, or by a more “internal”
EMS device? Answering these questions could potentially revolutionize a wide range of
applications designed to teach us physical skills, such as haptic tutorial systems.
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Ethical repercussions of a shared agency. The consequence of systems with shared

models of agency is that they disrupt the fabric of societal norms. One example at the
contemporary spotlight is the moral and liability paradoxes in self-driving cars, e.g.,
who is liable, and morally responsible, in the event of an accident while the car drives
itself? Similarly, when using an exoskeleton or interactive system based on EMS, we
can ask an enormous amount of variations to this question. Because of the wide
implications of these questions and its societal repercussions we believe these should be
investigated thoroughly and openly, with as much public interaction as possible.
One powerful way to extend this discussion to the general public is to expose them to
this paradox and incite critical thinking over the philosophical implications of hybrid
technology that disrupts the traditional model of users controlling devices.
As an outcome of this philosophical side of our work, we created a device that reverses
the traditional “the user controls the device” paradigm and, instead, controls the user.
Our creation, depicted in Figure 131, is a technological parasite that lives off human
energy: the device harvests kinetic energy by electrically stimulating participants’
wrists. This causes their wrists to involuntarily turn a crank, which then powers the
device ad infinitum.

Figure 131: Ad Infinitum, a parasitical machine that lives off human energy.
This device, which we call Ad Infinitum, was crafted to provoke users to consider the
implications of this philosophical debate. This act of building a device to “ask a
question”, rather than to “answer one”, made it more suitable for an artistic outlet. We
have exhibited this device at prestigious venues, such as Ars Electronica (Linz, 2017)
and Science Gallery (Dublin, 2017).
While the systems presented above are all prototypes and not commercial deployments,
one cannot overlook the ethical landscape around these novel interfaces. In particular,
we expect our projects to spark more discussion on the subject of ensuring that EMS
interfaces are used in a safe, responsible and secure manner.
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5.3

Community outreach

To allow other researchers to build on our work we have taken three steps.
1. Open-source software. We made the code of the following prototypes open-source:
1. Affordance++: https://github.com/PedroLopes/affordance
2. Muscle-plotter: https://github.com/PedroLopes/openEMSstim
3. MR: https://github.com/PedroLopes/HoloLens-ElectricalMuscleStimulation
2. Open-source hardware. To enable researchers to get started on the—typically more

time-consuming—hardware side of EMS, we created the openEMSstim, which is an
open-source hardware module that programmatically adjusts the intensity of an off-theshelf EMS/TENS stimulator. Our hardware design is derived from [124], which was
one of the results of two workshops that we jointly conducted with Pfeiffer et al. at
IEEE WorldHaptics 2015 and ACM CHI 2016 conferences. The openEMSstim’s
schematics, firmware code, documentation and step-by-step tutorials are available at:
https://github.com/PedroLopes/openEMSstim
3. Community outreach. Finally, to make these ideas available to the youngest

generation of our research community, we utilized our openEMSstim as the hardware
platform for all 18 student teams of the ACM UIST 2016 Student Innovation Contest.

5.4

Final thoughts

Our eight projects were designed to spark the idea of interactive systems based on EMS,
while simultaneously, to some deeper extent, working out the conceptual framework of
a larger theme: devices that overlap with the user’s body might be the natural successors
to wearable computing.
We foresee that this theme, on the subject of biological integration of devices & human
senses, will unfold as the centerpiece of Human Computer Interaction, leading to a
significant fusion with the Neurosciences.
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